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SLJ.MMA.RP'
Using essays, diaries, letters and autobiography and the theories about
these genres - particularly, but not esclusively, Virginia Woolf s - this study
looks at !he relationship between genre and literature in the writing of
autobiography. Ger.eric autobiography is defined by writers failing to question
their deoender-e on key facets of their lives, which allows them to position

themselves in relation to the rest of reality. Literary autobiography, on the other
hand, is fnund where writers honour all elements of their lives.
Generic autobiography is the classical understanding of autobiography.
And yet this study concludes with the realisation that it is not strictly speaking

autobiographical because it can belong to anyone who reads it. An autobiography
is ultimately defined by the impossibility of another deciphering its position, and
this is more akin to what we find in literary autobiographies.

This thesis contains no material which has been eccepted Tor the award of
any other degree or diploma in any university or other institution: nor, to the
best of my knowledp and belief, does it contain any material previously
published or written by another person, escept where due reference is made
in the text of the thesis.

Mark Broadhead

Acknowledgments for a thesis are usually divided between intellectual
support and emotional support. That is to say, between the university and the
candidate's friends, work colleagues, and family. But, of course, there is an
overlap between the two camps. Supervisors are friends, albeit detached from
one's everyday world; and friends, colleagues and family are ready interrogators
of one's intellectual pursuits, even though their world is not based in the same
ivory tower. I have been lucky enough to have supervisors, friends, colleagues,

and family whom I find it difficult to separate neatly into the two camps.
Nevertheless, to begin with Monash University, 1 would like to thank my
supervisors, who provided invaluable criticism during my candidature. Professor
Terry 'Threadgold guided my research from the beginning, before leaving me in
the learned hands of Professor Clive Probyn. Professor Kevin Hart also offered
valuable suggestions. Any mistakes that remain in the thesis are mine not theirs.

Of friends, colleagues, and family the list is numerous. However, it would
begin with my parents, Jim and Margaret, who map of questioned my arguments
but never my decision to study. The list would continue with Matthew Pritchard,
Imogen Young, Daniel Tatton, Stephen Brockway, Anissa Brockway: and Dr
Frances Gamer. They are a strikingly eclectic group of friends who, nevertheless,
share a curiosity for all things, which is both infectious and delightful.

1 am at a party - the host introduces another guest to me. An introduction

in this sense, as it is in a textct,is understood to be preliminary to the main
discussion, although sometimes there is no more than an introduction. The reasons.
for this interiuption might be n~ultiple.It may be that the introduction failed to
work, the other remaining as unapproachable as ever. Or it may be because the
introduction worked too well. In other words, 1 learn all the infornation I require
from the introduction, or I discover that the main discussion was only an
"introduction" to what I want to be discussed.
This thesis began in part because autobiography remained an introduction
for me. Most investigations I had read neither satisfied me as to how a text's genre
influences (the w ~ i ~ i nof)
g one's life, nor how genres are generated by their
continuity or discontinuity with the; autobiography of their authors.
For instance, the title of this page signals that it belongs to the genre of
introductions. Of course, not everything bearing this title is an introduction. I t
might, for instance, be instead a fictional story about an introduction between two
characters. Virginia Woolf herself wrote such a story, entitled "The Introduction,"
about a female university studen:, an essayist, being introduced to a male guest at
a party. l This kind of complication, which is central rather than supplementary to
the discussion of Zenres, is what 1 try to deal with in the following chapters in
order to approach autobiography.
Each chapter investigates a dit'ferent autobiographical genre, beginning
with essays, then diaries, letters, and finally autobiographies thernselves. The
choice i f whose essays, diaries, letters, and autobiographies to use as primary
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texts for discussion was not difficult. It is for three main reasons that 1 chose the
oeuvre of Virginia Woolf. The first reason being that with the almost complete
publication of her extant essays, letters, diaries, and autobiographical pieces, her
oeuvre is one of the most easily accessible and extensive in the English language.
Second, as a so-called modernist writer, her texts consciously deal with the
l

problems of writing, and these include genre classifications. Third, I have an
admiration for her writing which only increases with repeated reading.
That being said, 1 only use Waolf to substantiate or lead my discussion
where it is appropriate. If I find sd:neone else more helpful to the investigation, as
for example Jacques Derrida is on many occasions, then I feel there is no
treachery in putting Woolf to one side. In other words, what follows this
introciuction is not strictly speaking a study of Virginia Woolf as one would
nonnally expect, where, for instance, each of her novels (from M e Vopge Orrl to
Hetweerr the A c ~ s )is discussed in chronological order. Rather, it is a theoretical

study of the use, Ilmit, and origin of autobiographical genres by reading a variety

of texts, including Woolf

S.

In short, the study is an amalgamation or federation of

genre theory, literary theory, autobiographical theory, and Woolf studies. Nu
single discipline is allowed to dominate the others. Indeed, the thesis attempts to

open the borders between the disciplines, rather than closing them off with
restrictive approaches.
"Genre" and "literature" are the key terms used to approach my
understanding of autobiography in the works of Woolf. I deliberately chose to
hegin the study using both terns in their broadest sense. Thus, "gnre" is
applicable to any sort of text, whether spoken, written, or visual, that can be said
to belong to a set of texts of similar design or effect, although my focus here is
I

Virginia Woolf, "The Introduction," 7he C70tnplere ShorferI;icricm, ed. Susan Dick (London:
Triad Grai3on Books, 1 99 1).

S

chiefly (though not exclusively) in the wrinen text. This leaves "genre"
somewhere between the classic and romantic uses of the term. As Tzvetan
Todorov writes: "with the classics, [genre] was a norm involted to condemn
deviations; for the romantics, each work had its own genre, and the notion was
thus deprived of all interest."' Likewise, "literatu~ie"has a broad rang, which is
not limited to so-called imaginative texts, as the word has been increasingly used
since the eighteenth century.' More detailed definitions of "genre" end "literature"
come to light in the following chapters as I test the relationship between the two
terms.
The first chapter, entitled "Turning in Essays," approaches the definitions

of the essay, and this leads to speculations on its relationship to literary fiction,
especially the development of the novel. I at first find that the essay is a rarer
entity than I have been led to believe, with most "essays" actually bereft of the
autobiographical impulse that differentiates them from "articles." Yet I then
realise that all ucirrul essays by definition must hi1 in their attempt to be essays.
Because of the problem of representing one's everyday experience, essays cannot
both answer and question the autobiographical impulse at their origin. This leads
me to investigate the relationship between autobiography and the everyday. Using
Maurice Blanchot I discern two versions of the everyday, the ordinary and the
inspired. This division is found named by Woolf in her novel 7'0 the Lighthouse as
the Seventh Article. It defines the everyday interaction between her male and
female characters: Wornerr are engendered in peace-time by females questioning
males, and in repayment they expect males to sacrifice themselves in times of
danger. Because the Seventh Article does not encourage men to question the

-2
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Tzvetnn Todorov, "l ntroduction: French Poetics," l+mch Lifcroy 7hcory 'lixlny:A Reode,: ed.
Tzvetan Todorov (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1982) 6.
Raymond Williams. Kee~alord.s:
A I'ocabrrlwy qJCdtwc.md Swiep (London: Flaminyo. 1983)
187.
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inspiration (the questioner) of their thoughts, women remain the limit of their own
self-representation. The latter half of the chapter sees how the Seventh ~rticle's
division of duties is further criticised by Woolf in ? ' / w e Gztine-~ I r Xhally
encouraging times of danger; that is, war. To avoid this, Woolf creates a society of
Outsiders where females can escuse thei~scivesfrom :he social engendering of
the Seventh Article.
In the second chapter, entitled "Promising Diaries," the act of excusing
oiieself is related back to thc gncric everyday of the diary and the literary
vocation. ARer making the distinction between orzticrpcrtory evcuses and bek~/lrrced
e.rcuves, 1 then set out to prove the work of literature is in the former. I find

anticipatory excuses undermining the accepted order of promises and, indeed,
accepted orders in general, including the ordering of the evervday, such as
Tuesday following Monday, etc. To keep a hold on the everyday, Woolf imposes
a distorted version of the Seventh Article on Nelly Bosall, her domestic cook. By

not questioning the reasons for Boxall's disquiel with her conditions, Bosall

beco<;:.-Sthe generic symbol of Woolf s everyday. This is confirmed by
comparing Woolf s diary with her composition of the "Time Passes" section of 'l'o

[/rel&hfiwuw during the General Strike of 1926. Moreover, in her dependence
on Boxall remaining a generic example of her everyday I also perceive the limit of
WoolPs professional institution, literature; for it obfuscates how Bosall's work
frees Woolf to concentrate on writing. : i'ound that Woolf S use of Boxall 10 Iiinit
the intermgat-ion of her lifestyle is an escuse for not defining herself. It is an
excuse which I relate to literature's Frreedom. The freedom of literary writers to
say everything is founded upon the escuse from defining themselves. I trace this
with the help of Paul de Man's reading of Jean-Jacques Rousseau, who had his
own trouble with a cook.
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This avoidance of certainty is pursued in the third chapter, entitled "Letters
of Honour," using Woolrs letters, especially those to Vita Sackville-West, and
her "suicide letters," together with several interpretations of letters fictional and
real (or ambiguous) in order to see how the literariness of a text is determined by
defamiliarising the everyday. In particular, 1 see how the literariness of tests is
constrained when I iook at how, contrary to Woolf s wishes, her undated suicide
letters to her husband, Leonard, have been given a chronological order and then
used to define her character with such generic attributes as Stoic or victim OF
circumstances, etc. Using Peggy Kamuf, these interpretations are seen as part of a
patriarchal legacy of "masculine" honour. I understand "masculine" honour as the
opposite of what 1 call literary honour, which I associate with an attempt to
honour all one's experience without prejudice or privilege.
This literary honour is the subject of the fourth and final chapter, entitled
"Literary Autobiography" where Martin Heidegpr leads me to trace in broad
strokes the origin and rise of generic autobiography tiom Plato to Descartes, and
its challenge in the work of Friedrich Nietzsche. A key test by Maurice Blanchot,
entitled /,U Folie

j o w , is pui forward as honouring Nietzsche's legacy. And,

indeed, Derrida uses Rlanch~t's test to undermine genre classifications. In
particular, I consider the (Nietzschean) double affirmation Demda notices in I,a

I M c di4,iO~ras a way of understanding literary honour, and also what Woolf calls
"moments of being" in her autobiographical piece, "A Sketch of the Past."
Finally, this chapter is followzd by a short conclusion.

Turning in Essays

This chapter approaches the genre of essays primarily by listening to its
dialogue with fiction in the representation of the everyday. With the help of Maurice
Blanchot I discern two versions of the everyday, the ordinary and the inspired. This
allows me to expand the idea of the Seventh Article (in a passage tkorn 7b tlze
LigIrt/zouse I have used as an epigraph) beyond the dinner table, seeing it as

expressing the general division of the everyday between the genders: women inspire
men to thought by questioning them about their everyday, and, as such, women arc
defined as the inscrutable origin of the representation of the world. As Lily Briscoe
describes: "it behoves the woman, whatever her otvn occupation be, to go to the help
of the young man opposite [her at the dinner table, in this case] so that he may espose
and relieve the thigh bones, the ribs, of his vanity, of his urgent desire to assert
himself" The chapter concludes by looking at how Woolf responds to this detkition

of women in 7hrc.e ( ~ I ' I I ~ U Sby envisaging a society of Outsiders.
Virginia Woolf had her first essays published when she was stfll Virginia
Stephen. In fact they were published the year of her father's death, 1904. She began
where Leslie Stephen had left otY, for he was a renowned essayist, and had played a

\?co!f. lb r?w Lig!t/hotm (Londcn: Ciaflon Books, 1977) 99. Subsequent page references will be
included parenthetically within the body of the tw
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l a r p part in her development as a writer.: 1 sum up this chapter with a discussion of
the £2.7.6. paid to Virsinia Step .en in January 1905 by The Guurdiun for her first
three essays.2 But first l meditate on the essay's influence on Woolfs writing,
particularly her novels.
1 began my first meditation on essay writing with my second-hand copy of

Virginia Woolf s 7'0 /he 1,ighthouse (1927) on the table before me. Distracted, I
picked it up and flicked through its pages. The novel is divided into three parts
entitled, "The Window," "Time Passes," and "The Lighthouse." The first and final
parts are separated by ten years. Both, however, take place on a single day. "The
Window" opens with an answer: "'Yes, of course, if it's fine tomorrow,' said Mrs
Ramsay" (9). She is addressing her six-year-old son, lames; and his missing question
is glimpsed in the three words of the novel's title, for we are encouraged to presume
that he asks whether he wilE be sailing to /he Iightlf~zl~e
in the morning. When the
light fails later, the lighthouse repeats the question with three beams: "first two quick
strokes and then one long steadv stroke" (69). But now Jarnes's father dismisses his
son's hopes. "'But,' said his father, slopping in front of the drawing-room window, 'it
won't be fine'" (TO). And a guest, Cliarles Tansley, supplies the meteorological
reason: "'It's due west,' said the atheist Tansley, holding his bony fingers spread so
that the wind blew threw them

[...I" ( 1 1 ).

It is well known that, although set on the Hebridean Isle of Skye, the novel is
largely based on Woolfs memory of her family's summer-house in St. Ives,
Cornwall. To some of ht:r readers the change of settins was revealed by the

See Katherine C. Hill's "Virginia Woolfand Leslie Stephen: History and Literary Revolution,"
PA41.A 96 (1981): 351-362.
Woolf, A Pnssiu~~otr
Apptrricrr: 71rc I:'orlj~.lorrrr~al.s:
1897-1909. ed. Mitchell A . Leaska (San
Diego: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich. 1990) 2 19.
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inconguous flora and fkuna. "Lord Olivier", Woolf writes to her sister, Vanessa
Bell, on 22 May 1927, "writes that my horticulture and mtural history is in every
instance wrong: there are no rooks, elms, or dahlias in the Hebrides; my sparrows are
wrong; so are my carnations".' These errors are made more notable by the presence in
the narration of a botanist, William Bankes. Bankes is an old friend of Mr. and Mrs.
Ramsay, characters Woolf modelled on her parents.5 Someone (1 could not tell if it
was me) had marked the pages in my copy where Bankes intermpts Lily Rriscoe from
her painting of Mrs. Rarnsay and James. Leaving the easel, William and Lily stroll
towards the sea-view at the bottom of the garden, discussing, along the way, their
host, the philosopher, Mr. Ramsay. Where I began reading, one of the walkers had
just found it remarkable that Mr. Ramsay supported his eight children on philosophy

(25). Then the widower, William, regrets that his old friend had become esorbitantly
dcpendent on his family for praise (29).
'Oh but.' said Lily, 'think of his work!'
Whenever she 'thought of his work' she always saw clearly before her a large
kitchen tab!e. It was Andrew's doing. She asked him what his father's books were about.
'Subject and object and the nature of reality,' Andrew had said. And when she said Heavens,
she had no notion what that meant. 'Think of a kitchen table then,' he told her, 'when you're
not there.'

So she always saw. when she thought of Mr Ramsay's work, a scrubbed kitchen
table. It lodged now in the fork of a pear tree, for they had reached the orchard. And with a
painfill effort of concentration, she focussed her mind, not upon the silver-bossed bark of the
tree, or upon its fish-shaped leaves, but upon a phantom kitchen table, one of those scrubbed

Woolf, A Chnr1g.c.cfl'c.rspectir~ip: 'Ihe 1,ettcr.s of I'irgitiicr CYoolf Jbl. Ill 1923-1928, ed. Nigel
Nicolson Rr Joanne l'rautmann Banks (London: Hogarth Press, 1994).
S Leslie Stephen also made an appearance in Georse Meredith's 'Ihe Egoist (1 879) as the character
Vernon Whitford. See, Noel Annan's Ledie Stephett: 'IkGtxlk.ss I-'icforint~(New York: Kandonl
House, 1984).
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board tables, grained and knottcri, whose virtue seems to have been laid bare by years of muscular
integrity, which stuck there, its four legs in air (29-30).

As I was saying, in the margin of the page in m y copy someone had written,
"See genius, page 41 - see Berkeley, Mars, on tables." Looking back to the title
pages to see if the previous owner had written their name, I was strangely disturbed to
find only n ~ yown sibmature written in the same style as the annotations. Turning to
p a p forty-one for the famous definition of genius, I found it apposite for Lily's
picture of Mr. Ramsay's table. It descritos geniuses as being able to throw
themselves, their experiences, their names, everything, into all the letters of thought
(40-42). Mr. Ramsay, on the other hand, methodically plods through the alphabet of

thoughts ("Lock, Hume, Berkeley..."( 52)) only to get stuck at Q, which happens to
be the letter before his surname's initial. (It is likely that Woolf is referring to the "R"

of "Kamsay" because as a re-working of Leslie Stephen's life it relates to the work he
did as a writer and editor for the Dictionary of National Biography.) "Meanwhile, he
stuck at Q. On, then on to R ' (42). Mr. Rarnsay understands the truth as finitude, as
2. If what Andrew Ramsay tells Lily Briscoe is representative of his father's method,

Mr. Ramsay believes that to reach Z he must think of it when he is not "there." In
other words, his self (R) must remain outside the alphabet of his thought, and
co;l:equen~ly outside of his writing. It is this self-erasure that perhaps inspires him to
recite Tennyson's "'The Charge of the Light Brigade." "Someone had blundered," Mr.
Rarnsay says wandering around the garden in a trance, quoting the poem's accusation
(35).

This opposition beiween the recognised genius and the example of Mr.
Ramsay as an anonymous j7unetrr is repeated by numerous writers on the essay
pointing to the key difTerence between an essuv and an orrick as the latter's blindness

IS

to the presence of the thinking self. In this sense Mr. Ramsay is an article writer,
reluctant or unable to write using the autobiographical self interrogation of the essay.
Closing ib the I,iglzthozrse, I picked up a critical anthology. Essayists, Car1 Klaus
writes in "Essayists on the Essay" (1989), seek
to convey the sense of a human presence, a human presence that is indisputably related to its
author's deepest sense of self. but that is also a complete iliusion of the self- an enactment of
it as if it were both in the process of thought and in the process of sharing the outconles of
that thought with others. Considered in this light, the essay, rather than being the clear-cut,
straight fonvard, and transparent form of discourse that it is usually considered to be. is itself
a very problematic kind of writing. So it should not be confused with article-writing

[...].h

Perversely, this means that most texts that seek to define the essay fail
themselves to be essays; and this applies not least to the valuable collection edited by
Beth Carole Rosenberg and Jeanne Dubino on Woolf s essays.' And, more seriously,

if Klaus is correct in defining the essay's major trait as the representation of the
thinking self, then the contributors to Virginia Wooifand rhe L.wy (1997) also fail to
talk about essays. Woolf herself comments on this tendency in one of her earliest

publications, 'The Decay of Essay-writing" (1905): "The simple words '1 was born"',

she writes,
have somehow a charm beside which all the splendours of romance and fairy-tale turn to
moonshine and tinsel. But though it scem.: +".:Eeasy enough to write of one's self, it's, as we
know, a feat but seldom accomplished.

[...l Confronted with the terrible spectre of

themselves, the bravest are inclined to run away or shade their eyes8

H. Klaus, "Essayists on the Essay," I,iierary Not!fic/iott:7keor): C'rificisnr,Pedugogy, ed. Chris
Anderson (Carbondale: Southern Illinois University Press, 1989) 173.
Beth Carole Rosen berg and Jeanne Dubino, eds., C'irgittin Woolfond the 1Ls.iqv (New York: St
Martin's Press, 1997).
Woolf, "The Decay of Essay-writing," 'IkIIssnys of Virgitria Woo& C'ol. I 19041912, ed. Andrew
McNeillie (London: Hogarth Press. 1995) 26.
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This criticism of article writers is not far from her father's, who in "Thoughts on
Criticism, by a Critic" (1876), characterises most of his contemporary critics as
frightened to have their own opinion, or to commit to paper their own feeling, content
instead to support the orthodoxy.9 in doing this, Stephen's contemporaries go against
the bohemian tendency of essays to challenge onhodox opinions. It is this tendency
which leads Theodor Adomo (1954-58) to champion the genre as anti-ideology, that
is, it questions the orthodox representations of the world, particularly the objective
views of science. "Science", Adorno writes in imagery redolent of 1'0 /he
Lighthouse's representation of Mr. Ramsay at dinner,
needs the notion of the concept as a tabula rasn to consolidate its claim to authority, its claim
to be the sole power to occupy the head of the table. In actuality, all concepts are already
implicitly concretised through the language in which they stand. The essay starts with these
meanings, and, being essentially language itself, takes them farther.

"The Modem Essay" (1922) comes two decades after "The Decay of Essaywriting," but Woolf s opinions on the essay have not changed. She sees the answer to
the problem of representing the writer's presence as coinciding with literature's
search for "the triumph of style." "For", Woolf continues, "it is only by knowing how
to write that you can make use in literature of yourselc that self which, while it is
essential to literature, is also its most dangerous antagonist. Never to be yourself and
yet always - that is the problem."^^ The yet alwqs differentiates the problem from
never to he yoursdf'of the scientific method, which in his essay "On the Nature and

Form of the Essay: A Letter to Leo Popper" (1 9 1 l), Georg Lukacs says gives
-.

"eslie Stephen, "$h'iughts on Criticism, by a Critic,"A.len.Hooh, at~drtlorrnfnirn,ed. S. 0.A.
Ullman (tondud Hogarth Press, 1956) 220.
l0 T h d r %l. Adorno, "The Essay as Form," Notes to I.itero/t~rc:k l . Otre, trans. Shieny Weber
Nickolsbri, ed. Rolf Tiedenmnn (New York: Columbia University Press, 1991) 12.
Wofl "The Modern Essay," 'lhe L~srnaqf Mrgittin Woolfi I,'o/. 11' 1925-1928, ed. Andrew
McNeillie (London: Hogarth Press, 1994j 22 1.
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information, relationships, and facts; in short, an objective view of reality.12 By
contrast, the essay, as an art form, begins when the writer is overcome by his or her
reality.
Consequently, if the representation of the "1" is the essayist's problem, it is
not the problem of the essay: it is exactly what defines the essay. So in rushing to
answer the Sphinx's problem ("What goes on four legs in the morning, two legs at
noon, and three at dusk'?") in non-essayistic terms Oedipus fails to see how the
problem relates to himself: Oedipus answers the Sphinx with the general and
scientific "Man," thus neglecting to question his true childhood identity - exactly that
time when like a table he went on four legs. Georg Lukacs says that if the life of
Oedipus is the perkct subject for a tragedy, then the essay's ideal subject is Socrates,
because he tried to answer problems with ironic self-consciousnes~.~~
In other words,
where tragedies end with the realisation that my reality has always already pretigured
my identity, it is this realisation of the ineluctable relationship between my reality and
my identity that marks the point where the essay in theory begins.

To test this theory I went in search of this self-consciousness by investigating
my enigmatic references to Berkeley and Marx in my marginalia. Picking up a copy
of George Berkeley's l'rinc@/es qf Hunlun Knowledge ( 1 7 101, 1 looked for mention
of tables. 1 didn't have far to read. In the third paragaph Berkeley argues: "That
neither Dur thoughts nor passions, nor ideas formed by the imagination, exist without
the mind

[...l. The table 1 write on, I say, exists, that is, I set: and k!
it; and if I were

out of my study I should say it existed, meaning thereby that if 1 was in my study I

l2~eorp,Lukacs, "On the Nature and Fonn of the Essay: A Letter to Leo Popper," Sold c r r d l;ornl,
trans. Anna Bostock wondon: Merlin Press, 1974) 3.
l 3 Lukacs, 13-1 4.
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might perceive it, or that some other spirit actually does perceive it."'V-kre, then, is
one of the legs of the essayist's table, it is a radical idealist's leg.
For Berkeley a table is a table because someone perceives it as such: essence
is perception. And though 1 might easily imagine the iable when I am not "there," as
Andrew Ramsay says, or, as Berkeley says, "Rut say you, surely there is nothing
easier than to imagine trees, for instance, in a park or books existing in a closet, and
nobody by to perceive them."'s "But what is all this," Berkley replies, "I beseech
you, more than framing in your mind certain ideas which you call books and trees,
and at the same time omitting to frame the idea of anyone that may perceive them?
BUIdo not you yourself perceive or think of them all the while?"16
But this is not the whole story. I had also mentioned M m in my marginalia.
Karl Marx, as Lenin fan~ouslysaid, turned idealism, such as Berkelq's, on its head.
In the first chapter of Marx's Capikd (written between 1864-1872), for example, he
notes that the manner in which an object is perceived is problematised by its
exchange-value. For Mars, once an object enters into the world as a commodity it can
be used for purposes unimagined, secret relationships that unsettle the status quo
between the subject and object. "It is absolutely clear", M a n writes in a passage
strikingly consonant with Lily's table,
that by his activity, man changes the forms of the materials of nature in such a way as to make
them useful to him. The form of wood, for instance, is altered if a table is made out of it.
Nevertheless the table continues to be wood, an ordinary, sensuous thing. But as soon as it
emerges as a commodity, it changes into a thing which transcends sensuousness. It non only
stands with its feet on the ground, but, in relation to ali other commodities, it stands on its

'"eorge
Berkeley, Prittc1p1e.sofi;(rimnr~Ktlou~ledgern~dThree Didopes, ed. Roger Woolhouse
(I-lannondswqrth: Penguin, 1988) 53-54.
IS Berkeley, 6 1 .
G Berlreky, 6 1.
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head, and evolves out of its wooden brain grotesque ideas, far more wonderful than if it were to begin
dancing of its own free will. l7

In an enigmatic footnote to this passage Mars goes on to say, "One may recall that
China and the tables began to dance when the rest of the world appeared to be
standing still - pour encourager les uutrcs."~Vomeonegoes on to orientate Man's
footnote as: "A reference to the simultaneous emergence in the 1850s of the Taiping
revolt in China and the craze for spiritualism which swept over upper-class German
society. The rest of the world was 'standing still' in the period of reaction
immediately after the defeat of the 1548 Revolutions."~
So there are nvo opposed understandings of a table. At one end it is taken for
granted that a table only exists because there is someone, ultimately God, to perceive
it. This idealism guarantees the authority of the subject over the object. While with
materialism, at the other end of the table, there is the belief that objects are more
perceptive than the humans who labour over their construction. Mars, for instance,
joked about how a mid-nineteenth-century table was more perceptive of change. than
its bourgeois owners.
The Ramsays' kitchen table, which Lily Briscoe imagines perched in a fork of
tree, might indeed be a contender for the impersonal narrator of To the I,iglztholcse
rather than, as J. Hillis Miller argues, August Carmichael, the cat-like poet, who is
also the Ramsays' guest. "[AI11 the characters", Miller writes in "Mr Cannichael and
Lily Briscoe: The Rhythm of Creativity in To the Lighthouse" (1990),
participate without knowing it in the voice and mind of the narrator, according to the

assirrfiption Woolf notes in her diary that a 'tunnelling process' deep into the minds of ail her
l7 ~ a t i ~ a rC'npifla:
x,
A Critique ( f l ~ ~ l i l r cEcomny.
ol
trans Ben fowkes (Harmondswonh: Penguin.
1976).\63-164:
Mam, 163-164.
Marx, 164.
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characters would reach a point where they all connect, all have the same or similar thoughts, all move

to the same profound rhythm, which is the rhythm of that impersonal narrator's way of thinking.
Might it not he that this impersonal. all-inclusive all-keeping. all-annihilating perspective is
covertly embodied in the person of Augustus Carmichae~?~~'

Why must the novel's narrator be a subject? Is it a coincidence that tables are the
dominating presence in the novel, more so even than the deliberate i~nportancegiven
by Woolf to the lighthouse?
As is obvious, my meditations on essay writing could not dissociate the
problem of the writing self and the table. Like Lily Briscoe thinking of Mr. Kamsay's
work, whenever I now thought of essays 1 saw a tableau of Woolf stooped over her
writing table, or "tablet'? (for at times she used a portable w-iting Slock). Of course,
she used the same tables whether writing her novels, letters, or diaries, dividing the
working day chronographically with the diff'erent genres. In the morning she typically
wrote her fiction or essays in ionghand; after lunch she typed up the morning's drafts:
half an hour after tea was set aside for her diary; and the time after dinner was ideally

for correspondence.
The variety of each of these three genres is enough to disperse the thought of
writers on Woolf. The essays, alone, are read as expressionistic, lyrical, biographical,
formalist, polemical, philosophical, historical, or a combination of all these and more.
Every mapping of this labyrinth is personal at best, and deluded at worst. Added to
this dclusion my table fixation did not at first seem to give much direction to my
investigation. For, of all the numerous kinds of furnishinps. .%ere is none perhaps
more common than a table. A tabie is symbolic of all that gcies .Jer the rubric of the
everyday. Tables are found everywhere, being used for everything. 'The firs: steps of
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a child are often performed with the use of a table; walk into a darkened room and
you'll bump your shin on a coffee table; take photos of sublime landscapes and in the
bottom right-hand corner there is a picnic table. And yet I realised that this
everydayness relates directly to the essay. In his Mimesis (1946), for instance, Erich
Auerbach says that the essays of Montailwe appealed to the educated public of his
time because he eschewed scholastic esotericism, and so he managed to formulate an
everyday discourse for the middle- to upper-class dinner tables of Europc2I
Modem dinner conversation, then, perhaps owes more to Montaipe and
Francis Bacon than to all the major philosophers put together. In his essay "On
Experience" (1580), Montaigne says that "Philosophical inquiries and reflections
serve only as food for our curiosity. The philosophers, very rightly, refer us to the
laws of nature. But these have nothing to do with knowledge of this sublimity. The
philosophers falsify them' and present nature's face to us painted in over-bright
colours and too sophisticated;

[...l

In the experience that l have of myself 1 find

enough to make me wise"." With the intimacy of lay introspection, which Montaigne
was the first to call an "essais," he privileges everyday lanbaage above esoteric
jargon.
All this talk about the relationship between everyday speech and the essay

reminded me of Tzvetan Todorov's claim in his Genres in I'iscourse (1978) that all
"literary genres originate, quite simply, in human discourse".^ Of course, this

Hillis Miller, "Mr Carmichael and Lily Briscoe: The Rhythm of Creativity in 7;) ?heI,i~h/hor~.se,"
fiopcs, I'nmh /CS, Pe~for;ntrriws:L k q . c . on fiivnfiefh ('iwlr~~y
Litemlure (New York: Harvester
Wheatsheat 1990) 159-1 60.
2' Erich Auerbach, Mirnesis: The Reprrsettta/iori ofRc.ali@ it1 West~~rti
Li~emtlrrr,trans. Willard R.
Trask (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1991) 307.
22 Michel de Montaigne, "On Experience," Essny.~,tram J M. Cohen (Harmondsworth: Penguin,
1 988) 354.
23 Tzvetan Todorov, Getws in 1)iscorir.w. trans. Catherine Porter (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1990) 26.
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phonocentrism is problematised by the essay's influence on the manner of dinncr
conversation, which I have just found in Auerbacb's review of Montaibme's
popularity amongst the middle to upper classes. Woolf also falls for the idea that the
(written) essay imitates a "natrrial way of speaking."" Its "natural" quality leads her
to raise the essay above all other genres. In "Thc 3ecay of Essay-writing," she says:
"The peculiar form of an essay implies a peculiar sbbstance; you can say in this shape
what you cannot with equal fitness say in an) other."lS Contradicting her earlier
privilege OF speech over writing, she also argues that this natural way of speaking is
only possible after the gift of writing has been learnt26 Seventeen years latcr this
position remains: "He [the essayist] must know - that is the tirst essential -- how to
write."" At the same time, she writes in her diary that her literary criticism may seem
flimsy. "But rher:: is no principle," she writes on 15 April 1924, "except to follow this
whimsical brain implicitly, pare away the ill fitting, till I have the shape exact, Rr. if
thats [sic] no good. i; is the fault of God, arter all, it is he that has made us, not we
ourselves."28

3'::~-Wattempts to define the origin of the essay's everyday language are
assisted by the di. ner scene in 7'0 /he /,igl2thoztse, which Woolf considered at the time
to be the heigiai of her iitermy ability. I will seek to demmstmte that this dinner scene
is where she ;evl;als the origin and limit of middle-class conversation and with it the
limit of th"3 essay's representation of the everyday. I am referring to the so-called
Seventh .Article quoted as the epigraph of this chapter.

Woalf, "The Dccay of Essaywriting." 25.
25 Woolf, "'The Decay of Essay-writing," 25.
2"o~~1f, "The Decay of Essay-writing," 26.
" Woolf, "The Modem Essay," 22 1.
Llroolf. The 1)iar-yof firgittia W M ~ $Vol. 11 1920-1924, ed. Anne Olivier Bell (Harmondsworth:
Penguin, 1 98 1).
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When the dinner gong is heard throughout the Rarnsays' house the various
family members and guests leave their individual tables, their "washing-tables,"
"dressing-tables," and "bed-tables" to collect around the dinner table (90-91). During
dinner, Woolf uses the stream of consciousness of Lily Briscoe io show how the
women diners are expected to follow the Seventh Article by flattering men wit5
questions that allow thern to essay their experience and knowledge of the everyday
(99). (The Seventh Article demands of men, in return, that they help women, should

they be caught in fires or other such disasters.) Lily at first resists the Seventh Article
while she ponders her day's unfinished work. It is only after resolving the
composition of her intei~uptedpainting that Lily forsakes her work, obeying the
Seventh Article with a gesture towards her work: "She took up the salt cellar and put
it down again on a flower in the pattern in the table-cloth, so as to remind herself to
move the tree [in the pair~ting]"(93).
With the rise of sociology in the twentieth century everyday practises became
important areas of inierest. But ironically the most common limit to understanding
the everyday is manifested in the everyday idea that the everyday itself is easily
defined. This is because, other than relating its emergence to the rise of the
bourgeoisie, little more can be written on the everyday with certainty. It is a mercurial
subject which evades being pinned down as either this or that. For instance, the
editors of a vblume of Y d e French Studies (1987) devoted to the everyday say quite
clearly that it is "tied to two parallel developments: frst, to the rise of a middle class

and the demise of the great 'styles' formerly imposed in western societies by Church
and Monarch; second, to the vast migration of those middle classes to urban centers,
spaces where their everyday activities would become increasingly organized - hence
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percep/ible" [my italics] .l' But, contradicting this, one of the cssays they include (by
Maurice Blanchot) states that the everyday is the unperceived.30
Nevertheless, in the face of this contradiction, and in an attempt to do full
justice to Woolf's insight into the Seventh Article's division of everyday social
interaction, 1 will begin by considering what is not usually understood as everyday. 1
want to propose that thought is ordinarily counted as contrary to the everyday. When
I say "thought" I do not mean a habitual way of responding to situations. Rather 1 am

trying to name those events without precedent referred to as problem solving or
philosophical speculation, characteristics which are not uncommon to the essay form.
In his case history of the Rat Man (1909), Freud gives an epistemological
example of the disjunction between everyday habit and thought: "The waiters who
used to serve Schopenhauer at his regular restaurant 'knew' him in a certain sense, at
a time when, apart horn that, he was not k n o w either in Frankfurt or outside it; but
they did not 'know' him in the sense we speak to-day of 'knowing' Schope~\hauer."~~
Namely, the waiters did not know Schopenhauer's philosophical thought. Similarly,
Lily Briscoe knows of Mr. Ramsay's philosophical work as distinct from his
everyday role as father or husband sitting at the end of the dinner table childishly
demanding praise. indeed, how could she regard Mr. Ramsay's way of thinking
"Subject and object and the nature of reality" as everyday? Mr. Ramsay is stuck at Q:
'The veins on his forehead bulged. The seranium in the urn became startlins visible and,
displayed among its leaves, he could see without wishing it, that old, that obvious distinction
between the two classes of men; on the one hand the steady QOerS of superhuman strengh

Alice Kaplan and Kristin Ross. "Introduction," Yale Idi.et~chStrrdies: fi:w~yday
I.@ 73 (1987): 2 .
30 Maurice Blnncho't's cssay "Everyday Speech was originally collected in his The Itfit~ite
('i,mwsatiot~, trans. Susan Hanson (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota, 1993) 240.
3 ' Sigmund Freud. "Notes lJpon a Case of Obsessional Neurosis (The 'Ratman') (1909)," Per~priti
I-iwrd library: Voi. 9 Case Histories 11. trans. James Strachey, ed. A n ~ e l aRichards (London: Penguin,
1991) 77.
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who, plodding and persevering, repeat the whole alphabet in ordel: twenty-six lensrs in all, from stan
to finish; on the other the gifted, the inspired who, mirnculously, lump all the lctters together in one
flash - the way of genius (41).

Genius is, of course, a term that has been readily used to describe Virginia
Woolf. Her husband, Leonard Woolf; is one of many to see her genius in conflict
with the ordinary experience of the everyday. "Virginia",

he writes in his

autobiogaphy (1964), "had a g~eatenjoyment of ordinary things, of eatiilg, walking,
desultory talking, shopping, playing bowls, reading.

l...]
In this day to day, everyday

life and intercourse with other people she talked and thought and acted, to a great
extent, no doubt, as other ordinary people, though it is a curious fact that there was
about her something, some intangible aura, which made her very oRen seem strange
to the 'ordinary' person."" Leonard goes on to say that as a self-defence complete
strangers would laugh at her uncanny aura. "[I]n Barcelona or Stockholm", he says,
"nine out of ten would stop and stare at Virginia. And not only in foreign towns; they
would stop and stare and nudge one another
l'iccadilly

-

'look at her' - even in England, in

or Lewes Jiigh Street, where almost anyone is allowed to pass

unnoticed."R3 He also says, that there are so few photographs of his wife as a result

cif

the distress this attention caused her. Leonard associated the aura with her streak of
genius." In Aguinsr Suinre-Hezrvc. (1908-09) Marcel Proust describes this perception
of genius in others by turning to a line of poetry from Lemaire: "Even when the bird
~valks,one senses it has wings"." Like the ghost of old Hamlet, then, Virginia always

Woolf, At, Asfohiogmphv: i'ol. If 1911-1969 (Oxford: Oxford University Press. 1980) 1 S.
33 Leonard Woolf, 15-1 6.
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looked to be '.thinking of something else," and this appearance made passers-by

Leonard suggests that this thought of "something else" was undoubtedly
literature. "1 have never known", he writes, "any writer who thought, ruminated so
continually over what she was writing, turning her problems ovcr in her mind
persistently while sitting in a chair in front of a winter fire or going for her daily walk
along the bank of the Susses Ouse.'"7 In contrast, the everyday world of thoughtless
habit, her continual thought of literature had an aura of detachment. Yet for Leonard,
this aura is easily explained as an "everyday mental process" - albeit a higher order

of the everyday.'x He describes it as inspiration, giving the ancient example of
Archimedes fortuitously discovering the answer to the king's problem while having a
bath." This he links with a quote from Virginia's diary:

Here in the few minutes remaining, 1 must record, heaven bc praised, the end of

!/W

Wmrs.I wrote the words 0 Death fifteen minutes ago, having reeled across the last ten pages
with some moments of such intensity and intoxication that I seemed to stumble after my own
voice. or almost after some sort of speaker (as when I was mad) 1 was almost afiaid.
remembering the voices that used to fly ahead.J0

Leonard explains that Virginia was inspired to write the last ten pages of 'l'l~e
jfives (1931) only because, like Archimedes, she had already spent innumerable

hours working upon the problem, whether "sitting in a chair in front of the fire or
going for her daily walk." He shows two versions of Virginia3 everyday: the

Leonard Woolf, l S.
Leonard Wooli: 18.
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ordinary and the inspired. It is because she is continually plodding through the
alphabet of thought that she occasionally takes flight, as she did when finishing the
draft of The Wmes. In "Two Versions of the Everyday" (1984), Kristin Ross gives a
similar distinction of the two versions of the everyday in the thought of Maurice
Blanchot j 1
She explains the first version of the everyday as referential: it anchors the self
in the perception of common time, answering the questions What happened? and
When? Suitirduy, Fehmury 7 1931, for instance, the date of the diary entry just
quoted, is something Wcrolf shares with the whole of Britain. Whai is more, she is
certain that it will be followed by February 8th. Like Mr. Ramsay7slogically ordered
alphatset, this everyday furnishes the habitual thinking self with the certainty of one
day cancelling out the one before it, just as B supersedes A.
However, as .lames Ramsay recognises, approaching the lighthouse f-br the
first time in the last part of lbilrc. I,i,yhlltozrsc, logic also works the other way.
Noticing everyday details about the lighthouse he has never perceived from afar,
James asks, "So that was the Lighthouse, was it?" (201). And his answer is: "No, the
other [scen from the shore] was also the Lighthouse. For nothing was simply one
thing. The other was the Lighthouse too" (201).
The recognition of this epist~mologicalproblematic is common in European
modernism. For instance, in Franz Kafka's novel 777~Triul(1925),there is a sitnilar
acl;nowledgnent of the inability to negate errors: "The right perception of ally [natter
and a misunderstanding of the same matter do not wholly exclude each other."d' In
this I find the second version of the everyday, where the assuring habit of an orderly

J1

Kristin Ross. "Two Versions of the Everyday.'' I. 'Lsp& ( i ~ ? n I e Vol.
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and linear progress has disappeared. As Koss points out, ~lanchot'ssecond version
of the everyday, associated with the writing of literature at~dcharacterised by him as
the unperceived, poses the additional question: To whom did these evelyday thillgs
happm? This second version of the everyday - essentially the same as the essayist's
problem - puts the humanist "I"

into question, asking "Who am I?"

Archimedes' bathtub, or Woolt7s completion of T/ze Wuvev, or Mars's

Like

German

tables, everyday objects are able 10inspire the self to creativity in unperceived ways.
Contrary to Mr. Rarnsay's division of the "two classes of men," one plodding
through the alphabet, the other lumpins all the letters of the alphabet together in one
flash, both Kristin Ross and Leonard Wooll' acknowledp that these two versions (of
the everyday) are indissociable.'~ There would be no inspired moment of genius
without the ability, or inuhility, to plod through the whole alphabet. There is a
connection between the ordinary and the inspired, and as such, there is also a link
between the everyday and thought, as the Seventh Article demonstrdtes with women
forced to inspire men.
As Woolf sy~nbolisesthe link between the ordinary and the inspired versions

of Mr. Ramsay's everyday with the Seventh Article and, more specit'ically, the
unperceived and unattainable letter I<, can I do the same with WoolF! In an
autobiographical piece called "A Sketch of the Past" (1939-40) she contrasts the
ordittcrry everyday with the inspired everyday. Or, in her tem~s,the nwttienfs (f'ncrtlbeing and the mor;~o~ls
(g' being44 The momenfs

non-heing make up a larger

portion of our lives; they are, she says, "the cotton wool" of daily life. On the other
Franz Kafka, 7he 7i.in1, tram. Willa and Edwin Muir, and E. M. Butler (New York: Schocken,
1984) 216.
'"oss,
37.
Woolf, "A Sketch of the Past." Ahmerm c?fHeirlg,ed. Jeanne Schulkind (San
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hand, a n~onien/ofbeing i s rarer: "I was looking at a plant with a spread of leaves;
and it seemed suddenly plain that the flower itsell' was part ol'the earth; that a ring
enclosed what was the flower; and that was the real flower: part earth; part flower."J5
It is in the instantaneous connection of all the parts of the flower, rather than an
csclusivcly logical connection, that the nlonten/
'

of heirtg

is constituted.~Vnother

words, it becomes in Woolfs terms a work of art. "From this", she says:
I reach what 1 might call a philosophy; at any rate it is a constant idea ot'n~inc;that bchind the

cotton wool is hidden a pattern; that we - 1 mean all human beings - are connected with this;
that the whole world is a work of art; that we are parts of the work of art.

H~7t11lc.ror

a

Beethoven quartet is the truth about this vast mass that we call the world. But there is no
Shakespeare, there is no Beethoven; certainly and en~phaticallythere is no God; we m e rlw
wortl.s (emphasis added]; we are the music; we are the thing itself. And I see this when l have
a shock. 'l7

Taking Woolf at her word when she says, "we are ihe words," 1 see the pattern behind
the cotton

MW/

of everyday life symbolised by the letter f: l<'hides in front of and

behind the flora and fauna ofj1owc.r.and IVoolJ: For the moment, though, I will leave
F, like WoolF herself says in a letter to Roger Fry, on 27 h4ay 1927, that she leaves

the lighthouse, when he inquired as to its meaning:
I meant nothing by The Lighthouse. One has to have a cerltral line down the middle of the
book to hold the design together. 1 saw that all sorts of feelings would accrue to this, but I
rehsed to think them out, and trusted that people would make it the deposit for their own
emotions

-

which they have done, one thinking it means one thing another another. I can't
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mallage Syn~bolisn~
except in this vague, generalised way. Whctl~erits [sic] right or wrong I don't
know, but directly I'm told wli:~ta tiling m a s s , it becomes liateful to nle."'

I set out to define the everyday by contrasting it to thought, only to f nd the

everyday and inspiration linked at a fundamental level, with fonncr leading to the
lattcr.

Moreover, I connected this to tlic Seventh Articlc, which translates the

connection between the two terms into a social prejudice. Now I want to approach the
essay by seeing how its use of the everyday is linked to fiction.
For Woolf !he identity of the essayist opens the same problem as that in
fiction: "never to be yourself yet always."4Vf there is a problem separating fiction
and the essay, it is a problem at least as old as the origins of' realist fiction. In other
words, realist fiction and the essay share a common history because they share t h e
same origin and limit; namely, the difference between the two versions of the
everyday, which I have symbolised with the lettcr 11'.
A lot has been written on realist fiction's origins in the journalism of late
seventeenth and early eighteenth century England. Of this journalism, Leslie Stephen
suggests in "The Essayists" (1 58 1 ), that the early essays by Joseph Addison and
Richard Steele relied on the intimacy of a limited circulation. They could aff~rdto
limit the flow of information, relationships and facts on what or whom they were
talking about because their small readership knew it all from personal experience.so
Addison, he writes, "would retire to his lodgings with a chosen fiiend [at the end of
the day] and gradually thaw under the influence of his bottle and his pipe tobacco, till

4X Woolf 71142 1/.cNersuf 17irghia WOOFVol.11111923-1928, ed.Nige1 Nicolson & Joanne Trautmnnn
Banks (London: Hogarth Press, 1977).
49 Woolf, "The Modern Essay." 22 1.
ju Leslie Stephen. "The Essayists." MW,Hooks, n1dh4o~r11ni11s.
ed. S. 0. A. Ullrnann (Lcndon:
Hogarth, 1956) 64-65.
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he poured out his little speculations to his companion, or wrote them down for an
audience which he knew as a country parson knows his ~ongreption."5~
At the same time, the realist novel is headed in the oppssite direction, with the

intimacy between novelists ~ t i dtheir readers dupendent upon making their common
reality explicit. 'lhat is, \w'ters such as Daniel Defoe give the characters in their
novels everyday proper names and place them in actual city streets. All this, as I said,
is well documented, particularly by lan Watt (1957).'2 But it is rarely acknowledged
that the essay later had recourse to this everyday of realist fiction.53
Woolf suggests that the essayist's turn to realist fiction is a consequence of
the increase in the reading public.destroying the intimacy known by Addison and
Steele. She notes that the popularity of reading meant that the essayist in the
nine teenth-century becomes increasingly impersonal. "Matthew Arnold was never to
his readers Matt, nor Waiter Pater affectionatzly abbreviated in a thousand homes to
WaP4
The scale of the literary audience began to be realised in 1 802 with the launch
of the quarterly I<ditzhlq$ Revdew. The more conservative: Qtrtlrrerly Review soon
joined the Minburgl: Ikview, and by attracting the best writers with generous
payment they achieved a combined readership estimated at over one hundred
thousand.55 These two journals, one partisan to the Whigs the other to the Tories,
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could affor::l to deal in politics and information because they borrowed the intimacy
of what Benedict Anderson calls the imagioary community (199 1).sh That is, literary
criticism restored some of the essny's intimacy by talking about something all readers
knew, Dickensian London, for example, rather than the real London.
Before the rise of this national imaginary community, Anderson explains,
there was something Walter Benjamin (1940) calls messianic time.j7 in his definition
of messianic time each day is the end of time, and all history is a prefiguration of the
present. Consequently each day is filled with expectation, and overflowing with
sipification. Anderson finds this mcssianic tirnc in St. Paul's apocalyptic warning,
"the day OF the Lord cometh like a thief in the night."jWsing Ucnjamin again,
Anderson continues: "What has come to take the place of the medieval conception of
[messianic] simultaneity-alongtime is [..I an idea of 'homogeneo~~s,
empty time,' in
which simultaneity is

[...l marked not by prefi~uringand fulfilment, but bp temporal

coincidence, and measured by clock and calet~der."~~
Anderson calls this the
temporal itv 0.f the mcunwhile becatise it acknowledges di f'ferent perspectives: as in
"meanwhile on the other side of town." He finds this mt.tmwlri/e in the newspapers at
the end of the seventeenth century and the realist novels of the early eighteenth
century. Both made apparent a reality where individuals cov.!d iiw in the same town
or street yet not know the neighbour they passed every day.

For, in an essay pre-dbting Anderson's work, Elrimanuel Levi~as(1 945)
criticises the artistic image as constituting this everyday anonymity. In "Redity and
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its Shadow," Levinas \\rites: "The most elementary procedure of art consists in
substituting for the object its image. Its image, and not its concept. A concept is the
object grasped, the intelligible object.''~~OBecause art does not tr). to pin down
elements of reality with concepts, Levinas calls it a lifeless life, fated to repeat the
same instants6]Thus her suggests that artistic images have the passivity of a rhythm.
"Rhythm", he says, "represents a unique situation where we cannot speak of consent,
assumption, initiative or fieedom, because the subject is caught up and carried away
by it."62 He sees the artistic rhythm drawing the reader into an anonymous
participation with reality. Like Anderson, he cal Is this quality the "meanwhile,"
illustrating it with the enigmatic smile of Mona Lisa which never broadens. Her smile
is frozen in a moment with neither beginning nor end.
Levinas differentiates literature's nzecmwizilc. from philosophy's CO-existence
--th concepts which he relates to Heideg er's description of "being-in-the- world."^^
Heidegger's "being-in-the-world" is an aut9,entic understanding of one's own finitude
through death. To relate to death as if it were an anonymous passer-by in the street is
to live inauthentically. For Heidegger, 1 begin to exist authentically when I accept the
possibility of my own death, and seize the day. in the final part of To /he Lightltozrsc.
Mr. Kamsay recognises the possibility of his own annihilation as he sails towards the
lighthouse with his son and daughter, J a m s and Cam. Ten years earlier he had
inauthentically imagined his annihilation in terms of his books being unread. Since
then he has lived with the deaths of Mrs. Kamsay, Prue, their daughter, in
motherhood, and Andrew, their son, in the war. The transition frotn an inauthentic to
Levinas, ''Reslily and its Shadow," t r a m Alphonso Lingis. l71e Lewm Header. ed. S e h Hand
(Oxford: Blackwell, 1992) 1 32
6 1 1,evinas. 138
i.evinas, 132-133
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an authentic understanding of death is espressed in the novel with a line fiom a
William Cowper poem repeated by Mr. liamsay in the boat: "We perished, each
alone" (180). For Levinas it is the task of literary criticism (read: philosophy) to
anchor the imaginary to the authentic conception of "being-in-ttie-world."64

It is a task, however, which Deborah Esch (1987) sees being ridiculed by
literature as impossible, particularly by 'hthe f,zghtlloiw's parody ot'the philosophic
use of esamples.65 Esch finds the questicn of the example to be the question of origin
or primacy. An example like the kitchen table i s chosen for its status as an exemplary
everyday thing, which eveiyone can relate to. But this everydayness is not easily
grasped by philosophical ar~pment. An example of philosophy's difliculty is
highlighted by a problem in the sequence of Levinas' argument: for the concept to
arrchor the imaginary in the world, Levinas must paradoxically give priority to the
image over its conceptual anchoring in the world. As Leonard has Virginia
anonymously plodding through the alphabet before she can reach the inspired
moment of genius, so with Levinas he has the image preceding the concept.
In the imaginary, objects are first stripped of their conventional use. If it were
a table, to take Andrew Ramsay's example of his father's work: it is upturned and
1odg.A in a tree. At this point it cannot be used as a kitchen table; its working
relationship with its user is taken away. It is then the work of thought to bring the
image within the horizon of concepts. Tacitly acknowledging the philosophical
concept's parasitical dependence on the image, Levinas finishes his essay qualifying

all his preceding distinctions as elementary. He says, a more sophisticated
Levinas, 134.
6%evinas, 141 .
O3
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investigation of the relationship between art and criticism (that is, the image and the
concept) needs to take into account those modern texts where :he authors ere
consciously trying to be both creator and revealsr, both artist and critic. Interestingly,
0. B. Hardison (1 989) has situated the beginning of this self-consciousness in the late

nineteenth-century, particularly in the prose poems of Baudelaire and Rimbaud.
l-lardison calls the prose poem, "literature's revenge on the essay - an essay in which
style has become substance.'x6
In other words, the challenge, which comes to fore in the nineteenth century is
to understand the origin of inspiration, and l have characterised Woolf S interrogatioi;

of the Seventh Article as a continuation of this artistic-philosopher project. In The
Lilemry A h s o l ~ e( l WS), Philippe Lacoue-Labarthe m d Jean-Luc Nancy trace this

artistic-philosopher back further, to the Jena romantics at the turn of the eighteenth
century. "~]omanticism", they say, "is neither mel-e 'literature' (they invent the
concept) nor simply a 'theory of literature' (ancient and modern). Rathcr, it is tlteoy
i/selfas liter'ulurt?or,

in other words, literature producing itself as it produces its own

theory."" The romantics rejected thc humanist Enlightenment, turning instead to the
sublime rhythm between an individual and naturs. In the same mznlier, a century
later, modernism was born out of a refusal to treat the everyday as information. It
rejected the naturalist tendency to regard the everyday US evevday; that is, as the
111~7unwhile.
Instead, modernism heightens the nren!:i~,';Jilc.
i~ntiiit is closer to the

inspired prefiguration of messianic time. Every element of the text has significance;

"S Deborah Esch, "'Think of a kitchen table': Humr, Woolf, and the Translation of Example,"
Literarirre as Philo.ssoyhh~v~l-'hiIo.su~~hy
a s I,i/ernf~n,*,
ed. Donald G . Marshal1 (lowa City: ljniversity of
lowa Press, 1987).
"Q.B. Hardison, "Binding Proteus: An Essay oil the Essay," fi.wiy,s o ~rj h fi:s.fqv: h'od<fivir~rile
(;ewe, ed. Alexander Butryrn (Athens: University of Georgia, 1989) 25.
Philippc Lacoue-Labarthe and Jean-Luc Nancy, 77re I.itcraq*-46wlirre: lhz Theory uf Litcrci!we : I I
Gelniurr I ~ o ~ ~ ~ a t ~trans.
/ i c i sPhilip
~ ~ i ,Barnard (New York: SLTNY Press, !938) 13.
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nothing is supefluous. The esempla~ytest for this is T. S. Eliot's ?he J ~ uhid
s ~
(1922); but there is also Joyce's U/ywe,s (1922), which equated Homer's Oc[vlv.se~~
\;:;h one day in the life of a cuckolded Dubliner. Similarly, in . k c o h .'v Room (1 922),
Woclf transposed Virgil's Aeneid to a British soldier in World War One. This
modernist literary prefiguration owes a geeat deal to literaty criticism. Indeed Woolf
tkllnd the essay's gasp of reality far more helpful than the realism of the established
English novelists.
There are several famous essays where Woolf theorises hcr ~t~odernist
representation of reality, \vhi,zh throw light on the partnership between the essay and
modernist fiction. In 1924, for instance, there is "Character in Fiction'' and its
extended versiort "Mr Bennett zxl Mrs Brown"; both essays compare the
representation of the self in Edwardian literature and Georgian iitcraturc." In the
writing of the Georgians (named as E. M. Forster, D. H. Lawrence, Lytton Strachey,
J a m s Joyce, arid T. S. Eliot) Woolf avers that a change in character can he discerned,
and this change occurred "on or about December 191O."'"hhe

chooses 1910 most

obviously becawe it marks the end of the Edwardian era with the death of King
Edward VII and the coronation of George V. But also occurring during this yem is
the seminal exhibition "Manet and the Post-lmpressionists'' organised by Woolf S

friend, "ger

Fry. Yet the change occurred most markedly for Woolf not in artistic

circles but in the kitchens of middle- to upper-class households. In "Character in
Fiction" she e~iics."The Victorian cook lived like a :eviathan in the lower depths,
formidable, silent, cbscure, inscrutable; [in contmst] the Georgian cook is a creature

"Woolf. "Mr Bennett and Mrs Dmwn," '.Character in Fiction.'. Iht. I ~ s s q($1. ~ 'irgit~hY / w &

I9 ]!;-l9.24,
ed. Andre* McXciille (Londox: Hogarth Press, 1988) 384-389, 420-438.
G"oolf,
"Character rr: i;i;:~an," 42 1.
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of sunshine and fresh air; in and out of the drawing room, now to borrow the L)ui/~~
Ileruld, now to ask advice about a h~it."~O
Woolf wrote "Mr Bennet and h4rs Brown'' as a polemic response to a review

by the Edwardian writer Amold Bennett of her third novel, Jucoh 'S l<oo~,r.
Bennett
attacked Jacob v: I<oonz as exemplary of the blindness to character in the new
~enerationof no~rlists.~'
Woolf S response is to accuse the Edwardian generation of
novelists (Bennett, John Galsworthy and H. G. Wells) of failing to provide the
Georgians with techniques appropriate for representing the modern character. Woolf
argues that the Edwardian writers side too much with the materiality of life.
She tells a story to highlight the dif'ference between the Georgians and the

Edwardians. The narrator of the essay takes a train i7on.l Richmond to Waterloo
sitting opposite an elderly woman and a middle-aged man. She gives these two
characters the inconspicuous names of Mrs. Brown and Mr. Smith. After presenting
her thoughts on the connections between these two characters she says that "all
novels begin with an old lady in the corner opposite. I believe that all novels, that is
to say, deal with character, and that is to express character - not to preach doctrines,
sing songs, o: celebrate the glories of the British Empire[...]."72 She apees with
Bennett that a novel's characters must be real f ~ itr to survive. But she asks, What is
reality? Woolf argues that for Arnold Bennett, Mrs. Brown's reality begins with a
description of the carriage decor, the passing scenery, and so on. She admits that in
this Bennett is no different from the Georgians or any other novelist. To create an
intimacy with their readers novelists use images of the everyday to set up what Woolf
Woolf, 'Tharacter in Fiction." 422. For a m d y of W o d f s understanding of the Victorian cook, see
Susan Dick, "Virginia Woolfs 'The Cook.'" WoolfSl~rdie.~
Amrml3 (1997): 122- 141.
Arnold Bennett, "1s the Novel Decaying'?." Virgittil~Woo& The Crirical Nrrirop, eds. Robin
Majumdar and A!len McLaurin (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul. 1975) 1 12- 1 14.
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calls a "common ground."'Wowever, Bennett never finishes with this common
ground. Before he can let characters speak for themselves, some other facet of the
everyday suggests itself for inclusion.74 In the search for realism, little or nothing is
said directly about the characters. Meu~zwllileMrs. Blown sits waiting in the corner
like an inanimate artist's model. Modernist literature's attempted solution,
undoubtedly indebted to the essay's preoccupation with the representation of the
thinking self, is to frame everyday objects through a character's stream of

But in the Georgians' attempts to present the modern conscio~~sness,
their
writing lost a certain force.7 Reviewing A i'ussuge to lmliu (1924) in 1927, Woolf
finds Forster failing to provide a key for uniting his characters' ordinary everyday
with their inspired everyday. "For we doubt both things -", Woolf writes of A
I'crsst~geto India, "the real and the symbolical: Mrs Moore, the nice old lady: and Mrs

Moore, the siby1."76 The reader is unable to unite the two spheres of Forster's
characterisation, one interrupts the other. "We feel", Woolf says, "that something has
failed us at the critical moment; and instead of seeing, as we do in [Ibsen's] 7he
A4usfer Htdder, one siilgle whole we see two separate part~."~7

Where in "The Novels of E. M. Forster" ( 1 927) Woolf' pauses before Forster's
novels, earlier in the year she had paused before his literary criticism, detecting a
72 Woolf, "Character in Fiction," 425.
73 Woolf, "Charactcr in Fiction," 43 1.
74 The accusation, then, is that Bennett's

writing has more description than narration. Gerard Genette
writes: "Every narrative in fact comprises two kinds of representations, which however are closely
intermingled and in variable proportions: on the one hand, those of actions and events, which
constitute the narration in the strict sense and, on the other hand, those of objects or characters that are
/>iscor~rse,
the result of what we now call description." "Frontiers of Narrative," i*'ignre.sof Lile~~7ry
tram. Alan Sheridan. (New York: Columbia University Press, 1982) 133.
75 Woolf, "Character m Fiction," 435.
7"oolf.
.'The Novels of E. M. Forster," The /~ssnysof I'irgittkr JVoolf: I
'
d IC: 1925-1928, ed.
Andrew McWeillie (London: Mogarth Press, 1994) 496.
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certain Edwardian influence. In "Is Fiction An Art?" (1927) she reviewed the
publication of his Clark Lectures, Aspecfs of the Novel (19271, pausing before
Forster's capitalisation of "Life. "98 Woolf herself preferred the capitalisation of'
"Art." '.Fiction", she says of the novel, "is treated as a parasite [by English critics]

which draws sustenance from [ordinary everyday] life, and must, in gratitude,
resemble life or perish. In poetry, in drama, words may excite and stimulate and
deepen; but in [the novel there is the belief th.ll] they must, first and foremost, hold
themselves at the service of the teapot and a pug dogm.7()
After Forster read her review
they exchanged letters over each other's use of language.#" Their disagreement is
interesting because it is a refinement of her encounter with Bennett. Forster
complained that Woolf s "Art" was no less obscure than his ''Lilk." "Your article", he
wrote to her, "inspires me to the happiest repartee. This vague truth about iik.
.~
~Vovel]leads
Exactly. But what of the talk about art'? Each section [of A ~ p e c toj'the

to an exquisitely fashioned casket of which the key has unfortunately been mislaid
and until you can find your bunch I shall cease to hunt very ansiously for my otw~."~]
The origin of their argument might be traced to the dominant size of the
novel, compared to other genres, for Woolf finds the novel's length distracting thc
reader from its artistic form. For instance, Fsrster's reader i s unable to think the two
versions of Mrs. Moore in A l'ussuge

lo

Incha.

Where the essay had helped to resolve the gap between a novel's charac!c:rs
and their surroilndings with the stream of consciousncss, she now turns to drama to

Woolf, "Thc Novcls of E. M. Forster," 497.
7%Woo1f,"Is Fiction An Art?," T!w l m ) ! s qf J7ir.ginitr MfooIJ I hill: 1925-1928, 457-465.
'%'oolf, "IS Fiction An Art'?," 462.
Qu~ntinBoll, I'irginicl W.boifiA Hioqpply: I b l N(Frogmorc, St Albans: Triad Palladin, 1976) 134136.
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resolve the problem of the novel's cumbersome size. Drama, Woolf explains in "On
Re-reading Nove!sW(1922), has conformed to the fact that five hours is the longest
attention span of human beings.82 This is not true of the novel. A person hesitates
before re-reading George Meredith's novel Hurry Ilichnlond, for it is impc-ssible to
complete in one. day. "Tonight Hmry Richmotzd will not be ours. Wc shall have
broken off'a tantalising fragment; days may pass before we can add to it. Mec~tlwhile
the plan is lost" [italics added].x3 Waolf

S

modernism puts the onus on the writer to

overcome the fragmenting nzcanwltile created by the novel's size. "The pressure",
Woolf says, "of an audience will not reduce the novel to a play we can read through
in the h u r hours between dinner and bedtime. But it will encourage the novelist to
find out - and that is all we ask of him - what it is that he means and how best to
show it us."84
To this end, Woolf states that: "['L'Jhe 'book itself is not font) which you see,"
she says, "but ernolion which you feel, and the more intense the writer's feeling the
more esact without slip or chink its expressions in words."" Eric Warner has astutely
situated Woolf S srgument as the Aristotelian privilege of plot over life." That is,
where actions in rragic drama are organised like the day, with the completeness of a
beginning, middle, and end. It is no matter to art if reality does not conform to this
structure. For the greatest emotional ef'ftct the artist presents only those actions that
comply with the unity of the plot.

Woolf, "On RC-readingNovcls," The Essays of I'irginicr Wool$ I'oi. 111 I919-IY?J,cd. Andrcw
McNeillie (London: Hoyanh Press, 1988) 337.
Woolf, "On Re-reading Novels," 336-337.
Woolf, "On Re-reading Novels," 344. italics added.
Wooif, "On Rc-reading Novels," 340.
86 Eric Warner. Virginia WodJ 7he Rrm*es(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1987) 87-88.
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In "Modem Fiction" (1925), for instance, she makes it clear how much she
wants to kill the "powerful and unscrupulous tyrant who has [the writer] in thrall, to
provide a plot, to provide comedy, tragedy, love interest, and an air of probability
embalming the whole".H7 If a writer, she continues, "could base his w o k upon his
own feeling and not upon convention, there would be no plot, no comedy, no tragedy.
.~tyId'.~~
no love ir?!erest or catastrophe in /he uccept~~d

During the twenties, then, Woolf conceives modernism as the foregrounding
of feelings. It is a privilege antithetical to the classicism of Eliot's famous "objectijri
correlative," which subjects the emotions to a correspondence with the demonstrablc
facts of the fictional characters' reality. "The only way", Eliot explains the “objective
correlative" in 1919, "of expressing emotion in the fonn of art is by finding [...l a set
of objects, a situation, a chain of events which shall be the Fonnula of that pcrrticulur
emotion"?

Following this prescription Eliot is led to denigrate Hirntlef because

Sllakespeare dramatises Hamlet with "an znotion which is inexpressible because it is

an

excess of the

facts as they appear.'"O

By contrast, Woolf sides with the romantic notion of expression,
understanding the emotions as determining artistic form. The early romantic, JeanJacques Rousseau, for instance, who pioneered the modern autobiography's concern
for the personal emotions, contends that language was born out of the need to
communicate emotions. And that these expressions were always excessive or
figurative rather than literal. Again, meteorology comes into play, with Kousseau
attributing a greater emotional range
-
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Woolf, "Modcrn Fiction," llhc Lk.says qf I'irgirria Woo@ 1701.IV 192.5-1928, 160
Woolf, "Modem Fiction," 160. italics added.
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objective language - to the peoplcs of warmer climates." "A savage," begins the
often quoted passage from Rousseau's "Essay on the Origin of Lunguaps,"
upon meeting others. wili at first hn\v been Frightened. His fiight will have made him sce
these men as larger and stronger than himselc hc will have called them Gimts. After much
esperiencc he will have recognized that, since these supposed Giants are neither bigger nor
stronger than he, their stature did not tit the idea he had initially attuchea to thc word Giant
I-le will therefore invent another name common both to them and to himself, for esanlple the
name mntr, and lie will restrict the nanie Gintll to the false object that llad struck llinl during
his illusion. That is how the figurative word arises befor: the proper [or literal] word does,
when passion holds our eyes spellbound and the first idea which it presents tu us is not that of
the ~ r n t h . ~ ~

Of course, in the ideal modem society there would be no such ignorance. An
age of Enlightenment supposedly establishes a reasoned literal representation of the
world. But as the representation enlarges the appreciation of the world without the
possibility of understanding the distinctiveness of each of its clernents, the
Enlightenment fills the world with strangers. For Woolf, art must challenge the
an~nymityof the everyday.
In her 1927 manifesto "Poetry, Fiction and the Future," Wool f predicts that

the so-called novel of the future "will be written in prose, but in prose which has
many of the characteristics of poetry, but much of the ordinariness of prose. It will be
dramatic, and yet not a play."" S,\:: goes on to imagine this utopian tcst espressirig
the modern emotions that poetry has b~ulkedfiom espressing because it does not

-

"I The first encounter with rneteorol~gwas the west wind in 7b flre Z.ighfhotrsc.
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have the democratic humbleness of prose.94 She points to the large psychological
novels of Marcel Proust and Fyodor Dostoevsky, which follow the mind through the
ordinary problems of personal intercourse, love, and making a living. What t h e novel

has failed to do so far, Woolf argues, is follow the ir~spirurrotrulemotions that make
up every d a ~ . "We
~ s have come to forget", she writes, "that a large and important part

of life consists in our emotions toward such things as roses and nightingales, the
dawn, the sunset, life, death, and fate; w e forget that we spend much time sleeping,
dreaming, thinking, reading, alone"."And, to maintain the reader's attention, the new
novel must be ordered like a drama, with the demands of the day, shifting its focus
~ts
and towards the day's inspired moments, the
away from the n ~ o n ~ c trfnot~-being
r~rcln~ei~fs
ofheir~g.In short, it must exclude most of the wool. "You cannot cross the

narrow bridge of art carrying all its tools in your hands.""

The essay is the

cornerstone of this adjustment, because its concern is with representation of the
thinking self.

In the second of Virginia Stephen's essays to be published, "I-Iaworth,
Noven~ber, 1904," she is already concerned with returning to the subject its due,
without losing the inspirationai power of the everyday objects. It is on a snowy day
that Virginia Stephen makes a pilgrimage to the home town of the Bronte sisters.
What she writes of the museum might also apply to her unde %riding the reality she
desired of her later novels. "The [Bronte] museum" she writes,
is certainly rather a pallid and inanimate collection of objects. An effort ought to be made to
keep things out of these mausoleums, but the choice otlen lies between them and destruction,
so that we must be gratefill for the care which has preserved much that is. under anv

Woolf, "Poetry, Fiction and the Future," 435.
This view is, of course, hardly true of Proust.
96 Woolf, "Poetry, Fiction and the Future," 435.
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circun~stances, of deep interest. Here are many autographed letters, pencil drawings, and other
documents. But the most touching case - so touching that one hardly feels reverent in one's gaze - is
that which contains the little personal relics, the dresses and shoes of the dead woman. The
natural fate of such things is to die before the body that wore them, and because these, trifling
and transient though they are, have survived, Charlotte Bronte the woman comes to life, and
one forgets the chiefly memorable fact that she was a great writer.'"

For Woolf, at least in the nineteen-twenties, the modernist novel attempts to
distil from the mec~rnidtilean inspired connection of all of its parts. To do this she
reaches for the essay's autobiographical "triumph of style," which she was to give
equal importance to both subject and object.
I have reached the peroration prefigured in the opening paragraph on the sum
of £2.7.6. While the preceding pages have acknowledged the importance of the essay
to the developn~entof the modernist novel, here I return to the autobiog~aphical
limitation of the essay which Woolf signalled with the Seventh Article.
It is thirty-three years later that Woolf s first wage (E2.7.6) returns with
interest as 'IArce Gtrineus (1938), the sequel to A Koom oj'Otze's Own (1929). Woolf
first returned to the subject of her first professional wage as an essayist in a lecture
addressed to the National Society for Women's Service on 21 January 1931.
"Professions for Women," as it was published later, inspired her failed mcrgnunl opus,

7 % ~Purgifers, an experimental text alternating fiction with essay chapters, which
Woolf'eventually divided into her eighth novel 711e kctm (1 937), and 'lhree Cl'rcirteus.
On 20 January 1931 she recorded in her diary the Archimedean moment from which
"Professions for Women" (and subsequently 7Xrm Guirteas) sprang: " I have this
moment, while having a bath, conceived an entire new book - a sequel to a Room of
97 Woolf, ''Poetry,

Fiction and the Future." 438.

the experience to dispel these uninspired en~otions,Woolf finds money providing a
room safe from unexpected interruption.
Where the primary concern of A Room

(3' One 'S Own is the relationship

between space and money, I'ltree G~ineusturns its attention to the relationship
between time and money. But distinct from the everyday espression "time is money,"
it is striking to find a total lack of urgency in Three Grrinms. There are two signs of
this equanimity. First, she is giving away money. Each of the guineas is a gift.

Second, the essay is late. "Three years", she begins to say, "is a long time to leave a
Woolf, L L H ~ ~ ~November,
rth,
1904," ?'he l J . s . ~ c ~of
~ s Irir~rii,,tia
Woolfi I7oL I 1904-1912, ed. Andrew
McNeillie (London:Hogarth, 1995) 7.
Woolf, The Dinry qf Virginia WCY@ 1'01. 11.' ./.93J-lY.?.j, ed. Anne OIivier Bell (hrmondsworth:
Penguin. 1983).
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letter unantwered, and your letter has been lying without an answer even longer than
that."l0l Two hopes are given by the essay as the excuse for this delay. First hope:
that his letter would answer itself, and second "that other people would answer it"
(1 17).'02 With these two hopes the narrator leaves the question open to history. But in

waiting for history to produce the answer, the namitor of lhree (;zrbteu.s is allowing
history to pass her by. For the unanswered letter is "perhaps unique in the history of
human correspondence" (1 17). If the question is unique it is not because it has never
been asked before. 12allzer

I/

would be rrttique hecuu.w an ehrcutecl ntun lzus never

hejilrc? posed f/te qziesfion /o u ~wrnat7:"How in yarn. opinion urL> w e f o preven!
MYII':)

"

It was the question that Leonard Woolf was asked in 1915. He esplains in his
autobiography:
1 soon become involved in activities which were directed towards understanding the causes of

the 1914 war and of war in general and of finding ways, if possible of niaking war less likely
in the future. What started me on this was that in 1915 Sidney Webb asked me whether 1
would undertake a research into this vast question for the Fabian society and write a report on
it[.] Iu3

This he did, and it was published in the following yezr as Ittrernu/ionril Governmen/.
Several events mark the year Leonard wrote this publication. Early in the year
Virginia began work on Night crnd l h v ( 1919)and restarted diary-writing after many
years of neglect, then in March both of' these projects were curtailed by the onset ol'
"madness"; in the same month the Woolf S moved into Hogarth House; and her first
--

--h

-
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novel, The P0(yugeOut (1 Y l S) was published.IuWe will never know i f Leonard,
like the imaginary ('I) correspondent in Y'/lr.ec (;lri~tccrs, asked Virginia how she
thought war could be prevented. But it seems unlikely that he did. On January 18 of
that year she records in her diary:
The f 3 t m is dark, which is on the whole, the best thing the future can be. 1 think. L.[eonard]
went to the Webbs, K: 1 came home - nor has anything haopened since to be woiah putting
down save that, as I began this page, L. stated that he had determined to resign his
commissi=tn to write a pamphlet about Arbitration

- R: now I shall stop this diary & discuss

that piece of' folly with him. It is partly due to my egotistical habit of' always talking the
arpment of my book. I want to see what can be said u p i m / all forms of activity Rr, thus
dissuade L. tiom all his work, speaking really not in my own character but in Ettie's. Of
course it is absolutely essential that L. sh[oul]d. do a work which may be superbly good. H'3

The last sentence looks suspiciously like a retrospective addition when the result of
Ef'i'ie's interrogation is iound in the nest day's entry: "'L's melancholy continues, so
much so that he declared this morning he couldn't work." Wooli's interrogation of'
Leonard's arguments on the previous day, using Eftie, destroys his confidence. And
Virginia is unable to "unsay" the criticisms she used Effie to express: b'[A]ller
praising L's writing very sincerely for 5 minutes," she writes in diary on 19 January,
"he says 'Stop'; whereupon 1 stop, drc them [sic1 no more to be said." She tells her
diary that because Leonard is less self-conscious and more practical than herself, his
melancholy is deeper and less accessible to argument. He retreats fiom domestic

10"eonclrd Woolf, 132.
Much ofthc followiny is inspired by Pcggy Knmuf s "Pcnclopc at Work," S'iprortrre I'ICCCS:On
/he /r~sritrrrio~~
ofArrrhorshil., (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1988).
lU5 Wooit; 7he Dimy of Yirgiuio-Woo/J Vol I I Y l j - I Y I Y , ed. Aline Olivier Bell (tlarmondsworth:
Penguin, 1979).
'04
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contrary position to his "highly intelligent" friends, feeling that the nineteenth
century idea of arbit-,hn was not the sole answer to the prevention of war.'@(;
Ironically he probably comes to this realisation after talking wlth Effie

- Virginia

crrhi frut ing.
1 am tempted to see E f i e ss a charaaxisation of Woolt's

l;, which I

speculated might be the symbolic link beiween the generic and inspired. 'This
temptation is encouraged when I read that Elizabeth Heine (1977) has traced the
character Effie back to the manuscripts of Nigh/ and l h y , where ''Efie" is renamed
Xathasine Hilbery" before the novel is p1blished.l0~Interestingly the first reviewers
of Nigh/ md 1 h y criticised the novel for not dealing with the recently ihished war.
Perhaps fbr this reason Katherine Mansfield likens it to a Jane Austen novel - a
writer who also neglected to mention the (Napoleonic) wars of her time. "We had
thought", Manslicld concludes her review, **thatthis world was vanished for ever,
that it was impossible to flind in the great ocean of literature a ship that was unaware
of what has been happening."10x Is it not possible, and irresistible, to claim that with
Efie's transformation into Katharine Hilbery the war also disappeared from the
novel?
Heine's equally pertinent suggestion, however, is that the change o f name
from Eft'ie to Katharine has more to do with Woolf remodelling her character to be
more like her sister, Vanessa Bell, in a rebuttal of Ixonard Woolrs earlier portrayal
of Vancssa as Kulhc~rheLawrence in his novel The W.sl/iseVirjiit~s( 1 9 14).

'OG Leonard Woolf, 132.

Eliwbeth Heine, Tostscript to the Ilinry qf!f?rxlnia IYooK Ifd.I : .EWe's Story' and Night and
li'rgit~inWoo~fiidiscelhrtry9 ( 1 977): 1 0. '/heO.yforcl Rtwk c!f I 'hrisllutr Nrtmt~.ssay S that Et% is
a pet-name of Euphemia -- a Greek word nieaniriy 'auspicious speech.'
'OS Katherine Mansfield in C'irgitriu Il%u@ 'Ik ('riticcll Heritage, eds. Robin Majulndar and Allen
McLaurin (London: Routledge, 1975) 82.
lo7
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Whichever is the case, after Mansfield's criticisms, the effect of the war on
the lives of Virginia Woolfs characters was never again neglected, although her
narratives never actually enter the battlefield. For instance, in her next novd. .Jucoh 'S
Room, we are given a portrait of the formative years of the eponymous soldier killed
in battle. While Mrs. fArl/own?,(1 925), the following novel, concentrates on the aftereft'ects of'the war on Septimus Warren Smith, 'Ih the l,ig/ttltotrse, on the other hand, is
divided by the war, syn~bolisedby the death of Andrew Ramsay at the front.
But it is not until W e e Gziineus that Effie returns, so to speak. She returns
once the Seventh Article is overturned: a man asks a woman a question which allows
her to essay her everydzy knowledge. Or at least this is the approach I want to
take to 73rec Guirreas: as Effie's essay on the direct relationship between everyday
life and war, which was stopped by Leonard Woolf in 19 15. In particular I want to
see how Mrec b'rri~zecrsis an elucidation of the Seventh Article.
Each of the three guineas is given to advance a modern society. Etlie's first
guinea is given in the belief that "education makes a difference" (1 20). But she begins
with a critique of gifts. Paternal gifts, the essay explains, received by instalment are
not free gifts, for they do not have the disinterest of an independent income, because
recipients must maintain an ideological link to the donor in order to secure
sponsorship ( l 32). Prior to 19 19, educated men's daughters found little escape from
these giRs, as they were legally excluded from public professions suitable to their
class. Now that these daughters are entering these professions they are being armed
with a speculative income. "The question that has nest to be discussed," Etlie says to
her correspondent, "is how can she use this new weapon to help you prevent war?
And it is immediately plain that if there is no diff'erence between men who earn their
livings in the professions and women who earn their livings, then this letter can end7'
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(132). But there are two prominent differences: what Et'fie calls the fact of
education, and the fact of' property. Men have "been educated at public schools and
universities for five or six hundred years, [women] for sixty. [...Men] possess in its

own right and not through marriage practically all the capital, all the land, all the
valuables, and ail the patronage in England" (132). Over the course or this
dominance, men have accumulated outward signs of this piivilqr, replacing the
show of amm with cultural capital. Signs such as the red and gold of army uniforms,
which are kept to impress civilians rather than for use in battle, or the velvet, silk, fur
and ermine worn by officials in courts and universities; these are excessive
adornments serving "to advertise the social, protbssional, or intellectual standing or
the wearer" (137). In donning such clothes or by adding honours to one's name,
individuals arouse competition or jealousy in others. These are the divisive feelings
that lead to war ( 1 38).
it is not enough then to encourage demwrat~ceducation by supporting

wonien's colleges. Like the paternal donor of a middle-class daughter, Eftie can ask
that her guinea be spent in accordance with her philosophy. She wants a modem
college to teach the young to hate war ( 14 l ) . first she demands from the treasurer
that the architecture otvthe collep should be adventurous rather than traditional. On
education: Effie argues against the traditional university teaching of literature. To be
lectured on a book instead of reading it critically oneself is excusable only when a
person cannot afford the books under study (286). As for the rest of the syllabus, the
college:
sl~ouldteach Lhe arts of h u a m inlercourse; (he art ol' underslandity, other people's lives and
minds, and the little arts of talk, of dress, of cookery that are allied with them. The aim of the

new college, the cheap college, shodd be not to segreg,.m and specialize, but to combine. It
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should explore the ways in which mind and body can be made to co-operate; discover what new
combinations make good wholes in human life (1%):

She argues, then, against scholastic specialisation, and for an essayist's
approach to reality. But when Eft'ie comes to outline what should not be taught in this
utopian university she realises there is a problem: the reality is that students must be
taught to earn a living; and for this competition and jealousy needs to be encouraged
(156). For without a living the daughters of educated men will remain under the
charge of their fathers, without an economic influence of their own to discourage war.
Universities cannot avoid teaching those feelings which encourage war. And, what is
more, there is no avoiding education altogether, for the situation would be far worse
if these daughters did not attend university, because then they would exert all their
in favour of war.
energy cotwciotr;v!v or ~n~cormcic~rrsly
Consciously: because they would strive to fulfil the principal uneducated
profession open to her: marriage. And to achieve the best marriage she w i l l "use
whatever charm or beauty she possessed to flatter and cajole the busy men, the
soldiers, the lawyers, the ambassadors, the cabinet ministers who wanted recreation
after their day's work. Consciously she must accept their views, and fall in with their
decrees" ( l 60).
Unconsciously: because she will desire any war to escape the private house
''with its cruelty, its povcrty, its hypocrisy, its immorality, its inanity" (161). Wow
else", Eftie asks, "can we explain that amazing outburst in August I9 14, when the
daughters of educated men

[...I

rushed into hospitals,[. ..] drove lorries, worked in

fields, and munition factories, and used all their charm, of sympathy, to persuade
young men that to fight was heroic" (7 6Oj. Woolf, then, establishes a link between
the boredom of -the fragmented tr~eutzwhdeof the ordinary everyday and war.
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Woolrs thesis can be extended: Not only does the uninspired everyday
consciously and unconsciously inclinc women towards war, but men, associating the
boredom of everyday life with the feminine, seek to assert their masculinity by
escaping to the adventure of war. When, then, the university education of competition
and jealousy is compared to the cor~sciousand ~nconsciouspressures, it becomes the
lesser of two evils. Consequently EtXe resolves to give the first sy~nbolicguinea to
the women's college unconditionally (l 61 ).
The second chapter then quickly begins with yet another letter from an

honorary treasilrer. This time it is from "[a society to help thc daughters of educated
men to obtain employment in the profcssionsj" (163). Eflie resolves to try again to
bargain with the treasurer. She wants some return on her donation. As all the
professions in the nineteenth-century, with the important exception of literature,
battled suc;cessfuliy to exclude women, E!Te fears that this siege ~nentalitywill be
inherited by the women entering parliament, universities, civil service, operating
theatres, and galleries (1 88). Each profession makes "the people who practise them
possessive, jealous of any infringement o f their rights, and highly combative if
anyone dares dispute them" (1 91 ). Effie outlines the conditions for receipt of her
guinea. Above all, she writes to the treasurer, "You shall have it

L.. ]

on the condition

that you help all properly qualified people, of whatever sex, class or colour, to enter

your profession" (205).
In the third and final chapter Eflie retunis to the barrister's letter. He is also an
honorary treasurer of a society campaigning for the pievention of war by protecting
individual rights, opposing the tyranny of Fascist states, and affirming democratic
practices (226). "If' those are your aims," Effie writes, "and if, as it is impossible to
doubt, you r n b n to do all in your power to achieve them, the guinea is yours - would
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that it were a million! The pinea is yours; and the guinea is a fiee gift, given fieely"
(226). Before going any further E tlie seeks to define what she mcans by the word

It means here that no right or privilege is asked in return. The giver is not asking you to admit

her to the priesthood of the Church of England; or to the Stock Eschange; or to the
L)iplo~naticService. 'The ~ i v e rhas no wish to be 'English' on the same tcrnls that you
yourself are 'En&h'.

The giver does not claim in return for thc giA adniission to any

profession; any honour, title, or medal; any professorship or lectureship; any seat upon any
society. committee or board (226).

To celebrate this new sense of freedom she decides to destroy an old word:
"Feminist" (227). She writes the word on a piece of paper and burns it. "The word
'feminist' is destroyed; the air is cleared; and in that clearer air what do we see'? Men
and women working together for t h e same cause" (227).
However, this destruction is immediately overridden when Effie answers the
second request in the barrister's letter. It is the request that she become a member of
his society. She hesitates. "What reason or what emotion can rnake us hesitate to
become niembers of a society whost aims we approve, to whose funds we have
contributed? It m a y be neither reason nor emotion, but something more profound and
fundamental than either. 1t may be ditference" (229). 'The difl'erence, it is suggested,
is perhaps the sexual difference. It is, of course, a ditkrence in part maintained by the
Seventh Article's pndering of duties - women ask polite questions for men to
answer, and men defend women from danger - and now that the first part of the
Article has been overturned by a man asking a wotnan how war may be prevented,
the sexual dif'ikrence needs to be maintained until women achieve socio-economic

equality. To maintain that diKerence, the daughters of educated men slrall for111their
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own society. It would be a society without funds or positions, without offices or
meetings, and tht: name that it could be called is the Outstders' Soc~ety(232).
Et't'ie argues that the barrister's society must continue to be aware of' the
gendered ditTerence of individuals. It should not Fdll into the tragedy of the Seven

Article, which allows men to speak of themselves and keeps women as the
inscrutable inspirat~onfor their monologues. 'l'he Seventh Art~cle1s inaugurated, to
take Sophocles' play, when the Sphinx poses to Oedipus her rtddle. It is a gendered
convention subsequently adopted by Oedipus because he later fails to ask Jocasta, his
mother, to essay herself, and so he does not recognise how shc is related to him.
'l'wo weeks after the Archmedean inspiration tbr 'l'llree (irrrnelrs, Woolf is
sittmg at her wrtt~ngtable, fintshmg the last ten pages of' The JV(lvc.s. And to approach
this moment 1 will read it using the society of Outsiders and the trope of
apostrophe.
In an authoritatwe essay on apostrophes Barbara Johnson puts forward

Shelley's "Ode to the West Wmd" as the ulhmate example of thls rhetorlcai
device.IiOin fact, Johnson understands the apostrophe to be the defining trait of
lyricism, finding writers to be addressing mother nature in an attempt to reproduce a
lost chtldhood, or to be re-animated.I1l "['l'lhe poet", she says of Shelley, "gives
animatton, gives the capacity of responsiveness, to the west wind, not

in

order to

make it speak but in order to make it listen to him - in order to make it listen to hitn
-.

p
-

")"
Thc Oxford Eng!ish Dictionary gSics thc etymology of the rhciorical lcmi "apostrophe" as the
conjunction of the two Greek words "apo" {meaning: ftorn, a w q . un-, quite) and "strcpho" (meaning:
turn) It denotes "A figure of speech, hy which a speaker or witer suddenly stops in his discourse, and
turns to address pointedly solne person or tlung. either present or absent".
LoBarbara Johnson. "Apostrophe. Animation. and Abortion." A World of Difkrww (Baltimore:
Sohns Hopkins, 1987) 187.1 will not try to cover the explicate all the territory of Johnson's essay;
instead 1 will concentrate on her main thesis.
For a discussion of motherhood, see Alea Zwerdli ng, C?rgi/rinWooljr~tw'the N d IYorId
(Berkeley: University of California IJress, 1986) 144- 1 SO.
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doing nothing but address i t ' l l 2 "If apostrophe is structured like dp- . ~ r l " Johnson
continues,

and ~t'deniandarticulates the prinlal rclatiori to the motlier as a relation to the Other, then lyric
poetry itself - summed up in the figure of apostrophe - comes to look like the fantastically
intricate history of endless elaborations and displacenlents of tlie single cry, 'Mama!' l l 3

Early in her essay, .iohnson linds the ult~~nate
example of apostrophe encapsulated in
the rhetorical question posed by a line in Shelley's "Ode to the West Wind": "Be thou

me." Using poems written by women on the subject of abortion Jollnson tries to
situate the question: how can one zddress the other without putting oneself in the
s o f course, how
position of'a child? , h a t is to say, how to speak as an adult'? T h ~ IS,
Freud translated Oedipus' tragedy to the modern nuclear family.
For Woolf the problem of speaking as an adult always comes back to the
writing of her dead parents. This is partly because ru;~trratadulthood is determined by
a combination 01' the death of parents or having children oneself; so Wooll's
childless;less stresses the importance o f the death of her parerits. Indeed, she
famously told her diary o n 28 November 1928 that "mercifully" her father was dead;
for if he was living she would have found it impossible to write.114 As for her mother,
she writes in "A Sketch ot' the Past," that:
it is perfectly true that she obsessed me, in spite oi'the t'act that she died when 1 was thirteen,

until I was forty-four. Then one day walking round Tavistock Square 1 made up, as I
sometimes make up my books, fi) the Lightlmse; in a great, apparently involuntary rush.[ ....l
I wrote the book very qui~kiy;and when it was written, 1 ceased to be obsessed by my

mother. I no longer hear her voice; I do not see her. I suppose that I did for myself what

'
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Johnson, "hposti~phc,Animation. nnd Aborticn," 1S?.
Johnson, "hpostrophc, himntion, nnd Aborticn," l 98. 191.
'lJWoolF. 7k !)i3ry O/ 17iq$t:ic Kwllj:
!
!
!193-1930, ed. Anne Olivier Be!! (Hsrmondsworth:
Penguin, !982).
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psycho-analysts do far their patients. 1 expressed some very long felt and deeply felt emotion. And in
expressing it I explained it and then laid it to rest,

Where the natural deteminations ol" adulthood are found in birth and death,
the same can also be said fbr the cultural deterrninations of adulthood. Marriage, fbr
instance, gives legitimacy to procreation, while murdering an enemy is the traditional,
and stiil remains the ultimate, initlatiorr for young men to enter t'ull manhood. Uutside
of ofticial wars, this rite of passage has been traditionally reserved for the state,
which asserted its authority with the sole the right to murder in the form OF the death
sentence.
'['hequestion of how to speak other than as a child, which amounts to how to

address one's place in the world without appealing to some mother- or father-tigure,
is answered by understanding the childish dependence on others. My primary
example of this dependence is how Wooif sees men dependent on women abiding by
the Seventh Article.
In the last pages of 'lhe Wuves I d~scoverthe aged Bernard deserted by that
anonymous sell' he has depended upon to blind him to his childish dependence on the
everyday order of events. "Something aiways", he says,
has to be done next. Tuesday ftbiiows Monday; Wednesuay, Tuesuay. Each spreads the same
ripple. 'l'hebeing grows nngs, llke a tree. L~kea tree leaves tall. For one day as l leant over a
gate that led into a field, the rhythm stopped: the rhymes and the hummings, the nonsense and

the poetry. A space was cieared in my mind. 1 saw through the thick icaves of habit (2 1 I ) .

Without this rhythm of the everyday he finds it impossible to continue to describe
objects (22 1). He invites an anonymous passer-by to dine with him (22 I j. Nothing in
what f ~ : i o \ ~allows
s
the reader to determine the sex of this dinner companion.
Basically this anonymity makes the passer-by a symbol ot'the reader. U u t tbr reasons
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that will become apparent I want to suggest that Bernirrd's dinner companion is a

woman, a woman cornered by a latter-day Ancient Mariner. in other words, Bernard
quickly replaces his missing anonymous self with a figure of temininily. And his
apostrophe is:
1 begin now to forset; 1 begin to doubt the fixity of tables, the reality of here and now, to tap

my knuckles smartly upon the edges of apparently solid objecls and say, "Are you hard'?" l
have seen so many ditt'erent things. have made so many ditferent sentences 1 have lost in the
process of eating and drinking and rubbing my eyes along surfaces that thin, hard shell which
cases the soul, which, in youth, shuts one in - hence the fierceness, and the tap, tap, tap of the
remorseless beaks ot'the young. And now I ask, "Who am l'?"(22 1-222).

hfeanwhi/e his dinner companion is sitting opposite listening, waiting. Bernard's

rhetorical question '-Who am l'?" defers addressing a questlon to her, to wo~nenin
general. But now Bemard, without waiting for a response from ESfie (I wil 1 call her'),
without hoping that his question might answer itself, his answer comes: that he can be

everywhere and everything. But if his "l"is everywhere and everything it is also
nothing. Like essayists described by Woolf as ,lever ur~dye1 d ~ u themselves,
p
Bernard realises thet he cannot claim to know whether the "I" is something or
nothing. I-le can only say that things pass, things fade as natural as the day. The essay
form is trapped in this soliloquy. But is there a way of questioning everything'? Later
in 7hree

Glrrnel~sEfiie

cannot find a way to escape patriarchy without tirst playing

by its rules of jealousy and honour, so she resolves to give her three guineas

unconditionally, and forms a socie~y of Outsiders to maintain her difference.
Similarly, Bemard's dinner companion maintains her difference, uni ike Lily Briscoe
at the Ramsays' dinner table, by unexpectedly getting up from the restaurant table,

and leaving him to sit alone.
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The folio~ingchapter will attempt to approach the act of excusing oneseif.
'I'his excuse is necessary because autobiographical interrogation is possiblv
intenninable. Woolf characterises this interminability as the problem of "never to be
yourself yet always," which the essayist must perform. A pzrsonal essay must attempt
to explain something und how the essayist came to know it. As I said, it is a process
that could in theory go on interminably, but there is invariably a point where writers
stop questioning their lives, even as they are telling it.

I11

7'0 the /.iglztho2~se Woolf

characterises this p:mctuation as the Seventh Article, and in the next chapter I will
characterise the Seventh Article as an excuse.
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CHAPTER 2

Promising Diaries
HadJmk & sausage meal. I fhirrk i f is true filafone guir~sa certaitl hold or1 stlrrsap A hrr.Wock by
w i f i t g fimn doww. l...J 011 iimr yes, l slxdl conqrrer this mo&. Iis /sic] a q r e s f i o c~f ~
l ;eu~gopen
sleepy, wide e p d ut preserrt - le flirlg fhirrgs come orre ufier atw/her. - Virginia Wool f, The Ilinry
rf l'irgitiiu W o o p

In the preceding chapter 1 saw the autobiographical origin m ~ dlimit of the
essay in the division of the everyday into the ordinary and the inspired. I
connected this division with Woolf S Seventh Article because it allows men to
forget to question the inspiration of their thoughts - women - and, as such, makes
women the limit of their representation of themselves. Moreover, I discerned

Woolf excusing herself from the social engendering of the Seventh Article by
instituting the society of Outsiders.
This chapter will pursue both the Seventh Article and the Outsiders'
society using excuses, which I divide into the anticipatory and belated varieties. I

pay particular attention to how the Woolfs' house cook, Nelly Boxall, is symbolic
of Woolf S everyday. This 1 connect Blanchot9s idea that the diary is used by
writers to maintain their identity by having recourse to the temporal certainty of
the diary's ordinary everyday, where Tuesday follows Monday. I define the
ordinary everyday as an excuse from deep interpretation. This excuse is
connected back to literary freedom, which is the freedom to write anything.
Because of the ease with which food is attained in an affluent society it is
common to forget its importance. 'To counter this prejudice I could turn to a
Thomas Hobbes, I,evidmr, or flre nmttcr,form, mtdpowcr @a c ~ ~ n t n ~ o ~ ~ ~~ccle.rin.rticol
-uva/fl~
and cisii [l6511 (Harmondsworth: Penwin, 1968) (11. Chapter 19. 97) 243.
Woolt 73e IJiory of l'irgirria Woow Vol. F 1936-1941,ed. Anne Olivier Bell (Hammondswonh:
Penpin, 1985) 358. All subsequent diary en'lries will be dated within the body ofthe chspter. The
references for the r-maining volumes are as follows: Tile Lliary of I'irgit~ia Woo& Ifol l IY151919, ed. Anne Oliviergell (Harmondsworih: Penguin, 1979); Ihe Diary qf Virginia Woo!fi 170L
!I 1920-1924, ed. Anne Olivier Bell (l-hrnondsworth: Penguin, 1981); The Diary of C'irpnia
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philosopher whose works have dominated the twentieth century, That is to say, I

might turn to The Gerrrtu,, Idedogy where Marx and Engels put eating and
drinking at the top of a list of the fundamental conditions of history.3 But this is
an extravagant defence when there is ample evidence in Woolf S life and work
pointing to the significance of food. As an example there is tny second epigraph
to this chapter, which is taken from her penultimate diary entry. Or I could Iisten

to Leonard Woolf s autobiography (1964), which reveals how he struggled to
institute a diet to prevent the onset of Virginia's bi-polar disorder. "In the worst
period of the depressive stage," Leonard reports, "for weeks almost at every meal
one had to sit, often for an hour or more, trying to induce her to eat a few mouth

fulls.""
But if h o d was the remedy it could also be the poison that created the
illness in the first place.5 The dinner parties she loved to attend could exhaust her
mentally and physically, contributing to a breakdown. This encouraged Leonard
to limit the number of parties she attended, and to set a curfew. The idea of
artistic taste shadows these dietary concerns, with Leonard in the next breath
"quite sure that Virginia's genius was closely connected with what manifested
itse!f as mental instability and in~anity."'~
With all these factors, then, I begin to

see how the everyday can be questioned using the culinary in Woolrs IiTe.7 I will

p

Woo&-F'ol. 111 1925-1930, ed. Anne Olivier Bell (l-lantiondsworth: Penguitk 1982); ?he 1)iary of
I'irgittiu IYol$ I ' d . 11' 1931-1935, c d . Amx Olivier Bell (Harmondswarth: Pcnguin, 1983).
Karl Marx and Friedrich Ensels, lhe Gernturi ldeolop: I'cI~I.~
I u t ~Ill
l (London: Lawrence and
Wishart, 1940) 16.
Leonard Woolf, AIIAtmhiogra~hy:Vol. I/ I91 I-IYbY (Oxford: Oxford University Press. 1980)
53.
j It is an ambiguity Derridi! finds in the Greek wordpiiurtttc1korr See, "Plato's Pharmacy,"
lXssc.mit~c~tiotl,
trans. Barbrua Johnson (Chicaso: University of Chicago Press. 198 1) 70.

Leonard Woolf, 54.
The food in WO&' S novels is studied by Harriet Blodgett, "Food for Thouyht in Virginia
Woolf s Novels," kVoo~Sttrdi~s
A11ttttul3 (1 997):45-59.
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continue along this line of investigation with the help of the so-called Georgian

Origit~alIy cooking for Roger Fry, Nelly Boxall was engaged by the
Woolfs as their cook in February 1916, and her employment was terminated in
the spring of 1934. It is an epoch that coincides almost perfectly with the height
of European modernism. In the middle of this period, Woolf wrote her essay
"Character in Fiction" (1927), which I quoted in tile previous chapter as sayit~g:

"The Victorian cook lived like a leviathan in the lower depths, flbnnidable, silent,
obscure, inscrutable; [in contrast] the Georgian cook is a creature of sunshine and
fresh air; in and out of the drawing room, now to borrow the I M l y Hertlld, now to

ask advice about a hat."%Aner reading Quentin Beii's biogrdphy (i972) of his
aunt I cannot help picturing Nelly Boxall as the model for Wuolf s Georgian
cook. Bell mentions that:
N 'y was to recall her first interview in 1916 when she came into the drawing-room at

Hogarth House and found Virsinia lying on the sofa in an old dressing-gown and thought
lies "so-sweet" and knew that she would like working I'ur 11e1.b11idi silt: Llid~i'ikww,
poor Neily, was that she would be so enchanted by Virginia and so aggravated by her
that, for the nest eighteen years, she could neither live with her nor live without her, nor
thal Virtl,inia was to be so esasperated ar~dat the same time so toudled by her. clla~lging

moods that she could neither endure her nor dismiss her.

"et'ore continuing any further 1 should say that Williant Handley's "The Housemaid and *]'he
offers invaluable support to the
Kitchen Table: Incorporating the Frame in 'hrhc Idightho~r,se"
textual focus of this chapter. Although riot considering the diary as a genre, nevertheless his
analysis of Xlrs. McNab in 7'0 //it! Lighthorrsr, and the %anling device of class consciousness, is
i t ~ t ~ u r t ~ e io
~ l 111y
t a i u ~ d e r s t a ~ t d dilit:
i ~ ~ g g e ~ i e ~~ Ii I~I :~ ~ ~ L ' H LuL'LI~G
~ O I I Gwrgia~i
S
cook in Woolvs
diary. For instance, he writes. "Wuolf s novel [7i1 (he Lighiho~rse)examines the cognitive a d
aesthetic operations that obscure as much as they illuminate people, objects, and things, and
reveals rhe litnirs of aesthetic representarion". Willian R. Handley, "The Housemaid and The
Kitchen Table: Incorporating the Frame in 70/hL ~ ~ ~ I ~ O I IkSwL tJ i, ~
" ~Clem~ry
~ i i Lil~~rillwc
40
(1994): 18.
S WoolC "Character in Fiction," 422. On the difference between these two cooks and the Stephen
Atrrtrml3 (1997): 122-141.
l'mlily see Susdn Dick's "Virgi~liaWoolf s 'The Cook,"' Wuu~Sfrdiw
Quentin Bell, Virginia WO& A Riogruphy: Fol. 1IMr.s. CVb01/1922-/94I (Frogmore: Triad
Pallin. 1972) 57.
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How in the space of a decade did the domestic cook ~volvefrom an

inscrutable leviathan into a modern companion and interlocutor?ll In Boxall's
case some credit has gone to her employers. Bell argues that the Bloomsbury
group's political consciousness was ahead of its time, and, more practically,
ahead of the domestic technology (such as electric heating and stoves, fridges,
automatic washing machines, etc.) which made servants unnecessary in the
middle-class household alter World War 11.12 But there is more than a sense that

new technology, like the water-closet, was breaking down social dependency."
The Bloomsbury group also had a desire to break with the attitudes of their
Victorian upbringing.

Yeti it is this political precocity that liaytnond Williarns (1980) has
indicted as "a matter of conscience" rather than solidarity with the working
This leads him to rename the Bloomsbury Group as the Bloomsbury
Fraction, saying that they were "a true fraction of the existing English upper class

[....l at once

against its dominant ideas and values and still willingly in all

immediate ways, part of' it."'> In calling them a Fraction he means that they
extended rather than disrupted the traditional class system. But not satisfied with
identi@ing them with the status quo of the upper class, Wiliiams also ;?ccuses
them of extending bourgeois values of individualism. So they are guilty of both
censoring critics of the old social structms, and of breaking down the "idea of

It is wonh noting that the etymology of con~panionis someone with whom one breaks bread.

For an overview of responses to the Bloomsbury Group see S. P. Rosenbaum, ed., 7he
Hloomsh~rryUrolrl,: A Coll~'criot~
ofh4emojrs, Cotnmemury cud Criticisrn (Toronto: University of
'I'oroncoPress, 1975) and Rosenbaum, b'ictoriatr fllootnsbrcry: The 1lMy History oj'ihe
Hloomsbrrry Group, I~idI (London: Mr~cMillan,1987).
One negative to the technological revolution was that the common demand for these products
brought with it new social constraints such as Taylorism.
'*aymond Williams, "The Bloomsbury Fraction," I'roh/em.s it1 Itiakri~zlismmd C'rrlhrc.
(London: Verso, 1980) 155.
l 5 Williams, 156.
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the whole society" by encouraging individual noncensorship through candour and
clarity. lG
Later I will see how far Williarns' seemingly contradictory accusations
apply to the Woolfs during the General Strike of 1926. For now it is not dilhult
to accept that whether the Woolfs' relationship to the working class was a matter
of conscience or solidarity they were ahead of their time, and consequently found

it difficult to put theory into practice. 'I'his was especially so in the case ~"r'oxall.
As her employers they needed to maintain control, but without validating the old
Victorian prejudice against the lower classes. This meant that Hoxall was treated
with both authority and intimacy. In other words, she was treated rimh as if she

were their child. Boxall responded in kind, treating the Woolfs like selfish
children. She complained about the mess made by the printing press; she didn't
like working in the primitive facilities of their country residence in Sussex; she

resented being hired out to Vanessa Bell; and she objected to the frequency of
their dinner parties.
These domestic struggles were reflected in Woolf's diary entries. "If I
were reading this diary," Woolf writes on 15 February 1929, "if it were a book
that came my way, I think I should seize with greed upon the portrait of Nelly, &
make a story - perhaps make the whole story revolve round that - it would amuse
me. Her character - our et'forts to be rid of her - our reconciliations." This chapter
does indeed seize upon the portrait of Nelly Boxall to understand Woolf S writing
of her diary and her fiction.
The analysis of Boxall's relationship to the Woolfs is assisted by turning
to a school of genre theory which analyses the origin of literary genres in social
discourse, or what J. L. Austin (1955) calls speech acts (oral and written). It is a
'"~illiams, 165; A criticism of Williarns here is that we have seen how this "whole society" is
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literary approach that Mikhnil Bakhtin was also using (1 953).17 in the last chapter
I criticised this approach, as used by Todorov, because he concentrated on the

lI

influence of speech on writing without considering the effect writing, such as
Montaibme7s essays, has had in changing what and how oral discourse is

I

iB

practised.18 Nevertheless this method is helpful h r me here. For instance, l can
pick up on the last word of Wooif S diary e n e (just quoted) to examine thc f~m,

E

of her diary through the possibility of reconciliation. It is a possibility linked to

B

1

other words by the thesaurus: pardon, forgiveness, redemption, absolution,
exoneration, remission, indulgence, pass over, apology, and excuse. While I have
chosen to look at diaries, 1 could have chosen any written text to explicate these
words.
Jacques Derrida expresses this condition of writins when he writes that
"one always asks for pardon when one writes" (1901j.1Vor unlike spoken
exchanges, writers may be guilty,

to speak, of not being around (or even alive).

In the act of writing one asks to be excused from what is written, because the text
speaks for itself. "For the written test to be the written," Derrida writes in
"Signature Event Context" (1971), "it must continue to 'act' and to be legible
even if what is called the author of !he writing no longer answers for what he has
written, for what he seems to have signed, whether he is provisionally absent or if
he is dead".Zu While, presumably, Derrida merely senses this an unticiputoty

B9
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partly aided by bouryeoisie culture - what Benedict Anderson (1983) refers to as an imagined
c4>mmunity.
l7 Mikhail Bakhtin. "The Problem o f Speech Genres." S/wrch Geiws m d O/hwl A r i~s~sry.~,
trans. Vern McG5e and Michael Holquist (Austin: University o f Texas Press, 1986).
See David Fishelov's Metqolrors of Getrre: 7kRole of Atralog~esit1 tiettrr. Tlrroty (University
Park: The Pennsylvannia State University Press, 1993) 1 19-125, for a review of this aspect of the
speech act school.
I Y Jacques Derrida. "Circumfession: Fifty-nine periods and periphrases writle,~in a sort of
ir~tertain~arfit,hetweerr Geoffrey Ifet~t~ittgtotr's
boo!; a t d work it)prepratiot~(Jattrmry 1989 April IYYO)," trans. Geof'fiey Benningqon, Jncqlrcs Derrida (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 199 1.) 46.
Denida, "Signature Event Context," A4argitts ojYhilo.sopIly, trans. Alan Bass (KCw
York: Harvester Wheatsheat 1982) 316. That is, if1 read Ikrrida correctly - but this is exactly
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rrctse, it is not difficult to find instances where anticipatory excuses are staged in

texts. I can find examples in the most renowned piece of English literature.
Looking to Han~lelI find Laertes pleading to be excused from court now that he
has helped celebrate its restoration, addressing King Claudius as "My dread lord,"
and begging:
Your leave and favour to return to France,
From whence though willingly 1 came to Denmark
To show my duty in your coronation,
Yet now I must confess, tha? duty done,
My thouglits and wishes bend again toward France,

And bow them to your gracims leave nnd pardon. (Humkt. 1.2.50-56)

After acknowledging this request, Claudius turns to Laertes' father, Polonius, to
ask if his son has his blessing to leave. When Polonius returns an affirmative,
Ciaudius pardons Laertes, then turns to Ha~nletto refuse him excusing himself.
Like James Ramsay's questlon opening 'Ji)the Liglltl~ozise,the reader of Hmzle/
does not witness Hamlet's excuse - whether oral, written, or othenvise (it is
always possible that Claudius interprets Hamlet's unseemly mournful body
language as an excuse to leave the coronation celebrations).

Of course, I need not look to literature to find untic@utcrry e.~cu.ves,
everyday discourse is lit~eredwith examples. Pertinent to my culinary line of
inquiry is the example of excusing oneself' from the dinner table. The previous
chapter found an abrupt example ofrhis in the conclusion of 7he Wuves.
While I have taken examples from Hrrmlef and dinner tables, it was the
diary that attracted me to the reconciliations between the Woolfs and Nelly

the problem --writers ask to be pardoned for not being at hand to clear up the ambiguities of thcir
language every time that someone reads them. in other words, because writers cannot anticipate
e v e 9 context, every ambiguity of expression in their writing, because, in short, they cannot
a~ticipateevery reader's dif'ficulty, they apologise in advance to their readers for their absence.
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Boxall, and in particular there is Boxall's resignation on 30 April 1926. Woolf

recalls the holiday she took with Leonard in the West Country of England:
And then it was horror. Nelly; faced her going; was firm yet desolate; on Tuesday she
stopped me on the landing said "Please ma'am may i apologise?" & this time we had
been so resolute & implicitly b e t w e d her that 1 had written 6 letters. No cooks however
came; & I had enough look into the 'servant question' to be ylad to be safe again with
Yelly. Now I vow come what may, never never to believe her again. "1 am too fond of
you ever to be happy with anyone else" she said. Talking of compliments. this is perhaps
the greatest I could have. But my mind is wandering. It is a question of clothes. This is
wti;..t humiliates me - talking of compliments - to walk in Regent St, Bond Str &c: & be
notably less well dressed than other people.
Yesterday i finished the tirst part of To the Lighthouse, 'P: today began the
second. 1 cannot make it out - here is the most difficult abstract piece of writins - I have
to give an empty house, no people's characters, the passage of time, all eyeless &

featureless with nothing to cling to

[...l.

It is difficult to keep up with the stream of Woolf S emotions in this passage.
Unlike an essay, the "I" of the diary need not attempt to connect emotions, it is
enough that they are entered under the same date. Yet this tendency towards
fragmentation is exacerbated in this en11-yby the fact that although dated 30 April
it begins with the events of 18 April. So this diary entry carries the weight of

1iA

thirteen days. Moreover, these are not ordinaqr days; there are emotional highs

-- i'

and lows during this period: the Woolfs' holiday is followed by Boxall's
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resignation, then Boxall's apology and compliment, then the question of clothes

1

\

followed by the joy of finishing "The Window" pan of To [he Ligh/house ( 1 927),

Il

and the confusion of writing "'Time Passes." Therefore it is ditXicult tbt the reader

!
L

to reconcile the avowed refusal to believe Boxall's resignations any more, and her

l

complete faith in Boxall's confession of happiness: "'I am too Fond of you to ever

I

to be happy with anyone else. "'
, ,
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If these rsomples of escuses anticipate and tty to prevent guilt, the

dominant unfi.-rstandingof escuses by contrast is that they are belated. I do
imrppropriute und then I apo/ogise. In the oral tradition, helu/ed
ew~cuses
are

perhaps more dominant because there has been an assumption of

innocence. That is to say, and contrary to writing, in a traditional oral exchange
the speaker and listener are both before each other in person, so neither make
excuses in advance. This phonocentric assumption of the presence of both
interlocutors determines that the dominant expectation is that excuses come after
accusations. An example of the hehfed excuse is found in Boxall apologising to
Woolf after letting her believe that she would leave her. "Please ma'ain may !
apologise?" This order (of accusation then excuse) is accepted as standard by
even the most interesting investigators of excuses, J. L. Austin. "When are
excuses proflered?" he asks in his essay "Plea for Excuses" ( 1 956).21 "In
general," he answers himself, "the situation is one where someone is accused of
having done something, or (if that will keep it any cleaner) where someone is said
to have done .zt;;nefhingwhich is bad, wrong, inept, unwelcome, or in some other
of the numerous possible ways ulitowarci."2'
With these definitions of helured and cmticipufory esczrse.~1 will question
how Nelly Boxall's representation in Woolf S diary is related to her writing
profession.
On 20 April 1919 Woolf stops to question, "What sort of diary should I
like mine to be?" Her answer is tom between form and content. First, the diary's
form should not anticipate its content, because this censors the spontaneity of her
~niting.But its form should not be determined entirely by content either, for then

* l J . L. Austin, "Plea for Excuses," P~~ilo.~cplcc~I
Papers, eds. J. 0.Urmson and G . J. Warnock
(Oxfbrd: Clarendon J.'ress, 1970) 176
77
-Austin, "Plea for Excuses," 176.
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"looseness quickly becomes slovenly l..
..] slack and untidy". (Coincidentally, a

.

table becomes a metaphor to describe the attributes of her ideal diary: "I should

g

1;

I

like it to resemble some deep old desk, or capacious hold-all".)

Ci

6F!

Woolf S concern for an ideal diary intimates that writers, more than

nik

.

others, are dependent on the diary. In her essay "Two Parsons" (1927), Woolf
went to so far as to express the wish "that th:: psycho-analysts would go into the
k

question of diary-keeping. For oAen it is the one mysterious fact in a life

IP)'

otherwise as clear as the sky and as candid as the dawn."'3 While he is not the
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psychoanalyst Woolf hoped for, but a fellow writer, Maurice Blnnchot offers a

?i
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cogent explanation for why Woolf, and writers in general, rely on diaries.

i

It

I

Literature is defined in Blanchot's 'Ihe Spucc. of Literuture as an

5

6
.A

t

impersonal space where writers are overcome by the "fascination of time's
absence." The absence of time in literature might be explained using Erich
Auerbach's interpretation of Ib the I,ig/~f/lou.sein his Mimesis (1 946). His reading

of the novel concentrates on a passage that begins with Mrs. Ramsay using her
son's leg to measure a stocking she is knitting for the lighthouse-keeper's son. At
this point the narrative follows her mind's wanderings, fascinated by every turn

p
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t

her consciousness takes, so that when the narrative returns to her measurement of

l*

2
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P
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the stocking only a short period has elapsed, a few seconds, which is in stark

'i

contrast to the time taken to read the

3

This temporality is what I found

i

S;

in the previous chapter being described by Renedict Anderson as the ~rlemwlzile.
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Here the rneunwhik is between the measurement of the stocking and Mrs.

,

j

f

,

Ramsay's consciousness. "Virginia Woolfs peculiar technique," Auerbach

l

writes, "[ ...l consists in the fact that the exterior objective reality of the

23 Woolf, "Two Parsons," 7he Cornnrc~rRender: SccordSeries, ed. Andrew McNeillie (London:
Hogarth Press, 1986) 93.
24 Erich Auerbach, A41mesis: fie Keprese~~totio~i
of Reafity fir WesfenrLiteratzrre, trans. Willard
R. Trask (Princeton: Princetom University Press, 1991) 537.
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momentary present which the author directly reports and which appears as
established fact - in our instance the measuring of the stocking - is nothing but an
occasion (although not an entirely accidental one). The stress is placed entirely on
what the occasion releases, things which are not seen directly but by reflection,
which are not tied to the present of the framing occurrence which releases
them ."3
Blanchot links the experience in literature of the absence of time to an
essential solitude, which differs from the practical notion of solitude that Woolf
focuses on in A Room (@'One'S Own as necessary for writers to devote all their
attention to the work of literature.2Wn the contrary, Blanchot's solitude is
created by the work of literature itself stripping writers of their everyday
relationship to their world. "Where I am alone," Blanchot writes, "1 am not there;

no one is there, but the impersonal is: the outside, as that which prevents,
precedes, and dissolves the possibility of any personal relation."27
This essential solitude was encountered in the East chapter when Woolf
took the fictional position of her character Eftie to interrogate Leonard's position
on international government. The encounter took away Leonard's confidence and
left Virginia Woolf isolated. In her diary entry for 29 September 1926 Woolf
describes this form of solitude as a depression "which does not come frorn
something definite, but from nothing." Of course, the absence of time is more
acute for a writer such as Woolt; for her modernist fiction pushes the temporal
envelope much further than the traditional realist writers do.
In fact, the temporal difference between her modernist novels and her
diary impress Thomas Mallon (1984) as the same as that between reading a

25 Auerbach, 54 1.

Blanchot, The S'lace rflliterame. trans. Ann Smock (Lincoln: University of Nebraska, 19S9)
30.
27 Blanchot,

Tl~eSpce oftiterattire, 3 1.
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modernist novel and a realist novel.2H "Eschewing chronology", he writes, "for
the more convulsive sweep in which our minds receive and recall events, it [the
modem novel] dispatched ordinary clock-time just as it banished the calmly
consistent voice of the narrator."

"TO our surprise", he continues, instead of the

inner life of her novels, in her diaries "we find something much more in the
manner of Jane Austen: chronicles of the daily, the here and the now caught in all
their palpability by a sharp eye and ear."30
This stark difference between Woolf s novels and her diaries is not
accidental. For Blartchot, literary writers seek out the diary's ordered days to
regain their temporal existence. "The journal", Blanchot writes,

"I...l is a

memorial. What must the writer remember? Himself: who he is when he isn't
writing, when he lives daily life, when he is alive and true, not dying and bereft of
truth."31 On 12 September 1933 Woolf calls these daily activities "the dear old

repetitions": "L.[eonard]; Pinka [their dog]; dinner; tea; papers; music". Blanchot
argues that the essential purpose of a writer's diary is not to anticipate a published
autobiography, even though this may be its intended use. Rather, it is a
remembrance of the writer's identity in the world, when that identity has been
problematised by writing, especially fictional witing.32
The question still remains, however, why Woolf sees Nelly Boxall's
character as the figure of most interest in her diary rather than Leonard, for
instance. One way of approaching this question is to compare it to other times
H. Porter Abbott (1 996) finds the meandering o f Woolf S diary writing leading to her
development of her modernist narrative (e.g.the strean~of consciousness). H. Porter Abbott, "Old
Virginia and the Night Writer: The Origins of Woolfs Narrative Meander," Irtscribbtg i k Daily
Critical Essays or? W o n ~ e r ~Diaries,
's
eds. Suzanne L. Bunkers & Cynthia A.Huff (Amherst:
University of Massachusetts Press, !996).
29 Thornas Mallon, A Book of One 'S O w l : People at~dn e i r Diaries @Jew York: Tickr~orand
Fields, 1984) 29.
30 Mallon, 29.
Blanchot, 7'hi. Space ofLilsratr~re,29.
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when the so-called everyday world is as equally aiienating, as equally fascinating
as the absence of time, where literature dissolves the difference between subject
and object, moving us, as Blanchot says, "from the region of the real where we
hold ourselves at a distance from things the better to order and use them into that
region where the distance holds us"." In these flashpoints, like literary fiction, no
detail seems unimportant. it is common to regard these periods as turning points
in history or even the making of history. In Woolf S life, the two world wars are
the obvious examples of these periods. But another instance occurs in the spring

of 1926, when a General Strike was called - at the same time Woolf is struggling
to write the middle part of 7'0 the I,ightltou.se, "Time Passes," where she is
attempting to think like Mr. Ramsay. She i.v trying to think of u tclble, etc., when
/he R U ~ S U ~uV~~t dF/heir guests crre not /l~ere.As I already signalled, the Woolfs'

response to this strike will help me assess the justice of Raymond Williams'
accusations levelled at the Bloomsbury Group.
The General Strike began at midnight on 2 May, called in solidarity with
the coal-miners' strike begun the previous Friday, 30 April 1926.3"he

coal-

miners had stopped work over government suspension of coal subsidies.
Subsidies had become necessary with the return of the German coal industry to
full production two years earlier. Coal production, having expanded in the
previous decade to accommodate the war economies, now outstripped peace-time
demand, making prices fall. Government subsidies were instigated to protect
"uneconomical" pits, and (consequently) colliers working for piece-work. The

Lyndall Gordon has a similar argument, see I,'irgit~in
Woo@ A FVri~er.S'
(Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1988) 173- 175. As does Cinthia Gannett, Gettder ntd /he Jotm~cll:Diaries trttil
Acad~tnicDiscotrrse(Albany: SUNY, 1992) 145-147.
33 Blinnchot, 7he Space ofLiferultire,261. tor my investigation of the General Strike that follows
I am indebted to the inspiration of Ross's essay, which looks at the reprieve in 1938.
34 An extensive review of Woolf S actions during the strike is in Kate Flint's "Virsinia Woolf and
the General Strike, Essqs it1 Criticisfiz36 (1986) 3 19-334. This paragraph's synopsis of the
strike does not, of course, do justice to the complexity of its causes.
32
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subsidies were withdrawn by the Conservative government, led by a cautious
prime minister, Stanley Baldwin, and ari eager chancellor of the exchequer,
Winston Churchill.
Woolf S record of the strike began on 5 May 1926 when she decided that
an "exact diary of the Strike \vould be interesting." It is not difficult to discern
that for her the interesting thing about the strike is that it may be history repeating
or completing itself ("histoy" here designating the history that had begun in
Russia in 1917).35 Leonard writes in his autobiography (1967) that: "When it
comes to the practice of poli.tics, anyone writing about his life in the years i92439 must answer the crucial question: 'What did you do in the General Strike?'"JG

Perhaps it is part of the paradoxical work of a strike to do nothing that, although
professit~gto be entirely on the side of the strikers, Leonard confesses that there
was nothing he could (10.37 Helplessly he "watched appalled [at] the incompetence

of those who had called and were conducting the strike."38
Being at a loss for what to do was not uncommon among the Woolfs'
friends and acquaintances. Virginia Woolf noted in her diary on 6 May that the
common refrain punctuating everyone's speech was, "Well, 1 don't know." She
adds: "According to L.[eonard] this open state of mind is due to the lack of
[newslpapers [i.e. one of what she calls her 'dear old repetitions']. it feels like
deadlock, on both sides; as if we could keep fixed like this for weeks. What one
prays for is God: the King or God; some impartial person to say kiss & be fiiends
- as apparently we all desire."

35 Woolf deomstrates a keen interest in the Russian revolution in her review of a memoir by a
witness to the events. See her "A View of the Russian Revolution," (1 91 8) 11he Essqs of I'irginia
Woolj-J/o/. 11 1912-1918, ed. Andrew McNeillie (San Diego: Harcourr Brace &Jovanovich, 1990)
338-340.
Leonard Woolf, 348.
37 The essential work of a strike is necessarily no work.
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"l cannot make it out -", she writes in her diary on 30 April 1926, the

same day the miners walked out, "here is the most difficult abstract piece of
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writing - 1 have to give an empty house, no people's characters, the passage of

>y

time, all eyeless & featureless with nothing to cling to". Inesplicably, Gillian

pi.i...
g

Reer (1 996) sees Woolf solving the problem she had set herself in "Time Passes"
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by perceiving "the object through time, and to use a discourse which points to a

writer, d. Hillis Miller (1990), more convincingly, arglles that in the absence of
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characters, Woolf s language unavoidably anthropomorphises the en~ironment.4~

S.

human absence"." Since this is the problem it cannot be the solution. Another

it,

E
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Both interpretations, then, are blind to the presence of Mrs. McNab. That
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is to say, the problem of representing human absence in "Time Passes" is not
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solved but avoided by Woolf when she introduces the working-class character of-
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k

.Mrs. McNab, the house cleaner:"

8

William Handley is one reader to notice the

,*

t2c

presence of Mrs. McNab. The blindness to her, which I have just found in Beer's

P
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and Miller's readings sf "Time Pssses," suppits Eaiidleji's ariajysis of the

B
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screens dividing class consciousness. But I cannot agree with his generous
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conviction that Woolf S use of Mrs. McNab is a deliberate criticism of her own
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class consciousness.

Unlike the other characters in Woolf S novel, Mrs. McNab is ignorant of
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such questions as "Who am I?" or "What is this?" Close to seventy, she has a

1k

consciousness Woolf likens to a fish "carving its way through the sun-lanced

f

waters", conscious only of the practical concern for what can be dune, what can
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j%illian Beer, "Hume, Stephen, and the Elegy in 7b the /,igh/honsw;' i~~I.rgininr:
Woo$ TI7c
Comntorr Grotmd (Edit~bur_ah:Edinbursh University Press, 1996) 42.
Miller's terlr1 is prosopopoeia not anthropomo~phism, set: J. Hillis Millzr, "Mr Carmichael and
Lily Briscoe: The Rhythm of Creativity in To the Lighthouse," Tropes, /I'nmh/c.s. /'erJorma/i~e.s:
E.ssuvs 011 T\ver~/ie/h
Cm/ti<vLilera/lue ' m e w York: Harvester Wheatsheaf. 1990) 162- 163.
4 1 Willian R. Handley, "The Housemaid and The Kitchen Table: Incorporating tkc ~ r a m in
e To
/ire Lightho~ist?,"TwerrfitrfhCerrhiry Literatwe 40 ( l 994): 35.
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be said (145). In other words, she is in the same mould as the Victorian cook - an
inscrutable leviathan to her employers because they know her only by her work.
Thus To tlze I,ighti~olr.sereveals Woolf S attachment to, even a nostalgia for, the
Victorian conception of household servants at the same time as a general strike.
Georgian servants (such as Nelly Boxall) do not offer the same security as their
Victorian predecessors because they are more likely to question the authority of
their employers. Thus the "servant question," a phrase frequently used in Woolf s
letters, which is usually read as the problem of finding good employees or
perhaps, in light of Raymond Williams' criticisms, as evidence of her conflict
between a matter of necessity and solidarity, may also be read quite literally as
how Georgian servants such as Bosall question their role as the dumb leviathans
of the everyday, which was passed on to them from their Victorian tbrebears.4'
Even though she questions her role as the leviathan of the everyday,
Boxall nevertheless remains a leviathan, just as much as the Victorian cook,
because Woolf S diary does not question Bosall as to her reasons for submitting
her resignations. Consequently there is a version of the Seventh Article between
Woolf and Boxall, a distorted version of that between herself and Leonard, which

I suggested as the possible origin of Wree Guineus (1938) when he does not ask
for Virginia's opinion on how to prevent war.
suggesting the
There is evidence in Leonard Woolfs au~~biography
importance given in the Woolf household to the everyday when he contests the
veracity of one detail recorded in Virginia Woolrs diary. In the entry for 18
September 1918 she records that one of the Fabians who commissioned Leonard
to write on the prevention of war, Reatrice Webb, as saying to her that, "Marriage

The phrase can, be traced to WoolFs mother, Julia Stephen, who, Noel Annan, reports in his
biography of Leslie Stepheri, wrote an essay entitled "The Servant Question," the manuscript of
which resides, unpublished, in the Washington State University Library. Noel Annan Lesfie
Stephen: lhe Godless Vicroriatl (New York: Random House, 1984).
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was necessary as a waste pipe for emotion, as security in old age when personal
attractiveness fails, & as a help to work.'"] Decades later, Woolfs pudantic
husband and widower, no1 inclined perhaps to be remembered as Woolf S W.C.,
remembers Webb as describing marriage as a: "waste paper basket of the
emotions.".'" As Woolf refiains from putting Beatrice Webb's conGtendedphrase

in quotation marks, it may suggest that Leonard's correction is appropriate.
Nevertheless, somewhat confirming our theory of the transference of the Seventh
Article from Leonard and Virginia to Virginia and Bosall, she does qmle Webb
as concluding with: "'Yes, T daresay an old family servant would do as well [as
the waste pipe of emotions]."' J5

I have found little evidence to defend the Woolfs against Raymond
Wiiliams' charges. As a matter of conscience Virginia Woolf is all for the miners'
individual rights, although she hints that their problem is the lamentable result of
society losing its traditional leaders, whose rule was previously un-questioned by
the working class. She seems to idolise this image of a subdued working class in
the character of Mrs. McNab, for it maintains her own identity as the middle-class
employer. As mentioned above, Blanchot points out that writers remember
themselves in their diaries by returning to its temporality of the ordinary

4"live Bell, her brother-in-law, t,as also contested the truth of some of her diwy entries. See
Recollectio~tsof Vlrgi~tiaWoog 133.Joan Russell Noble (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1973j. These
challenges are refuted by his son. ')uentin Dell, writing an introdudion for the editor of the dimy.
c'though she woolf) is biassed and at times misinformed or
Anne Olivier Bell (his wife) Le
lies to herself, or cven for the benefit of some fiture reader.
careless, she does not consciou.~-.'4:
The editor has frequently had occas:uli to correct her upon points of detail but never, I think, has
she discovered a complete fibricatic- ." 77w Diary of I'irginia Woo@ Vol. 1 1915-1919
("rlarmondsworth: Penguin, 1979) xiv.
44 Leonard Woolf, 83.
45 Woolf writes an essay in April of this year on Samuel Pepys. She considers the mass of public
affairs recorded by Pepys in his diary the result of not being able to converse on such matters with
his wife who, like all English women, did not receive a university education. "Happily for us, Mrs
Pepys was an imperfect confidante. There were other matters besides those naturally unfit for a
wife's ear thatzepys brought home !?on; the ofitice and liked to deliver to himself upon in private.
And thus comes about that the diary runs naturally from aflkirs of State and the chslractcrs of
ministers to affairs of the heart and the chwacters of servant girls". Woolf, "Papers on Pepys," T%e
L3say.r of Virgi~linWoo& Y d . 11 19i2-19 18, 234.
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everyday. It is my suggestion that the ordinary everyday is founded on writers

excusing themselves From interrogating certain pertinent aspects of their reality.
t

As Blanchot notes, this has the benefit of clearing one's mind, cleansing a

:F-

conscience or consciousness of some thought or feeling. It is as though,

Bi

somehow, as Dostoevsky's narrator of No/e,~"fronl
(Jnderground (1 864) says of an

9

g

f,

1

Pk,

oppressive memory, that "once it were written down, it would vanish for ever.7v6
"Why is life so tragic; so like a little strip of pavement over an abyss," Woolf asks

I

1

!

her diary on 25 October 1920. "1 look down;'' she continues, "I Feel guilty; l
wonder how I am ever to walk to the end. Rut why do I feel this? Now that I say
it I don't feel it.

i\
BI
k

I...]
Melancholy diminishes as I write." This is the simplification

'r

of what actually occurs. It is how she writes that that alleviates her mood.
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When she is writing to forget something, such as her criticism of Forster's

'6

f
IP

capitalisation of life over art, it is not enough to tell her diary what happened,

S

[

where and when; hf;r excuse is found in reducing herself to the status of an object

<I

t

by forgetting the way she has thought, even that she has had the power of decisive

I

!
thought at all. "An odd incident, psychologically," she writes in the entry for 10

E
l

September 1927,
has been Morgm's [Forster] serious concern about my article on him. Did I care a straw
what he said about me? Was it more laudatory? Yet here is this self-possessed, aloof man
taking every word to heart, cast down to the depths, apparently, because I do not give
him superlative rank, Rr. writing spin & again to ask about it, or suggest about it. anxious
that it shall be published in England, & also that more space shall be given to the &sage
to India. Had 1 been asked. I should have said that of all writers he would be the most

j
i
I

indifferent & cool under criticism. And he ltlirlds a dozen times more thari I do, who have
the! op.)osite reputation.

Wleaefively choosing to ignore Forster7sproposals (he asked that her review of
his works concentrate on his magnum opus, A Possuge to hdiu (1924)) Woolf

i
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still lnanags to Rnd her escuse in blaming the order of events as circumstances
beyond her control. To excuse herself she forgets that she had the ~ossibilityof
iiii~nogatingall the aspects of Forster's work. Moreover, she sees the order of
everim unavoidably leading to misconceptions of both herself and Forster as more

or less sensitive than GI~.!,~really are.
This argument in similar to Rousseau's explanation of the origin of
langilage with thi: strmger being described as a giant out of fear, because there is,

as T. S. Eliot would say, no "objective correlative" between the events and their
characters' emotions1 responses to those events. It i s this disjunction between
npparances and actual feelings which allows Woolf to emuse her actions. By
f~igettingher auloilnrny, she ends up portraying herself and Forster as leviathans
(or giants) JUSi as irwrutable as Mrs. McNab. Her excuse is that without an
"objective corrdiltive" it is impossible to anticipate Forster's response to her
criticisms.
Obviously, this excuse from fully interrogating Forster the person,
stopping instead at his work, is redolent of Woolf S treatmerit of Boxall, only now

here is no class antagonism. Both Forster and Woolf are of the game class, even
the same prokssion. Her argument seems to be that, because there is no certainty
in predicting others' responses to her aclions, she is innocent of any indiscretion
she might perform. But is it permissible to excuse oneself in this way?
This is the question posed by the final chapter of Paul de Man's Allegoricp.v

(?f
Re(;ij;ng (1 979) eiltitled "Excuses ((ht@s.vion,s)". De Man's chapter begins
with a close reading of Rousseau's autobiography, 7'11e Conf.s.vioIls ( 1 781 -88)
particularly an episode in Book I1 where Rousseau accuses a fellow employee in a

46

Fyodor Dostoevsky, NoIesfiorn ( h d e r g r o ~(Vermont
d
Everyman, 1994) 36.

Turin
notices a dif'fel-encebetween confessions and excuses.
De Man writes: ;'it does not suffice to tell all. It is not enough to co~vess,

one also has to cxcu,ve".~7 There is a dii'ference for de Man between the
confession's category of truth and the excuse's category of truth. The truths of
confessions are verifiable facts (I stole a ribbon on a certain day in 1 728, and soon
after accused another of it), whereas what are called excuses demand that the
person perform unveri fiable interior feelings through language. Here is
Rousseau's excuse in 1Ae C.'onfessions:
[V]iciousness was never further from me than at this cruel moment. and when I accused
the hapless sir1 [Marion], it is bizarre but it is true that m y friendship for her was the
cause of my accusation. She was present in my mind, I excused myself on the first thing
that offered itself.J8

De Man explains how Rousseau's enunciation of "Marion" might be
understood as an excuse. "If', de Man says, "the essential non-signification of the
statement had been properly interpreted, if Rousseau's accusers had realized that
Marion's name was ['the first thing that offered itself], then they would have
understood his lack of guilt as weli as Marion's innocence. And the excuse would
have extended from the slander to the theR itself, which was equally

Clnrnoti~ated".~~
The guilt is neither Rousseau's nor Marion's, but belongs to the
everyday. That is to say, Rousseau argues that Marion, the house cook, was so

much associated with his ordinary everyday that her name is the first thing to
come to his lips when he has to excuse himself for the theft.

"N~elzsche.
Paul de Man, "Excuses (Co~rfe~v~viorrs),"
Allegories cfkcrclitrg:
liilke, and f'rotrsl (New Haven: Yale University Press,
"Quoted in de Mm, 284 and \288.
49 de Man,

292-293.
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Rut de Man finds an anacoluthon in the excuse, an anacoluthon that plngucs
all excuses.50 Erasmus describes the anacoluthon as when a metaphor is nonreciprocal. He says: "We can call a 'summit' a 'crown' but not vice versa.'"

So

whereas it is quite logical to call excuses accusations, it does not follow that
accl~sationsare excuses. For example, it is not appropriate to call a self-accusation
(like "1 stole a ribbon from Mlle Pontal") an excuse, but it is always possible to
call an excuse an accusatio,~.This is for the simple reason that it is always
possible that an excuse may be more incriminating than the original accusation, as
in the notorious case of the jester who, prompted to produce an excuse worse than

the crime, pinched the king's rear, then gave as his excuse that the assault was
intended for the queen (1858).5' Thus De Man explains the anacoluthon of
excuses as being between its performative and its cognition. There is no
reciprocal relationship between the thought and the action of an excuse, because
each time I attempt to excuse myself by pc.rj,orming my feelings I cannot
simultaneously think all the implications of this perfbrrnance.
Contrary to de Man, Immanuel Kant believed that cognition could precede
or catch up with the performance of actions. He named this promise of lnoral
behaviour the categorical imperative. In Grolmn'work of the h 1 e t c ~ p ~ , s i~,f
c1,~
l

Morals ( 1 797), Kant describes the categorical imperative as, "I should never act

in such a way that 1 could not also will that my maxim should be a universal law

l
,

if

2 '

2

[idz soil niemals undcrs vet@rer~, d s so, d@ ich uuch wollol kome n~eine
i2.lwtime solle ein uilgemeb~evGe.ve/z werden]."5' In other words, the categorical

de Man, 300.
Erasmus. 011Copia of Words atrdldcar, tram. D. B.King and H D. Rix (Midwnukee:
28.
Dr Doran, Tlrc History of(?o~~rcFoois (London: Kichard Bentley, 1 858) 70.
j3 Quoted in J. Hillis Miller, "Reading Telling: Kant," Ethics ofRmading: KCI~II,
de Mart,
Tro//ope,J m t ? ~umi&t?jantit~
,
(New York: Colunlbia University Press, 1987).
j1
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imperative demands 1 think of what would happen if everything I do became
everyday to everybody else in the world,
As I have indicated, this is not how Woolfthinks about domestic labour.
In fact, she does all she can to avoid thinking about domestic labour at all.
Specifically, she understands literary freedom in A Room oj' One 'S Own (1929)
being predicated on the possession of sufficient money (£500 a year) to free
writers from thinking and performing such things as domestic labour. And, of
course, the freedom money gives her from such labour is dependent on Boxall
having no such autonomy herself. Thus Woolf S literary freedom is in conflict
with the categorical imperative, because her actions cannot be niade into a
universal law.
However, Rousseau finds that to the able practitioner of the literary
vocation there is always an eloquent excuse for such accusations. In his Reveries

cfrhe Soliklry CYdker ( 1 782) Rousseau writes that:
To lie to one's advantage is an imposture, to lie to the advantage of others is a fraud, and
to lie to the detriment of others is a slander - this is the worst kind of lie. To lie without

intent and without harm to oneself or to others is not to lie: it is not a lie but a fiction.s"

Rousseau further explains the fictional lie by retelling a non-fictional lie he told
during a dinner conversation. The Seventh Article is seen in play here because
Rousseau, the reluctant socialite, is asked a question at a dinner party by a
woman, "who had recently been married and was expecting a child," whether he
himself had any children. "Blushing all over my face, I replied that I had not had
that happiness. She smiled maliciously at the company; none of this was
particularly obscure even to me."s5 At this point Rousseau's editor adds a

footnote to say that it was well known that as a young man, Rousseau had left his
5"ousseau,

Reseries of !he S o i i t a ~Walker, tram. Peter France (Iiarrnondsworth: Penguin,
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illegitimate children at a Foundlings' Home in Paris and never recovered them.
Rousseau continues:
Two minutes later the answer I should have given suddenly came to me: "That is an
indiscreet question from a young woman to a Inan who remained a h,'. ~r until his old
l

age." By this answer, without telling a lie or hnving to make an embarrassing confession.

T would have had the laugh on my side and taught her a little lesson which would
naturally have made her somewhat less inclined to ask me irnpertirient question^.^^

Contrary to Rousseau's acceptance of these so-called fictional lies, K m t
judges any form of lie as being universally the enemy of the Enlightenment.
"Althouzh telling a certain lie", Kant writes in "On a Supposed Right to Lie from
Altruistic Motives," "I do not actually do anyone a wrong, I fom~allybut not
materially violate the principle of right with respect to all unavoidably necessary
utterances.

As Gilles Deleuze finds in Kant's Critique of' f 'ructicai lieusort

(17881, there is a contradiction in making n~endacity a universal law. He
interprets Kant as saying that "if everyone told lies, [all] promises would destroy
themselves since it would be contradictory for anyone to believe them."jg
In "Reading Telling: Kant" (1987) J. Millis Miller criticises Kant's
argument against lying for failing to recopise that promises are themselves lies.59
Like de Man's description of excuses, Miller looks at how promises are linguistic
acts which are in themselves unverifiable. '*The keeping of' a promise is a matter

of time or of temporality, the matching of one time, the time of the promising,
with mother time, the time of the keeping of the prorni~e.''~~
Consequently, I am
lying when 1 make a promise because there is no way I can guarantee that I will
-

--

-

Rousseau, Releries o f the Sofitn~yIVdker, 75
j6 Rousseau, N e ~ w i ofthe
a ~ So/itm:v IVdker, 75.
j' lmm~nuelKant. "On a Supposed Right to Lie from Altruistic Motives," trans. Eewis White
Beck, in Sissela Bok's Lyit~g:Adoral Chice in hrblic oudlJrivafelife (New York: Vinta~e,
1979) 290.
j8 Gilles Dsleuze, Kanr '.S
Critic01 Philo.sq~hy.7he Docrvine of !he Fmtl~irs,
trans. Hush
Tornlinson and Barbara Nabherjam (London: Athlone, :1)84) 33.
59 Miller 35.
j5
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even be alive to fulfil the promise. So an anaroluthon resides in the fact that while

i>

1
1

t.

ii

Kant is correct in saying that

R

lie cannot be made into a promise, nevertheless,

- i
i

when Z make a promise it is a lie because I cannot guarantee to honour that
promise.

It might be argued that the daily I ies

- such as Raymond Williams

correctly finds in the "Rloomsbt~ryFraction's" relationship to the working class -.
can be avoided when social conditions have become more egalitarian. But Miller
understands de Man's chapter on Rousseau's Sociul (hntrucl (1762) in his
Allegories of Heudi~gas saying that:
The act of establishing a state is so subversive an act, it makes so clean a break with the
past, that the lawgiver reyularly and by a seemingly inevitable necessity claims divine or
transcendent authority for the law he lays down, even though he has clearly demonstrated
the nonexistence or unavailability of that authority in his first act of rebellion in order to
justify his new beginning61

Moreover, for de Man, false promises are unavoidable because they are the very
condition of language.62 Miller writes:
As de Man says at the end OF his essay on the S w i d ( h t r a c t . in a brilliant subversive
alteration of Heidemer's formulation, Die Sppache spricht [Language speaks]: "The
reintruduction of the promise. despite the fact that its impossibility hus been established

C... J does not occur at the discretion of the writer. [. ..]This model is a fact of language
over which Rousseau himself has no control. Just as any other reader, he: is bound to
misread his text as a promise of political change. The error is not within the reader;

Miller, 32.
61 Miller, 34.
For a reading of this chapter in light of Paul de Man's World War I1 journalism see Peggy
Karnuf, "Impositions: A Violent Dawn at Le Soir," Respows: 011 Paid dc MWIS' Wartime
LJo~~rnalim,
eds. Werner Hamacher, Neil Hertz and Thomas Kcenan (Linco!n: University of
Nebraska Press, 1989). See also in the same volume, Derrida, "The Sound of the Sea Deep Within
a Shell: Paul di: Man's War."
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language itself dissociates the cognition From the ad. Die .'$)racl~e ~ ~ c r ~ ~ r(sich)
icltl
[Language promises (itse~f)]"."~

The promise of language can be fo~mdin Woolf S promise to write an
autobiography using her diaries as reference. On 9 March 1920 she imagines "old
Virginia, putting on her spectacles to read March 1920." "Greetings! my dear
ghost;" she continues,

"&L

take heed that I dont [sic] think 50 a very great age.

Several good books can be written still; & here's the bricks for a fine one". From
the moment that her promise is made each diary entry becomes in etTect a
promise of the autobiography to come. And yet the daily promises actually excuse
her indefinitely from fulfilling her promise. Each entry is only a re-affirmation of
the promise, not its fulfilment. On 17 September 1937, five years after her fiftieth
birthday, she asks her diary, "Do I ever write, even here, for my own eyes?" She
died in 1941 aged fifty-nine, having never used her diaries for autobiographical
purposes. (Most of the autobiographical pieces she did write, which are collected
in Moments (fReing, deal with her childhood, old Bloomsbury, or an attitude:
topics that either happened before she began her diaries or whose foundation is
independent of her diaries.)

On 5 August 1929, in her forty-eighth year, she even recognises that she is
no longer addressing her future self as autobiog~apher.She stops to question her
present self: "whom do I tell when I tell a b l ~ r ~page?"
k
Noticing insecure diary
entries, Maurice Blanchot conjectures she is addressing what he calls the demon
of vocations. He detects s i p s of a struggle between her literary freedom and the
demon who demands that all vocations have an "exclusive purpose, an

63 Miller, 34-35. It is this same structure that Morson sees in literatare, particularly Dostoevsky's
Dia~yo j a Wrirer:"That is, I examine Dostoevsky's literary experiment as one of a number of
works in which utopia a d its parody enter into m inconclusive dialogue." See G a y Saul Morson,
7he Bouridaries of Germ: Dosioevsky 'S Diary of a Writer and the Traditiom of Litera~yUtopia
(banston: Northwestern Universiry Press, 198 1) xii.
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increasingly definite goal."64 This demon of vocations asks her to believe in
something

(!S

if it is neccssnry for her salvation. Contrary to this demon, the

literature demands that she have "the freedom to say everything," and this is
achieved by writing without a definite or achievable goal.65
In Woolf s diary, Blanchot senses her disbelief that she had achieved this
freedom. He contrasts tlds insecurity with Goethe's security. "Goethe", Blanchot
writes, "loved his demon [of vocaC~ons]who helped him to achieve a 'happy end'.
Virsinia Woolf struggled all her life against the demon who protected her

l....]

What is peculiar about such struggles is that they are against security --the kind of
security which is a betrayal of the

self through overcaution and

ovejudiciousness."'*' WoolCs insecurity takes two forms. If the public neglects or
abuses her work she becomes uncertain of her writing ability. On 12 April 1921
she writes: "What 1 feared was that I was dismissed as negligible" This diffidence

is well known, both to her and her readers. She witnessed it in Forster's response
to her criticism, anci later in A Room cf One 'S Own she found the symptom in
Keats. But her insecurity takes another form unknown to Keats, or even Forster.
Blanchot notes that even in 1934, after the public success of Mrs. Ilal/owuy
(1 925), '7'0 /he I,ig/~flmtm,
and The ?Ymc~.,c:
(193 l), Woolf continues to k,,e unsure

about her literary gifts. She equates the critical success and the significant
popularity of her books as the failurc of being too conventional; that is, her
writing is following the generic expectations of her readers. So, whether
neglected or applauded, insecurity remains. This insecurity is sustained by
literature's demand, in the name of freedom, that she push beyond her most recent

Maurice Blanchot. ''Outwitting the Demon - A Vocation," trans. Sacha Rabinovitch. The
Sirens ' Song: Sirlectea' f i k s q s by A4nt1rice H/ut~chnt,ed. G~brielJosi povici (Brighton: Harvester,
1982) 92
Blanchot, "Outwitting the Demon - A Vocation," 92.
Maurice Blanchot. "Outwitting the Demon - A Vocation," 87.
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work.67 And if she is unable to push forward, then like a shark she feels herself

t

i

E

i

l.

sinking towards some inner mth. On 23 June 1929 she writes:

?

L
I

The only way 1 keep afloat is by working. A note for summer I must take more work that

!

1 can possibly get done, €1 am> - no. 1 don't know what it comes from. Directly I stop

working 1 feel that I am sinking down. down. And as usual, I feel that if I sink further 1
shall reach the truth.

i

It is a descent I feel Woolf is unwilling to undergo, not because she is afraid of

1

the truth, but perhaps because she is afraid that the truth at "the bottom of the
vessel" will answer the autobiographical question "Who am I?" So the daily
promises of WoolPs diary not only assist her anticipiory Zrcuse from the
interrogation of her dependence on her house cook, they are part oi' a larger
excuse from defining herself. This anticipatory excase from establishing any
secure foundation is how she protects literature's freedom.
Blanchot finds her insecurity about literature so exasperating and yet a
sign of a true literary writer. Perhaps inevitably, then, Blanchot interprets her
suicide as an affirmation of unconventionality; an unconventionality not foreign
to literature's freedom. She outwits the demon of vocations by descending
towards her truth, but without the possibility of writing of this truth. For, as
Woolf proudly told Vita Sackville-West on 23 November 1926, her own death is
the only experience she would never describe. Death is the big excuse of writing,
as Derrida explains when i tried to define anticipatory excuses. First, because
writing does not need the writer to remain alive in order to work. Second, because
no one - including Woolf -- can write of this last descent, so literature retains its
freedom.
In the same diary entry that Woolf recorded her admission to SackvilleWest that her own death was the one experience she would never describe, she

67

See Woolf s diary entry for 17 October 1934.
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also realises that the narrative method she has perfected in To the Z.,ightl~ozrse
allows her to say what she likes. She comes to this conclusion when it did not
throw up new problems for later works. Her writing, that is to say, has avoided
makinz promises. She writes: "My present opinion is that it is easily the best of
my books

[...l. It is freer & subtler [sic] 1 think. Yet 1 have no idea of any other

to follow it: which may mean that l have made my meth.,d perfect, & it will now
stay like this, & serve whatever use 1 wish to put it to." Or, at least, this is her first
thought. But Woolf fnds something still haunting her. Could this be her demon?
her leviathan-like Nelly Boxall? her Effie? "[ ...l 1 am now & then", she writes cm
23 November 1926, "haunted by some semi mystic very profound life of woman,

which shall all be told on one cccaslon; & time shall be utterly obliterated; future
.>

shall somehow blossom out of the past. One incqent - say the fallsl'a Rower might contain it. My theory being that the actual event practically does not exist ;>ortime either."
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(CHAPTER 3

Letters of Homur
FkIstafl Can honour set to a leg? No. Or an mm? No. Or take awav the grief of a wound? No.
Honour hath no skill in surgery then? No. What is honour? ii word. What is that word,
honour? Air. A trim reckoning! Who have it? He that died rr' Wednesday. Doth he feel it? No.
Doth he hear it? No. It is insensible then? Yea, to the dead. But will it not live with the living?
No. Why? Detraction will r\ni sufler it. Therefore 1'11 none of it: honour is a mere scutcheon;
and so ends my catechism. - \Yilliam Shakespeare, Het~rynr(Par/I, ACI I/, Scetw I).

In !-t

previous chapter I examined how W o d r s diary excused her from

interrogating her everyday. The excuse was especially found in Woolf s relationship
to Nelly Boxall. By defining Boxall as her ardinary everyday, Woolf avoids defining
herself as this or !ha/. 1 connected this avoidance of certainty with literature's
freedom to say everything. This ~'lapter's concern is for this literary freedom,
specifically how this freedom distinguishes a literary text from other texts by
defamiliarising the: everyday. With the correspondence of Woolf, particularly her
suicide letters and their interpretation, and the interpretations of the I'ortugtrese
Letters and Poe's short story, "The Purloined I,etter," I am able to discern two

mannets of honouring. The standard manncr creates a hierarchy of ridicule. The
chapter concludes by finding the second manner in the way literature's freedom
allows it to hoilour all elements of reality.
The popular appeal of crime arid romance genres of fiction is their treatment
of everyday concerns. Primary amongst these is the ennui of the everyday itself, from
which they offer an exciting escape. On top of this boredom with everyday existence,
crime fiction also addresses concerns about personal security: while the stock in trade
af romance fiction is the des~refor desire. In their tendency to pander :o these

concerns, rather than challenging them, popular genres reinforce a limited view of
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reality. Much the same as Woolf does not. question Nelly Boxall beyond her role as a
domestic servant, crime fiction readers are not encouraged to question their role in the
social injustices which lead people to commit crimes. In "Clues" (1983) Franco
Moretti asks, "What itdeed does detective fiction do?" His answer: "It create's [sic] a
problem, a 'concrete effect' - the crime - and declares a sole cause relevant.: the
criminal. It slights other causes (why is the criminal such?) and dispels the doubt that
every choice is partial and subjective.[.. . ] In finding one solution that is valid for all detective fiction does not present alternative readings - society posits its unity, and,
again, declares itself innocent."'
And yet, as I saw in the previous chapter, literary fieedom is based on a
similar excuse from interrogating one's everyday situation. It is possible to find the
apotheosis of this excuse in the modernist demand that artists continually create new
literary appetites rather than repeat familiar genres for their readers. That is to say,
modernism promises an excuse from the accepted certainties. In Aesrheric us Science
of i3pression und Generui Lingtrisfic (1 902), Benedetto Croce gives an often quoted

expression of literature's uncertainty: "Every true work of art has violated some
established class and upset the ideas of the critics, who have thus been obliged to
enlarge the number of classer. i

finally even this enlargement has proved too

narrow, owing to the appearance oi new works of art, which are naturally followed by

new scandals, new upsettings, and - new enlargements."'

-Franco Moretti, "Clues," tram Susan Fischer. Sipts Take11for W o d ~ . ~
< sx
q s k the SocioIogy of
/,itermy fi)rms (Zondon: Verso & NLB, 1983) 144.
2
Benedetto Croce,Aesfhetiicas Sciewe of Lk/)ressiot~arm' G'erw-d Litrgxis-lic,tram Douglas Ainslie
(London:Macmillan, 1909) 65.
l
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In this light? the "true work of art" should be ultimately unclnssifiable.'
Literature's goal is contra generic fiction, even if it has the same excuse zt its origin.
As Heather Dubrow notes, i F genres work to .fimi/iurise the reader as to how to
comprehend a text, then literature is the process of ~ e f n d i m i w t i o n . "This task of
defamiliarisation is necessary because one's understanding of the world becomes so
familiar, so everyday, becomes, in short, so generic that one no longer finds any
pleasure in it. There is only the generic pleasure of predicting what will happen, as
Woslf explains in this operling passage from her essay "Philosophy in Fiction"
(1918):
After one has heard the first few bars of a tune upon a barrel organ the hrther course of the
tune is instinctively foretold by the mind and any deviation fiom that pattern is received with
reluctance and discomfort. A thousand tunes of the same sort have grooved a road in our
minds and we insist that the nex? tune we hear shall flow smoothly down the same channels;
nor are we often disobeyed. That is also the case with the usual run of stories. From the first
few pages you can at least half-consciously foretell the drif? of what is to follow, and certainly
a part of the impulse which drives us to read to the end comes from the desire to match our
foreboding with the fact. It is not strange then that the finished product is much what we
expected it to be, and bears no likeness, should we compare it with reality, to what we feel for
ourselves. For loudly though we talk of the advance of realism and boldly though we assert
that life finds its mirror in fiction, the material of life is so difficult to handle and has to be
limited and abstracted to such an extent before it can be dealt with by words that a small
pinch of it only is made use of bp the lesser novelist He spends his time moulding and

kikewise the same can be said for "literature." P e w Kamuf points out that "literature" was only
used to describe language-based works of art in the early 1800s. And even then it describes: "[the]
interminability of what is (or is not) literature. of what properly belongs to the set called literature,
[that] is not a contingent condition but a necessary one of co:ltiauing to cali 'literature' by that name."
~ I D~COIP!;&C~Y
Z
'IYI(Chicago: University
Peggy Kamuf, The Divisim of Likralrrre. or, i31e U~~iwr.sIty
of Chicago Press, 1997) G. Furthermore: Jonilthan Culler iooks at how nil15 'nodenlist and
Wake can only be classified as yet as non-generic. See,
postmodernist texts such as I:ir~tregm~
J.'ic/icmNow...aim' 7bmorrow, ed. Raymond
"Towards a Theory of Non-Genre Literature," Si~rjiclior~:
Federman (Chicago: The Swallow Press, 1975) 255-262.
4
Heather Dubrow, G e t s . ~
(London: Methiien, 1982) 12-14.
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remoulding what hits been supplied him by the effoi;~of origioal genius perhaps H generation

1

8

j
i

or two ago. The mou!ds are by this timg so firmly set, and require a c h eftort to break them,

'I

!

that the public is seldom disturbed by ex~:osionIn that dirc~tion.~

i
if

1[

One member of the group of literarj theorists known as the Russian

'1

Formalists, Viktor Shklovsky, puts it more succinctly, but less eloquently, d e n he

i
i

1f

writes in "Art as Device" (8917): "[l]n order to rr:ti~nserrsatian to our h b s , in order

i

I

to make us feel objects, to make a stone feel stony, man has been given the tool of art.

l

J

I

t

[...l By [defamiliarising] objects and cornpl.icating foml, the device of art makes
perception long and 'laborious'.'"

il
5

/

1 also find the concept of defamiliarisation in

i

!

Reader-Response criticism. One of its major contributors, Wolfgang Iser, writes that
\

the "efficacy of a literary text is br~ughtabout by the apparent evocation and
subsequent neg)ition of the farni~ian.."~
I wish to locate this process of defamiliarisation with the heip of Woolf s

letters. To begin with I propose a comparison between Woolf S letters and her diary.

I

'

'1

1
a

' 1
-f

!,!

I
i

l

While in Woolf's diary 1 perceived the conflict between Bloon~sbuylifestyle and
8

Zr.:omsbary politics cei~tredaround NeHy Boxall, the difficulty is now in how the
members of the Blsomsbury Group relate to the aristocracy. So v+ere 'Nel;y Boxall
l

!

poses the ''servant question" in Woolf S diary, I now take Vita Sackville-West as
posing the "aristucmtic question" fctr hc~rrespmdance.~
i will attempt to shcw that

i

i

\

i
4

d
S

6

Woolf, "Philosophy in Fiction," 7 7 1 ~lkmy.~
.
of Virghio M ' i d f i Vd. 11, 203.

Viktor S'hklovsky, "Art as Device," lheory cfProsc, trans denjamin Shcr (Elmwood Park, 11.
Dalkey Archive Press, 1990) 6.
' Wolfgang Jser, "The Reading Process: k Phefiomenological Ap~ioach,"[ l 97-43I<eader-Sey~ome
C';.iticisnt: Fitlet ForntalisPn to ~U~~t..S-'.-~cn~rnIii~m,
4d.Jane P. Tomkins (Dsitirnore: The Johns
Hopkins IJniversity Press, 1992) 64 See Bso, Hans Rc-be!? Jauss, "Literoq History as a Clnalienge to
Literary I'hco~y,"trans. Elizabeth Eenzingv. X - w iJirecfioms In L.itercnry Hisfory,ed. Ralplz. Cobe~z.
(London: Routledge & Kegan Faul, 1974).
"'The Sackville family wen1 back to Willinrn the Conqueror; they wcre made Earls of Gorse: in the
sixteenth centuly, m d granted the vast Kentish hoclsc of Knok by Hizabeth I. Tney were
parliamentarians, ambassadors. roj-rlists; Charles Seckville, 6' E m i ot'l2orset, wnr n poet 2-W i w a q
patron Then there was the great house, bid? over four acre%"ike2 ~lgantic,palatia! Gsfclrd college,
with fkgend had it) seven courts, fifiy-two s:airca-. -4. - A 5 r a m . KT& was Vitii's iirst passion
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where "Nelly Boxall" was her unquestioning attachment, the "aristocratic question"
detaches Wo~lffrom the ordinary eveiyday; where ihxall is used as a familiarisation,
Sackville-West defamiliarises,
These class associations can be explained in broad strokes: both the working
class and the aristocracy are often defined by their relationship to changes of
circumstances. For instance, the economic vulnerability of the working iliiss icc!ines
it to resist change. The final straw for the Woolfs was Roxall's refusal to let them
install an electric stove. This resistance to change encouraged Woolf to see cooks as
symbolic of her ordinary everyday. The comical view of the aristocracy, on the other
hand, is its indifference to the need for change, or if they are aware of changes
happening around them, then they are confident these will not alter their character.
Thus, in her essay "Maturity and Immaturity" (1 9 1g), Woolf refers to the aristocratic
character as childish: "One must learn to speak of one's feelings; one must learn to do

i~ beautifully. But the aristocrat appears never to learn anything. He seems
condemned to remain a gifted and instinctive child. The delightful talents never
mature; the park is mistaken for the world, the family for the human race;
smiles of the Muse are solicited with a pocket full of

the

sweet^."^

P. G. Wodehouse played on the different consciousness of the upper and
lower classes in his characterisation of Bertie Wooster and his butler, .Teeves.'@
While
Woolf also mocked the aristocracy's ignorance, like Wodehouse, she too was at the
(she grew up there) and her greatest love (she could not inherit, as she was a woman). The first gift
Viryinia received from Vita aAer their first meeting was a copy of Ki~oleK- the SochiIie,:.."Hermione
Lee, Yirgitnia Wmif(london: Chatto & Windus. 1996) 487.
9
Wnolf,"Maturity and Immaturity," Tile K w y s of I'i'rgiuia M'oolf Vol. I l l 1919-1924, 128.
10
Woof relates a similar relationship between Lady Bath and her butler, Middleton: "Once 1 remember
the word 'tnarl' cropped up in conversation. 'What's mad, Middleton?' Lady Bath asked. 'A mixture
of earth and carbonate o f lime, my lady', Middleton inf~rned."See Woalf s "Am I a Snob?,"
A4onre)rt.s of Beitg, 2207. For an excellent essay on P. G. Wodehouse, see Stephen Medcalf S "T!le
Innoceizcc of P. G. Wodehouse," fie h4cxlertr DgIisbt Now!:
Iteadt'r, 'Ihe Writer and the Work,
ed. Gabriel Josipovici (Zondon: Open Books, 1976).
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same time impressed by its innocence. "[...l I felt", she writes in "Am I a Snob?"
(1436), "these people don't care a. snap what anyone thinks. Here is human nature in

its uncropped, unpruned, natural state."" In her relationship with Sackville-West this
envy of aristocratic fearlessness is mixed with (or transformed into) sexual attraction.
James Gindin has noted that Woolf named the relationship between Sackville-West
and herself, the "precipice marked V".I2TO cross this precipice she had to part with

the familiar vista of her marriage to Leonard. "Talking to Lytton [Strachey] the other
night", she writes to Sackville-West on 23 March 1927,
he suddenly asked me to advise him in love - whether to go on, over the precipice, or to stop
short at the top. Stop, stop! I cried, thinking instantly of you. Now what would happen if 1 let
myself go over? Answer me that. Over what? you'll say. A precipice marked V[. ..l'"

Woolf S correspondence with Sackville-West began unsteadily, each daring
the other to step closer to that precipice. On 6 July 1924, before Sackville-West left
for a holiday in Italy, Woolf accused her of not writing personal lettcrs (which are
othewise referred to as "familiar letters"). Sackville-West replied while climbing in
the Dolomites and writing Seducers in l!cuador for the Hogarth Press. "You said ,"
she wrote on July 16:
I wrote letters of impersmal fiigidity. I told y m once 1 would rather go to Spain with you

than with anyone, and you looked conhsed, and I felt I had made a gaffe, - been too
personal, in fact - hi.still the statement remains a true one, and I shan't be really satisfied till
1 have enticed you away. Will you come next year to the place where the gipsies of all nations
I a Snob?," Moments of Heiug, 208.
"A Precipice Marked V," Studies it1 the Novel l 1 (1979): 82.
" WoolS A Chat~ge
of Perspective: The Letters uf Virgi~tiaWoo& Vol. 111 1923-1928, ed. Nigel
Nicolson & Joanne Trautmann Banks (London: Hogarth Press, 1994) 352. Subsequent references to
her letters will quote the addressee and date in the body OF the text. The bibliographic details for the
other volurnes are: The Night qfthe Mind: lhe Letters c!f Firgi~liaWoo& Vol. 1 1888-!912 (London:
Iiogarth Press, 1993); The Qmriotr of Things Hopprr irtg: lhe Letters of Virgittia Woo* Vol. Il19121922 (London: Chatto & Windus, 1980); A Ikfrecriotr offhe Other Persax 7he Letlers of I'irghia
Wcm@ Vol. IV 1929-1931 (London: Chatto & Windus, 1% 1 ); ' D JSickle
~
Side ofthe h+m: The
" Woolf, "Am

" Jarnes Gindin,
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make an annual pilgrimage to some Madonna or other? 1 forget its name. But it is a place

somewhere near the C ~ s q u eprovinces, that I have always wanted to go to, and next year I
AM GOING.1 think you !:ad better come too. Look on it, if you like, as copy, - as I believe

you look upon evetything, human relationships included. Oh yes, you like people through the
brain, rather than through the heart.'"

From this last sentence I can sense that Sackville-West considers Woolf S
intelligence as a major hindrance to the development of their relationship. Her
insecurity before Woolf S "brain" is also evident in a letter from the previous year.
On 8 April 1923 she writes to Woolf: "I don't suppose this letter will ever reach you.
It seems quite incredible anyway that any letter should reach its destination. But I
seem to remember that you have already said - or, rather, written - all that there is to
be said about letters. So I won't compete." Sackville-West act~iallyholds her own
here ?.gainst \%'oolfs extensive review of letters, which rarely become theoretical
about the genre. Indeed, Sackville-West's consciousness of the problem of letters
arriving at their destination is exactly how in 7'lze YCWCord: From Socrutes to Fre~rci
and k y o n d Denida analyses the genre as revealing the uncertainty constituting all
communication. In particular, he criticises Jacques Lacan's nineteen-fifties seminar
on Edgar Allan Poe7sshort story "The Purloined Letter" (1 844) with the comment: "a
letter can always not arrive at its destination."ls
Unlike Derrida, Sackville-West still believes that the full presence of both
Wooif and herself can overcome the difficulties of communimtion by defamiliarising
their surroundings. Her letter of 16 July 1924 argues that they need to excuse
themselves fiom the familiar in order to achieve familiarity:
Letters of r/irgkia Woo& Vol. V 1932-1935 (London: H ogarth Press, 1994); i m v e the Lerters nil
we're Dead: The Letters of Virgir~iaWoog VoI VI 1936-1941 (London: Chatto & Windus, 1983).
" Sackville-West, Tl~c?
Letters of fits ShckviIIc-!Vest to Virginia Wmlf, eds. Louis DeSalvo and
Mitchell A. Leaska (Basingstoke: Macmilian, 1985).
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1 don't believe one ever knows people in their own surroundings; one only knows them away,
divorced fiorn all the little strings and cobwebs of habit. Long Barn, Knole, Richmond, and
Bloomsbury. All too familiar and entrapping. Either 1 am at home, and you are strange; o r p r
are at home, tmd L am strange; so neither IS the rcal essential pe;rson, and confbsion results.
But in the Basque provincw. among a horde of zingaro [ ~ p s i e s ] ,we should be equally

strange and equally real.

However, Woolf and Sackvilk-West never travelled together to the Basque
provinces.'6 in 1928 they travelled to Burgundy, in eastern France. The trip was a
failure, with Waolf S thoughts never far from her disgruntled husband at home, and
Sackville-West fluent in French while Woolf rarely used her limited knowledge of
the language." So they never tested Sackville-West's ides of democratic space,
where they could be both "equally strange and equally real."
Nevertheless, if I keep in mind the conception of literature as a process of
defamiliarisation, then reading Woolf I am always travelling towards a place "equally
strange and equally real." Woolf substitutes the Basque provinces with her sixth
novel, Orlundo (1928), which is commonly regarded as her love-letter to SackvilleWest. This substitution is fiat iiwxpected, for Woolf felt that literature, although in
essence public property, was also .the core of her private life. Literature is what she is
always thinking of and feeling for; it is what she is alwqs throwing herself towards.
IS

Demda, "Le Facteur de la veritd," 7he Post Card: F.rorn Socrates 10 Evrd and Reyomj trans. Alall
Bass (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1987) 444.
16
Sackville-West writes to her husband in Tehran on 17 Aubwst 1926: "1 don't want to get landed in an
affair which might get beyond my control before 1knew where I was. Besides, Virginia is not the sort
of person one thinks of in that way. There is something incongruous and almost indecent in the idea. I
me gone to bed with her (twice), but that's all. Now you know all about it, and I hope I haven't
shocked you." Nigel Nicolson, Porrrait ofa hlarriogc (London Weidenfeld & Nicolson, 1990) 1881W.
17

Sackville-West writes: "One note I will add to show once more how human she was. Her French
wasn't good, although she could read it easily and had walked round and round Tavistock Square,
practising aloud the conversation she was learning by gramophone records. In France with me she had
refiised to utter a word, and the only phrase I ever heard came to my ears when it wam't meant to. It
was on the boat as we put out from Dieppe to Newhaven. Rather apprehensively she had approached a
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More than any geographical destination, literature is her undiscovered country, and

f

"

l

,l
,

Woolf S fiction continually sets off towards this country.
;

li can see her defining the boundaries of this country in her correspondence

with Jacques Raverat during 1924 after he had complained that a single word, "Neol

,

Pagan," had personal meanings its written context could not

The word
I

struck his mind, he explains, creating "splashes in the outer air in every direction and

i

under the surface waves that follow one another irrto dark and forgotten corners.""
For this very reason, Woolf herself had trouble being understood by Raverat. When
she tells him on 4 September 1924 that at her time of !,ife she found private relations
boring, he took her to mean all relations, including their own. when she was in fact
referring to the mediocrity of sexual relationship.. Looking at the context of Woolf s

.L

i
i
if

sentence, there is no doubt that that was exactly what she meant. But Raverat had
perhaps confused the other times in the letter where she had used the word. In

1

4

i
i
i

particular, she writes in the letter of 4 September 1924: "And I don't like my own
letters. I don't like the falsity of the relationship [sic] - one has to spray an
atmosphere around one; yet I do like yours and seem to be able to pierce through your
spray, so may you through mine."
If Raverat did confuse the contexts of "relationship" with "relations" then he
not only proved that he did have trouble piercing Woolf s spray, but he also proved,
as Woolf argues in her next letter to him on 3 October 1924, that words do not run on

-sailor: 'Est-ce que la mer est brusque?"' Sackville-West, "Vita Sackville-West," Kecollectiorts of
Virgi~tiaWmlf, ed. Joan Russell Nohle (Harrnondsworth: Penguin, 1973) 166-167.
18
Mark Hussey explains that Neo-Pagan was a "term used by Woolf, Vanessa Bell and other
Bloomsbury Group members to describe a young generation of kiends, most of whom had been at
Cambridge University, and which includcil R*-.pertBrooke, Katherine Cox, Rachel and Karin
Costelloe, Gwen Raverat (nee Darwin), Geofiey Keynes, Cierald Shove and others." Mark Hussey,
Virgitlia WooVA to Z: A Conrprehemi've Hejerencefor Studerits, 'I'rachcrsard Common Iicaders to
Iier L@, Work tutd Crirical Neceptiort (New York: Facts on File, 1995) 18 1.
19
Quoted in footnote of Woolf, The Letters of I.'irgi!~in
WOOFVol. I//, 136.
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'a formal railwny line of senience" as the Edwardian writers, such as Arnold Bennett

and John Galsworthy, represented them being used. By representing words like
"relationship" or "Neo-Pagan" in the same way that they are used to create meaning,
inspire, and confuse. a novel's sequential splashes can be concentrated into radiating
ripples of meaning. The same is also true when it came to letter writing. She told
Raverat that she wanted to "have done with the superfluities," by whI.41 she meant the
unreal personalities, "and form words precisely on top of the waves of my mind." The
problem with these "unreal personalities," which she also calls nlasks, is that they fix
the relations between correspondents, much as Sackville-West had argued a few
months earlier in reference to the "little stings and cobwebs of habit," which were

,a

"Long Barn, Knole, Richmond and Bloomsbury."
Letters, of course, are tied to this habitual communication by the inescapable
fact that they must be addressed - to Lons Barn, Richmond, etc. Moreover, letters are

11

usually written in certain knowledge of their audience. That is, letters are usually

iL

written when they are owed to someone or other. Or, more accurately, letters are
written because there is a debt of familiarity with a specific audience. Although the
receipt of a letter is typically the reminder of the promise to maintain familiarity, in
more general terms the debt itself can be understood as any change of circums:ance.
Travellers, for instance, are expected to write to those they leave behind, because they
are constantly changing their surroundings. Other changes of circumstances include

I

l1
4

1

E
I

births, rnaniages, physical illnesses, emotions, deaths, anniversaries, weather, change

!
1

!

1

of jobs, and, of course, change of home address. In correspondence Woolf herself
calls the changes of circumstance "the question of things happening".20

20

Her epistolary editors, Nigel Nicolsoll and Joilnne Trautmann Banks, borroc the phrase for the title
of the second volume of Woolf s letters.

il
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Of course, it is no surprise that there is also n "question of things happening"
to letters themselves. Woolf's essay "Modern Letters" (1930) interrogates the
notorious diagnosis made by her contemporary, Johr~Bailey, that the art of letter
writing died in the twentieth century. She p i n t s out that this nostalgia for the letters
of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries is biased towards an earlier practice of
letter writing, which was more public than personal. "Sir Horace Mann or West or
Gray did not," Woolf writes, "one guesses, break the seals of [Horace] Walpole's
thick packets i l l a hurry. One can imagine they waited for a good fire, and a bc?ttle of
wine, and a group of friends and then read the witty and delightful pages aloud, in
perfect confidence that nothing was going to be said that was too private for another
ear - indeed the very opposite was the case - such wit, such polish, such a budget of
news was too good for a single person and demanded to be shared with others.""
Scholars have traced the arigins of the public bias (in letters) to before the
second millennium, when there was no publicly acceptable method for expressing
persona: feelings. Not only was there no Shakespeare or Montaigne at this time, but
there was not ever1 Dante to lead the way. "[Tlhe Southern poets ", Paul Zun~thor

at :he end of the eleventh cc:ntury manapjed to overcome this inertia. They created, in a
patchwork fashion, the rational frame that love needed in order finally to assert iiself as a
cultural value. This frame was the courtly topos and rhetoric. Thanks to them, the relation
hetwccn the sexes ceased to be either a simple biological fbnction or a spiritual

Meanwhile, Juditl;, Rice Henderssn notices, there was the influence of the classical
world in determining a letter wriier's public face:
Woolf ''Modem Letters," Cu~Iecfedfisc~ys:
Vol. II (London: Haprth Press, 1966) 259.
Zumthor, "Heloise et Abelard," Revue drs sciences h,rmoirlr.s 91 (1 958) 3 16. Trans. P e w
Kamuf in her Fic~ionsofFc'n~iuirreDesire: Disclo~wesof Heloise (Liacoln: University o f Nebraska
Press, 1982).
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Founded in the 1080s by Alberic of Monte Cassino, the clrs cr'icftm~itriscame of age at
Bologna in the first half of the twelfah century and by the end of that century had spread to
France, Germany, and England. Essentially, the ars dictartririis applied classical rhetoric to
letter-writing, which, with the demise of the classical institutions that had bred orators, had
become the political skill most in denland in the Middle ~ g e s . ' ~

But, as I-ienderson also notes, the supremacy of the public persona over the private
identity was maintained by letter handbooks stressing the importance of using the
correct salutation to open and close a letter, with each form of address dependent on
the public status of both the sender and the addressee. In other words, the letter
handbooks demand that honour k shown where honour is due.
In the seventeenth century the proliferation of these letter handbooks cut short
the freedom of expression encouraged by the Renaissance writers, such as Erasmas
and Montaigne. Janet Gurkin Altman analyses the rise of this public bias in the letters
of the literary writers of seventeenth century France, noting their appeal to the
fatherland, the aristocracy, and royalty. The letters she looks at were witten with the
intention of being published in the lifetime of their writers so that they could benefit
from their display of sycophancy. "By the seventeenth cantury," Altman writes,
"pubiic space will have becn narrowly codified to exclude the domestic, personal,
politically dissident, and familiar, which are henceforth relegated to the margins of
discourse. Published letters - even posthumously publi ; : ~ dones - reinforce this
definition of a public space where all activity - literary, sock!, erotic - is conducted
according to prescribed codes and under the surveillance of recognized social,

-

23

Judith Rice Henderson, "Erasmus on the Art of Letter-Writing," Rrrrai.wmce FJlq~etrct.:Studies in

the Theory a t d Pracfice ojftetlai.wtrce ltheroric, ed. James Murphy (Berkelcy: University of
Calitbrnia Press, 1983) 332-333.
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literary, and political

leader^."^"

'The dominant mode", Altrnan continues, "of

guaranteeing the letter books vaiue throughout the seventeenth century had been the
courtly eulogy - essentially a system of letters of recommendation, in which the value
of the letters was guaranteed by the aristocratic status of the writer's correspondents
and patron."25
Although Altman does not say as much, this sycophancy is snobbery. It is
what Woolf self-mockingly discovers in herself, describing it as the desire to impress
other people. "The snob", she writes in "Am I a Snob?" (1936), "is a flutter-brained,
hare-brained creature so little satisfied with his or her own standing that in order to
consolidate it he or she is always flourishing a title or an honour in other people's
faces so that they may believe, and help him to believe what he does not really
believe - that he or she is somehow a person of importance."26Altman dates the rise
of this sycophantic patronage amongst French writers to the founding of the
Academie Fran~aisein 1635. She names Guez de Balzac as a member of the
Academie who succumbed to !his snobbish fawning, along with Faret, Boisrobert,
Conrart, Gombauld, Voiture, Maynard, Furetiere, and ~ u s s ~ . "
A patron of the arts is the concretisation of a work's addressee. And until the
twentieth century, literary writers' choice of patron was limited by the times in which
they lived. In her essay "The Patron and the Crocus" (1924), Woolf writes: "The

1

Elizabethans, to speak roughly, chose the aristocracy to write for and the playhouse

f

public. The eighteenth-century patron was a combination of coffee-house wit and

15

Grub Street bookseller. In the nineteenth century the great writers wrote for the half-
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Janet Gurkin Altman, "The Letter Book as a Literaq Institution 1539-1789: Toward a Cultural
History of Published Correspondence in France."
Eiemh Stndies 71 (1 986): 4 1.
25
Altman, 41.
Woolf, L'Aml a Snob?", 206.
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crown magazines and the leisured classe~."~'
The patron, then, was usually a member
of society's ruling or rising cl as^.^"
While Guez de Balzac and other writers in seventeenth century France were
attracted to the patronage of the aristocracy because, along with financial support, it
1

privileged their letters and lives, 1 will also speculate that they \yere attracted to an
idealised picture of the aristocracy, who are raised above the competition to
distinguish therrrselves from others. This idealisation arises from the fact that the
aristocratic posilion in society is assured, so they are not troubled by the need to
assert their mastcxy over others. With nothing to prove, they remain in a natural state
of childish innocence.
In defiance of this snobbery, the publication of familiar letters has its second
renaissance in the eighteenth century France, especially after the publication of Mme
de Sdvigne's letters. This return to the humanism encouraged by the early examples
of Erasmus and Montaigne can be followed in the rise of newspapers from the
seventeenth century onwards, with newspapers themselves connected to letter
writing. As Maude Hansche argues, prior to the rise of the bourgeoisie, the

transmission of public affairs was typically the pro~inceof letter writing.
The first English journalists or writers were originally the dependents of great men. They
were employed to keep their masters or patrons well informed, during their absence From
court, of all that transpired there. The duty grew at length into a calling. The writer had his
periodical subscription list. and, instead of a single letter, wrote as many letters as he had

customer^.^^

'*Woolf. "The Patmn and the Crocus," 7fiefiihys of lrirgittia WOOFVol. IV 1925--1928,212.

it is a similar argument to that of her father's. See, Leslie Stephen. Lr@ish Literntr~rear~dSmiely it,

h e Eiighfeett~h
Cet1t1rr.y[l 9031 (London: Duckworth & CO, 1920) 1 13- 132.
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However, even as the rise of newspaper journalism continued throughout the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, private letters still continued to carry public
affairs. If Woolf feels this is no longer the case in the early twentieth century, it is
because, as she points out, newspapers have now almost completely n~onopolisedthe
transmission of public affairs. But, just as photography releases modern painting from
the burden of realism, the development of journalism and literacy allows the modern
correspondent to fulfil the letter's untapped potential for familiarity. "lf the art of
letter-writing", Woolf writes,
*

consists in oxciting the omotions, in bringing back tho past, in reviving a day, a moment, nay
a very second, of past time, then these obscure [twentieth century] correspondents, with their
hasty haphazard ways, their gibes and flings, their irreverence and mockery, their carehl
totting up of days and dates, their seneral absorption in the moment and entire carelessness of
what posterity will think of them, beat Cowper, Walpole, and Edward Fitzserald ho~low.~'

Contrary to John Bailey, then, Woolf argues for the birth of letter wm-ting in
the twentieth century, not its death. Ironically, however, this birth results in the death
of their publication. Woolf s conclusion: "The question remains, for as one reads it
becomes pedecily plain that the art of letter writing has now reached n stage, thanks
to the penny post and telephone, where it is not dead - that is the last word to apply to
it - but so much alive as to be quite unprintable.'"' By cLdive"she means that letters
have too much freedom of expression.
In "The Patron and the Crocus" Woolf notes a similar freedom developing for
the modem literaly writer with the increase in the number and variety of patrons. If
one public arena is opposed to the witer's self-expression, then there are plenty of
other outlets to choose from. "There is thc daily Press, the weekly Press, the monthly

"32 Woolf, "Modem Letters," 262.

Woolf, "Modern Letters." 262.
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Press; the English public and the American public, the best-seller public and the
worst-seller public; the high-brow public and the red-blood public; all now organised
self-conscious entities capable through their various mouthpieces of making their
needs kriown and their approval or dispieasure felt. Thus the writer who has been
moved by the sight of the first crocus in Kensington Gardens has, before he sets pen
to paper, to choose fiom a crowd of competitors the particular patron who suits him
best.'>?"
As Woolf suggests that modem letters are unprintable when there is too much
freedom of expression, so there is also reason to doubt whether literature benefits
fiom writers having an unlimited choice of patrons. Which is to say that literature
dies without writers excusing themselves fior:\ a too familiar addressee. This
confirms the previous chapter's interpretation of Woolf s insecurity (about her
literary gifts) as the fear that her literary freedom would be undermined if she defined
herself. Thus, the over-familiarity of modernity is the death of literature. For when
society allows a spade to be called a spade with impunity, there is no need for

Unfortunately, many of Woolrs readers have become nore assumed familiar
than the evidence allows. They do not interrogate her writing beyond their opinions

on such contentious issues as feminism, madness, bisexuality, ahd suicide. So
Woolf S oeuvre is repeatedly reduced to one aspect of her life, such as her congenital

Woolf. 'The Patron and the Crocus," The iiksqs 4 Virgitlia Woo& Vol. W 1925-I 928, 2 13.
Gay Saul Morson connects censorship to eloquence in his ~ori11brrie.s
of Geirre, 102-103:"The
point l would like to make here is that in Russia (and probably elsewhere) the [state] censorship has
hnctioned not only as a litercry distortion but also as a "literary fact" itself The censor became a
conventional implied reader, in much the same way that the romantic young lady and dissolute young
gentleman were conventional implied readers. l.. .3 There are, it seems, works that open publication
can actually spoil."
31
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"madness." This is especially so with her suicide, which is largely read through her

-

letters.
Quentin Bell, Woolfs nephew, sets the precedent when his two volume
biography of Woolf gives just two pages to his aunt's suicide, dismissing her actions
on her final days as recalcitrant and childish. His cursory analysis of Woolf S end
supposes that all three of her suicide letters were written on the day of her suicide,
Friday 28 March, 1941. But this does not stop him from concluding that one of the
two letters to Leonard merely dated "Tuesday" is her last word. Bell's need to impose
a narrative form, no matter how cursorily, upon the kiers, is similar to Woolfs
recourse to the certainty of the ordinary everyday's ordered days, which her di'ary
offers her. Where, in her diary, Woolf retreats from literature's absence of time, Rell
retreats from thinking of suicide.
In time, Bell's ordering of the suicide letters was contested. The first to do so

were Woolf s epistolapy editors, Nigel Nicolson and Joanne Trautmann Banks. In the
publication of the three suicide letters, the "Tuesday" letter is placed first, a
chronology that has since been contested by two scholars who agree with Bell's
placement of the "Tuesday" letter as her last word, although unlike him they offer
arguments (or sorts) for this order.
Afier first criticising Woolfs epistolary editors for a general lack of
imagination and humour, Phyllis Rose (1986) turns to their tragic insensitivity in
dating the suicide letters addressed to Leonard. "[Alt issue", she writes,
is whether her suicide was a final act of discipline and will in the face of returning madness a Roman death - or whether it was an Ophelia-like act of disintegration and letting go. The

.
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editors consider the matter in an ao~endisbut conclude the collection wolrnlv. 1 think. with
the less coherent of the two suicide notes."

Rose sees the suicide as a case of eitherlor. That is to say, Woolf s death is seduced to
the proposition that eifller she chose her destiny (Roman) or succumbed to it
(Ophelia-like). In the opinion of Rose it is the former, with Woolf S suicide "a Roman
death," and this is misrepresented when the supposedly "coherent" "Tuesday" letter is .
not placed

Placing the "Tuesday" letter last somehow erases the fact that the

"Roman" Woolf also wrote the less coherent "Ophelia" letter.
In Art and Aficfion (1996), Panthea Reid disagrees with the sequence the
editors give the letters addressed to Leonard, but although she arrives at the same
order as Rose, contrary to Rose she finds it representing Woolf S ending as Ophelialikc. Reid's critical biography of Woolf concentrates on the ancient antagonism
between the visual arts and the literary arts. It is an antagonism she locates in the
modern world with Leonardo da Vinci, although it can be taken further back to the
Mosaic proscription of graven images. lising this antagonism, Reid gives greater
importance than most biographers to Woolf S relationships with the painters Vanessa
Bell, and her sister's one-time lover, Roger Fry. Reid stresses two events leading to
Woolrs suicide. First, researching Roger Fry's biography, Woolf discovered how her
sister had ridiculed her. And second, World War Two had promoted the importance
of Leonard Woolf s political publications, making her own works seem relatively
worthless.

PhyIIis Rose, Wrifirrgof Women: &issays it1 Retroiscia~~re
(Middleston, Connecticut: Wesleyan
University Press, 1986) 95.
36
It is more accurate to call "a Roman death," Stoic. When Stoicism lost favour in the second century
A.D. Rome, so did suicide. See, George Mnois, History of Sujrrde: Volzmtary Death in Wesfertt
Cdftsre, tram. Lydia Cochrane (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1999) 45-46.
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If the critiques given by Rose or Reid of the published order of the letters
seem important they are also enusual. The remainder of Woolf scholars are generally
unconcerned or uncritical of Nicolson and Trautmann Banks' CO-editingof her letters.
They give the date of March 18 for the "Tuesday" letter addressed to Leonard (this is
the letter Bell, Rose, and Reid place last):
Tuesday
Dearest,
1 feel certain that "
Igoing mad again: I feel we cant [sic] go through another of those

terrible times. And I shant [sic] recover this time. 1begin to hear voices, and cant concentrate.
So 1 am doing what seems the best thing to do. You have given me the greatest possible
happiness. You have been in every way all that anyone could be. I dont think two people
could have been happier till this temble disease came. 1 cant fight it any longer, 1 know that 1

am spoiling your life, that without me you could work. And you will 1 know. You see 1 cant
even write this properly. I cant read. 'What i want to say is that I owe all the happiness of my
life to you. You have been entirely patient with me and incredibly good. I want to say that everybody knows it. If anybody could have saved me it waiild have been you. Everything has
gone from me but the certainty of your goodness. 1 cant go on spoiling your life any longer.
1 dont think two people could have been happier tha1.l we have been.

v.
[Letter#37021

On the reverse of the "Tuesday" letter Leonard has noted that he found it on
the table in the upstairs sitting room of Monks House. However, as Panthea Reid
points ont, in Leonard's autobiography 'he remembers finding it 'on the sitting-room
rnan~el~iece."'~
If it is possible to mist Leonard's testament after this inconsistency,
then Tuesday 18 March is the same day that he says he became aware that she was
not well. It was also the day he suspected she had failed in an attempted suicide. "She

l06

went for a walk in the water-meadows in pouring rain and I went, as I often did to
meet her. She came back across the meadows soirking wet, looking ill and shaken.
She said that she had slipped and fallen into one of the dykes."" This evidence leads
the epistolary editors suspect that the "Tuesday" letter was written just prior to this
suicide attempt.
The "Sunday" letter is addressed to Vanessa Bell, and the editors date it as
Sunday March 23, "mainly", they say, "because of its first sentence, 'You cant think
how I loved your letter'. We h o w that Vanessa wrote to Virginia on Thursday 20
March

C..]

and this is probably Virginia's reply to it". "The letter chosen to end the

~011ection",they write, "is the shortest of the three:"
Dearest,
1 want to tell you that you have given me complete happiness. No one could have done more

than you have done. Please believe that.
But I know that I shall never get over thi:- a d I an wasting your life. It is this
madness. Nothing anyone says can persuade me. You can work, and you will be much better
without me. You can see 1 cant write this even, which shows 1 am right. All l want to say is
that until this disease came on we were perfectly happy. It was all due to you. No one could
have been so good as you have been, fiom the very first day till now. Everyone knows that.

v,39
You will find Roger's letters to the Maurons in the writing table drawer in the lodge. Will you
destroy all my papers. [Letter#37 101

The editors give their reasons for leaving this letter till last:
Leonard says that he found it on the writing-pad in Virginia's garden-hut ('lodge') soon after
he found the other two letters in the house. He implies in his near-contemporary note and his
37 Panthea

Reid, Ari nrtd.4flection: A L i f of Virginia Wmlf(New York: Oxford University Press,

1996) 475.
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autobiqyaphy that he saw her writing it in her hut at about I I &.m.on the day of her suicide,
28 March. It has the ring of a final testament ['Will you destroy all my papers'].40

There is no certainty in the editors' explanation for the order of the three
suicide letters. In all three incidences they suggest the probability of the sequence,
and the improbability of dating them otherwise. But ultimately how they order the
suicide letters depends upon which letter is considered the most probable ending, and
the most probable ending is considered that which is most consistent with the change
of circumstances in her life. In a strange way, this Is contrary is Woolf s desire. She

- 1

argues in her shortest suicide letter to Leonard that her ending cannot be explained by
her life, or rather, her life up to her last days does not explain her coming "madness".
"Nothing anyone says can persuade me. [...] All I want to say is that until this disease
came on we were perfectly happy."
In other words, she is unable or unwilling to find a connection between the /
!ha! was i~appyand the I that

IS

p i n g nmd. As a consequence, she excuses the

circumstances of her life, including those close to her, of any part in her "madness".
When readers go against her decision, and attempt to find psychological evidence in
the order of the circumstances, there is the situation where two critics, Rose and Reid,
have agreed on the same ordering of the letters, but for completely opposite reasons.
With little or no cvidence, Rase turns her into a Roman warrior, while Reid suggests
she was tormented Ophelia-like by her sister. It is obvious that this form of character
analysis might suffice for a soapopera character, but does no justice to a real person,
and especially not a person with as complex a life as Woolf. Like the savage in
I

Rousseau's parable of t h origin
~
of language, Rose and Reid would rather see Woolf

i
'

as something as rashly defined as a giant than have any doubts about her life.
-40

Nicolson and Trautmann Banks, "Appendix D," 489-490.
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I undermined my own temptation to do the same in the essay chapter when I
b

j
I

3

searched for the secret limit to Woolf S eloquence. As Mr. Ramsay is limited by the l?

l

,.

of "Ramsay," I played with defining the symbolic F of "Woolf' (e.g. the F' was

- ,I

sought in "Effie" and "l.lower7'). Later, in the diary chapter, I speculated that the 1;

1

referred to "Fiction" or the definition of the "Fen~inine",which would arrive with the

:

4

l

fall of a "Flower." In her interpretation of divergent readings of an epistolary test, the
Porttrgrese Leitem (16691, Peggy Karnuf S "Writing Like a Woman" (1980) offers a

I

I

way of approaching the cultuml origins of the need to limit and, consequently, to
generically fa~niliariseexperience to one thing4'
.-

Questions of cultural propriety and property are central to the seventeenth
century test k n o w as the Porttigziese Lefters. It was originally intr3duced as a
French translation of the (Portuguese) letters of a nun named Mariana to her
anonymous French lover. Later (1810) public identities were found for the two
characters. "[Tithe nun's name was Mariana Alcaforuda and

[...l, while she was a

nun at Beja in Portugal, she wrote the letters to the comte de Chamilly, also called the
comte de Saint-Lepr.4

2

However, in 1926 doubts surfaced over the authenticity of

these identities when an Englishman, F. C. Greet), found historical inconsistencies
between the biographies of these two persons and the circumstances of the characters
detailed in the

letter^.'^

~ d d e dto this, the original letters were never recovered, nor

was the name of the French translator, although the publisher had registered them

under the name of Guilleragues, a male Parisian. Certain critics took this to be the

Kamuf, "Writing Like a Woman," Women a d b ~ p a g b
e Literafitreand Socie!y, eds.
Sally McConnell-Ginet, et a1 (New York: Praeger, '1980). See also the second chapter o f Karnuf s
Ficfiotisof Ftminit~tDesire.
32
Karnuf, 287.
43
Kamuf, 288.
" Leggy
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letters7 author, so that a recently published English translation of the letters attributes
41

authorship to Gabriel de Lavergue, Vicomte de Guilleragues.

Karnuf is riot convinced that the man Guilleragues is the author, and for her
purposes the ambiguous gender of the letters' author helps readers to, move beyond
the impatient theoretical definitions of women's writing as simply that which is
written by women. The ridiculousness of this tautology is apparent, Kamuf a p e s ,
when it is applied to a woman, such as Simone de Beauvoir, who writes of her
similarities with men rather than her dif'ference. ''[What if', Kamuf asks, "one were
to take an anonymous work, that is, a work which, in the absence of a signature, must
be read blind, as if no known subject had written it? Perhaps, only perhaps, thus

blinded, one has a chance to see what has become a blind spot in our enlightened
c~lture."~This test is, of course, the Poriuguese Letters, and Kamuf s essay then
goes on to highlight the blind spots of some of its twentieth century readers, which
also heips me understand how the contradictory opinions of Rose and Reid arose.
The dominant reading of the letters, before Green found inconsistencies in the

circumstances of the letters, was to attribute them to an authentic Portuguese woman
expressing her spontuneous effusion of ingenuous emotions. But if the reader
believes Green's suspicions are suficient to throw doubt on the letters' authenticity,
so that their author becomes Guilleragues (or some other man), then the letters are
classified as a work of art written with a deliberate choice of effect. Thus,
deliberation versus spontrmeity. Leo Spitzer is one critic to argue for deliberation,

saying that the five letters follow the neo-classicai artistic rule of "unity of conception
-

44

Gabriel de Lavergue, Vicomte de Guillerapes, The Love Lefters ofa Pofl~gtreseNtrn, trans. Guido

Waldman (London: Harvill Press, 1996). Meanwhile, Andrew McNeillie, in editing Woolf S essays,
refers to the author of the letters as "Mariana Alcafcorado (1 640- 1723)". See The Essays of I'irginia
Woolf Vol. 11, 3 22.
45 Kamuf, 286.
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and execution," disproving (how, he doesn't say) any possibility that they could ha1
been written by a Portuguese nun."
'The artistic rule Spitzer finds being applied in the letters, prescribes the

-

dramatic unity of time, place and action. The rule reached the apex of its influence in
the works of Comeille and Racine. That Guilleragues was in correspondence with
Racine only confirms for Spitzer that the Pvrflgttese I,e/ters deliberately follows the
rule of artistic unity. 1 noted in the essay chapter, the rule of unity is derived from
Aristotle's analysis of tragic drama in the Poetics. However, as Paul Ricoeur points
out in Time and Narrative (1983), unlike the neo-classicists, Aristotle himself does
not consider in his Poetics whether the unity of plot is created deliberately or
spontaneously,47But he does side with deliberation in his Plysics, stating that "Art
has its failures, where it endeavours after an end but fails to reach it.'"8 There is also
evidence in his Rhetoric that he supports the importance of deliberation when he

\P

refers to it as the rhetorical discourse appropriate to politics and ethics." If ethicill
delibemtion is manifest in his Poetics, it is in the choice the dramatist makes between
writing tragedy or comedy; tragedy being determined by the depiction of high moral
examples, whereas comedy represents base characters. Nevertheless, it is still
possible that Aristotle believed that tragedy or comedy are spontaneously determined
by circumstances beyond the dramatist's deliberate conception or execution.

Rut neo-classicists, such as Spitzer, blind themselves to these ambiguities in
Aristotle. After deciding that the author must be a man, Spitzer only wishes to
Leo Spitzer, The Lettres Port~~gaises,"
Es.qy.r on Se~~e)~/errt/h-C~'ez~t~~ry
French Liternrrtre, trans.
David Bellows (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1983) 256.
47
Paul Ricoeur, Il'inle atdn!arratiw: Vol. I, trans. Kathleen McLaughlin and David Prsllauer
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1984) 3 1 .
Aristotle, Physics, tram W. D. Ross (Oxford: Clmendon Press, 1936) 19%.
Aristotle, Ihe An ojllherrric, trans. H. C. Lawson-Tancred (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1991) 8346
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order of the letters as deliberately symbolic of the nun's internal (emotional)
confusion: "The five letters are like five condensed acts of a drama respecting the
classical unities, with little variation in the situation, without external events

So, as soon as the letters are attributed to a
determining the inteinal n~ovement".~"
man nothing will distract a critic like Spitzer from seeing its design as the deliberate
product of genius. Kamuf quotes Nonhrop Frye's Amtonly of Criticism ( 1 957) as a
canonical example of this sexism: "The poet who writes creatively rather than
deliberately is not the father of his poem. He is at best a midwife, or more accurately
still, the womb of mother nature herself.""
Kamufs essay was greeted with disapproval by a fellow American. In "The
Text's Heroine: A Feminist Critic and Her Fictions" (1982) Nancy K. Miller
responded to Kamuf S essay by criticising her method. She is opposed to interpreting
works with authors of ambiguous gender, believing that the best way to counter
patriarchy is not to look for blind spots such as the Portzrglesc Letters, but to
continue to study texts unequivocally written by women. Miller regards the sexual
pseudonymity cf the great nineteenth century novelists, Currer Bell (Charlotte

50

51

Spitzer, 256.
Kamuf, 284.
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Bronte), George Eliot and George Sand, as veils unveiling an authentic. female
experience of "the anxiety of a genderized and sexualized body".'* On the other hand,
she reads the anonymity of the Portzcgzrese 1,etters as a "male (at least masculine)
desire" to reduce his anxiety "about destination and reception" by binding feminine
desire to a masochistic trope of dying of 10ve.~?n other words, Miller sees the male
author of the Portuguese Letters writing anonymously to mask his anxiety of failure.
He writes as a woman, therefore, because patriarchy expects womer.'~spontaneity to
fail to reach the status of literature; that is, fail to achieve the deliberate unity desired
by the neo-classicists. This is already demonstrated by Kamuf in her reading of the

interpretations of the letters. The essential difference between Kamuf and Miller is
that Miller argues against herself For Miller avoids texts with ambiguous authorship,
and by choosing to avoid ambiguous texts Miller reduces her anxiety about
destination and reception. So, ironically, iq her own terns, she herself is reading (and
writing) as a mm.
Here, then, are two types of response. The "masc~line'~response, such as
shown by Miller and Spitzer, is to reduce anxiety by hiding behind some established
limit. Miller's: I uni interesred in reclcling women; and Spitzer's: I am interested in
neo-classicism.54 The other response, as demonstrated by Karnuf, finds the

"masculine" response to be the problem. The two responses have distinct ways of
honouring. The former by familiarisation, the latter by defamiliarisation. These two

" Nancy K. Miller, 'The Text's Heroine: A Feminist Critic and Her Fictions," Co~flic~,s
b Femit~isnr,
ed. Marianne Hirsch and Evelyn Fox Keller (New York: Routledge, 1990) 116.
53
Miller. 116. Obviously, the content of Miller's parentheses undoes her argument.
Likewise, Diana Royer (1999) is self-critical that she might have "overread" Woolf S texts to find
instances of eating disorders so that she can feel a special connection betwcen herself (who had an
eatins disorder) and Woolf. See, Diana Royer, "Remaking Virsinia: A Caution for Readers," I'irgimin
Woolf h C~mmrit~ities:
Selected Papers j b m the Eighth A ~ ~ t wCottfertwce
al
or1 Z'irgirrio W w l j , eds.
Jeanette McVkker & Laura Davis (New York: Pace University Press, 1999).
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honour systems come head to head in 7% /he Lighthotlw, just after Mr. Bankes has
asked Lily Briscoe what her painting represents:
It was Mn Ramsay reading to James, she said. She knew his objection - that no on.

.old tell

it for a human shape. But she had made no attempt at likeness, she said. For what reason had
she introduced them then? he asked. Why indeed? - except that if there in that corner, it was
bright, here, in this, she felt the need of darkness. Simple, obvious, commonplace, as it was,

Mr Bankes was interested. Mother and child - objects of universal veneration, and in t h ~ case
s
the mother was famous for her beauty - might be reduced, he pondered, to a purple shadow
without irreverence.
But the picture was not of them, she said. Or, not in his sense. There were other
senses, too, in which one might reverence them. By a shadow here ar.3 a light there, for
instance. Her tribute took that form. if, as she vaguely supposed, a picture must be a tribute."

Likewise, and much later l'lzree Guineas criticises patriarchal systems of
honour, especially the honour born of jealousy and competition. But in the shadow of
patriarchal honour it is possible to perceive another sense of honour, or tribute, as
Lily Briscoe calls it. It is this alternative honour, a literary honour, that Woolf reaches
for in Three Guineas: "What could be of greater help to a writer than to discuss the
art of writing with people who were not thinking of examinations or degrees or of

what honour or profit they could make literature give them but of the art itselr.c 3356
This difference between the two honour systems (and their relationship to the
perception of deliberation and spontaneity) can be further analysed in Denida's
response to Jacques Lacan's reading of Poe's "The Purloined Letter." For our
purposes Derrida's response to Lacan can be limited to his criticism of Lacan's
statement that "Truth inhabits fiction". Derrida writes that:

55
56

Wsolf, To the Ligiltho~rse,60.
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Locan never asks what distinguishes one literary fiction f ~ o manother. Even if every fiction
were founded in or made possible by truth. perhaps one wotild have to ask fiom what kind of
fiction something like literature, here 771cI'rrrloitled Letter, derives, and what effects this
57

might have on that very thing which appears to make it possible.

-

That is to say, Lacan limits his discussion of "The Purloined Letter" to the trajectory
of the fictional letter rather than the genre of short stories or even crime fiction.
Derrida's accusation, however, rings hol!ow when he himself leaves this investigation
to a companion piece, "Envois," included in the same volume, and instead of finding
Poe there or, better still, the genre of short stories, I find him seemingly using
everyone other than Poe. This is unfortunate when Poe is a seminal p n r e theorist.
In 1842, two years prior to the composition of "The Purloined Letter," Poe
twice reviews Nathaniel Hawthorne's Twice-7bld l'ules, a collection of essays and
short stories. In the second review, Poe gives himself room to expound on the
different kinds of fiction favourable to genius. As to be expected, there is a natural

P

favourite: "a rhymed poem, not to exceed in length what might be perused in an
11our."~' Next to a poem, however, he finds genius being best served by the "prose
tale, as Mr. Hawthorne has here exemplified it".'9 Poe finds the dominant
characteristic of the short story to be truth, whereas poetry's highest ideal is the
beautiful, which it attains by the aid of rhythm. So the short story is best suited to the
representation of the writer's thoughts.60 In line with the neo-classical argument, Poe
believes this is achieved by the short story writer deliberating on a singular intention
prior to writing. The writer, Poe says, does "not fishion his thoughts to accommodate

57
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his [story's] incident..; but having conceived, with deliberate care, a certain unique or
single efict to be wrought out, he then invents such in~idents".~'
The inevitable question, therefore, is what single effect did Poe have in mind.

-

before writing 'The Purloined Letter"? Or, in other words, what truth did he destine
the story to tell? lf T follow Lacan's interpretation, the story's intended effect, and
consequently its truth, is ridicule. Because, Lacan ;,rgues, the mystery story, with all
of its genre expectations had been inaugurated only recently in Poe's "The Murders in
the Rue Morgue," the suspense of 'The Purloined Letter" is not its denouement, but

.

the pleasurable presentiment that everyone is deslined to be ridiculed.62But where
this may be the story's truth, he implies that this was not Poe7s deliberate intention.
This truth "inhabits" the story without belonging to its author. It is Derrida's criticism
to notice that instead the truth of the story is made to confirm what psychoanalysis
has already found, as if the truth of "The Purloined Letter" is only found with
1,-

psychoanalysis. That is, Lacan does not explain where the presentiment that everyone
is destined to be ridiculed comes from, other than tlnat it confirms an earlier definition
that he proposed for the modem hero, '"whom

ludicrous exploits exalt in

circumstances of utter confusion."*'.' Thus, Denrida sees Poe ridiculed by Lacan,
because he takes away the truth of the story fiom l~im.
Derrida's critique of L,acan's statement tlnat the "Truth inhabits fiction" is to
ask whether Lacan's presentiment of ridicule: is ii similar conceit to that seen in Poe's
character, Dupin, who believes he is himself above ridicule. Dupin bets the police in

-

"The Purloined Letter" that he can recover the letter taken from the Queen by a
Poe, " ~ e v i e w of
s Hawthorne's Twice-Told Tales:(May)]," 1455-1 456.
Jacques Lacon, "The Seminar on 'The Purloined Letter,"' tram Jeffrey Mehlman, ??W Purlojtwd
Pm: L~CLUJ,
Derritia mzd P~ychoarrafyticHcpaditg, eds. John P. Muller and William J. Richardson
Hopkins University Press, 1988) 33.
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government Minister. Although the police know the letter inAuhits the Minister's
apartment, they cannot find it. Dupin enters the Minister's apartment and locates the
letter hidden in the most obvious place: a letter-rack. He takes the letter r,t the next
opportunity and repli~esit with a letter bearing a note which the Minister might
recognise as his handwriting. By leaving his "signature" Dupin wishes to let the
Minister know who is master of the truth. So, for Derrida, Lacan is like Dupin for he
finds it necessary to exhibit his mastery of the truth, a truth he feels is only
accidentally (rather than deliberately) inhabiting 'The Purloined Letter." Like Dupin,
by deliberation Lacan finds (the meaning of) the letter, "The Purloilled Letter," where

he expects to find it. He honours himself by saying that he knew what it was going to
say. This honour that Lacan gives himself is an honour based on ridiculing another by
showing his mastery over them, as Dupin cannot resist doing to the ~inister.'" It is
no honour in and of itself; it is dependent on showing the other to be in inferior
control of their circumstances. This, then, is the same "masculine" honour which
Woolf criticises in 771reeGuineas as based on jealousy and competition.
This "masculine" h o n ~ u ris dependent upon the opposition between the
deliberate and the accidental (spontaneous). It was also used by Phyllis Rose to
characterise Woolf S "Roman" suicide. She ridcules Woolf S epistolary editors
because they supposedly do not correctly represent Woolf as deliberufely choosing
suicide. Like Spitzer's maste.ry in finding the so-called mastery evident in the
Portuguese IAters which others have overlooked, Rose displays her mastery over the

so-called mastery she finds in Woolf S "Tuesday" letter. In both instances they are
asserting their mastery of genres. Spitzer considers himself the master of neoBarbara Johnson analyses the injustices of Derrida's interpretation in her "The Frame of Reference:
Poe, Lacan, Denida," The Critical Llrfleret~ce:Essays in the C.'otrtemyormy Rhetoric of Heading
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classical genres, defining the "letters" as a drama, and Rose thinks she is master of
WooEf S ending, reading the order of the letters as confirming her character. And yet
they do not demonstrate this so-called mastery. Instead they honour their readings by
ridiculing others as incompetent. Spitzer ridicules the interpretations that find a
woman could have written the Portuguese Letters, and iiose ridicules the acumen of
Woolf S epistolary editors without herself demonstrating how her ordering af the
letters is more credible.

Kamuf S essay on the Portuguese Letters illustrates how this "masculine"
form of honour has worked against female artists. Male readers are less likely to
consider a text to be a work of art if they know it to be written by a woman. Woolf
offers Judith Shakespeare as the arch-victim of this prejudice. ,4 Room ofone

'S

Own

(1929) says that Judith Shakespeare's artistic career was frustrated by the patriarchal

conventions of society and, despairing of her unfulfilled destiny, killed herself6'
As Judith Shakespeare is the patron of feminine writing, so the Common
Reader is Woolf s patron of literature. Woolf is attracted to this naive patron of
literary honour, naming two collections of her essays after this aesthetic ideal. She
takes the Common Reader from Samuel Johnson's judgement of literary honour
(1779): "[. ..1 I re,oice to concur with the common reader", Johnson writes of Thomas
Gray's Eleg~.Wrote in (I Country Clz~rrch-yard(175 l), "for by the common sense of
readers, uncormpkd by literary prejudices, after a11 the refinements of subtilty and
the dogmatism of learning, must be finally decided all claim to poetical hono~rs."~
Johrlson considers Gray's poem to be original, and yet abounding "with images

LBaltimore: lohns Hopkins University Press, 1980).
Woolf, A Room if Otle 'S Own, 42-44.
Quoted in Woolf, The Commo~lItender: First Series (San Diego: Harvest, 1984) 1.
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which find a mirrour [sic] in every mind, and with sentiments to which every bosom
returns an echo."

-

Harold Bloom is not so convinced that the poem should be honoured. He finds
Milton's &lial, Lucretius,
Gray repeating numerous works: "Swift, Pope's O~&s~wy,
Ovid, and Petrarch are all among Gray's precursors here, for as an immensely learned
poet, G n y rarely wrote without deliberately relating himself to nearly every possible
ancest~r.'"~What, Bloom asks, could have blinded Johnson to such a rich heritage?

'

Bloom suggests that Johnson is diverted by the fact that Gray's poem expresses
Johnson's own fear of oblivion, when it is more obviour; to suggest that Johnson
might be doing what he says he is doing; that is, being a Common Reader who avoids
"literary prejudices" and "the dognatism of learning," which demands that
everything be positioned within a familiar hierarchy (fhis comes before that, or that is
better than this) as Bloom demonstrates.
Blanchot offers me a way of appreciating how literature honours without
prejudice or dogmatism. He understands literary honour arising from a calm relation
to death. This Orphic space, as he calls it, is opposed to the Hegelian self-mastey he
discerns in Mallarme. Mallatme's poetry, he says, "retains the decisiveness that
makes of absence something active"."

Like Woolfs attraction to the natural,

instinctive state of the aristocracy, Blanchot honours the poetic event found in an
animal's gaze or the sleepless petals of a flower. In contrast to what Blanchot finds in

-

Mallarmk's decisiveness, there is no self-mastery in these events; they have honaur
because they blindly honour everything. "If [art] starts then, fi-om things, it starts
from all things without distinction. It does not choose, it takes its point of departure in
t

67
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the yery refusal to choose.'"'

Blanchot identifies Orpheus in the poetry of Rainer

Maria Rilke, quoting his "The Poet Speaks of Praising":
0 tell me, poet, what you do.

- l praise.

But the mortal and monstrous.
how do you endure it, welcome it?

- l praise.

But the nameless, the anonymous,
how, poet, do you irwoke it?

- l praise.

Where do you derive the right to be true
in all disguises, beneath every mask?

- I praise.

And how does silence know you, and furor,

as well as the star and the tempest?

- Because 1 praise.70

What happens when I consider all things to be praiseworthy? They
immediately lose their familiar aspect; there is no inherent hierarchical order to
things; everything has equal inyottance. Rather than existing in a state where
prejudice and dogmatism dete: >ninerhe worth of my reality, I am returned to the state
of amazement idealised in an animal's gaze. This also explains the nostalgia most
people have for their childhood, because then they were ignorant of history, or, at
least the hist~rywhich they felt relevant to their identity. In this sense, the childhood
consciousness is similar to Sackville-West's proposal (to Woolf) that they need to
escape k i r relevant habitats before they would be able to become fmiliar.
In my eveqdiiy world I occasionally recall the childhood way of approaching
the world. I recall the awe I endowed a toy, or the wonder at seeing a plane, a bird, a
star. It is knowing what is there, before knowing how it is there. The blue of the sky is
clouded over when as an adult I can actually explain why it is not green. It is not
surprising that two of Woolf S most accomplished and powerful novels - 7'0 /he
69
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I,igl~thorcseand ?he Wuvm - are populated with children's consciousness. Their state

of rapture is literature's undiscovered country; a destination which is equal parts real
and strange.

70

Quoted by Blanchot in 'The ,)jxace of !Lilerahrre, 158- 159.
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CHAPTER 4

Literary Autobiography
TIris rCcit that brrries the dead utrd .unw the smed or crxceptiot~alas immorkal is trot autobiogruphicalfor tile reason otie cornnwt~lyrrt~derstat~ds.
tlmt is, becairse the sipalory tells the
S P ~ofJ his lit2 or the rettlrn of his past lijie as l@ atid not dealh. Rather, i f is hecai~seIre tells
himself this I@ utrd he is the t~c~rratiotr
' . s f i s t , ift~otits otQ, addressee m d Jc.stirlatiott - within
1h6 text. - dacques Derrida, i71e&r ofthe ~ l h r . '

It is late, but I have a confession. What culminated in the last three
chapters as the appraisal of praise in Woolf S suicide letters to Leonard - and in
what I interpreted as Blanchot's definition of literary honour - was perhaps set off
long ago by my desire to understand Jacques Derrida's "The Law of Genre"

(1980).~This essay by Derrida is to my thesis as Nelly Boxall is to Woolf S diary,
for it has sustained my narrative until now by my refusal to question it properly.
What chiefly interested me about this essay is that Derrida reads a texc by
Blanchot, entitled La Folie cltr jour (1973), in which the protagonist seems to be
intent on escaping telling stories, specifically stories that are autobiographical. Its
last line reads: "A story [rbca? No stories, never again.") 1 felt it necessary to
approach this text, and Denida's reading of it, by the longest of detours, taking
my itinerary from what I considered the ncxus of both genre and autobiography,
that is, essays, diaries, and letters, for which I found exemplary texts in Virginia
Woolf's oeuvre. Parenthetically, I can understand why David Fishelov (1993)
finds a difficulty appreciating the relevance of "The Law of Genre," because 1
find it necessary to approach it from outside of genre theory, and specifically from
the standpoint of autobiography."t

this point, having written three chapters, one

for each of the genres, it remains for me to apply the insights I have collected on

my excursions and see if they can unlock "The Law of Genre" and those varied
-Denida, "Otobiographies:The Teaching of Nietzsche and the Politics of the Proper Name,"
trans. Avital Ronell, The &r offheOther (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1988) 13.
Denida, "The Law of Genre," trans. Avitel Ronnell. Gi'yph 7 (1980): 202-232.
l
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texts which ale deemed autobiographical, especially the collection of
autobiographical pieces by Woolf in Momerfs rfRcitrg.

In his review of contemporary theories of autobiography Kohert Smith
(1995) finds some theorists critical of other theorists for beconling
autobiographical when talking about autobiography - just as I have done in the
preceding paragraph and, much earlier, in the chapter on essays.' Smith names
Louis Renza and E. S. Burt in this group who, like Mr. Ramsay, are reluctant to
acknowledge or include themselves in their investigations. In effect, they ask for
articles on autobiography rather than essays. As Smith understands it, Renza and
Burt prefer a scientific approach, where the subject and object remain distinct. H.
Porter Abbott (1 988) is another to question the appropriateness of autobiography's
theorists becoming autobiographical: "Were I, for example, to start introducing
more and more references to myself in this essay, there would come a point at
which your attention would shift from my argument to myself, from the truth or
falsity of these contentioss about literary attributes to my character and my
motives for writing these things.'"
Abbott, Renza and Burt share an aversion to autobiographic studies of
autobiography because, to introduce oneself into an analysis of autobiography,
investigators find themselves in an abyss that questions the existence of anything
other than autobiography. Then again, perhaps asking if there is any w-riting that is
not autobiographical is the correct way to questioit autobiography.
The correct question then becomes: can I escape autobiography as Abbott,

Renza and Burt request I do. After all, it is hardly controversial to say that even

3
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the most objective piece of writing may reveal the subjective circumstances of its
writer. If you knew, for instance, that 1 had worked for that most sterile of
biographies, the White Pages, typing in names and addresses during 2001, even
then you would have some understanding of my social circumstances. So while a
biography is commonly understood as other than autobiography, it is easy to agree
with Derrida's argument in 'lhe Truth in Puinting ( l 978) that even when someone
is attributing a biogaphical trait to another it is an autobiographical desire to
appropriate the world as their own.' "Let us posit as an axiom", Derrida writes,
"that the desire for attribution is a desire for appropriation. In matters of art as it is
everywhere else. To say: this (this painting or these shoes) is due to X, comes
down to saying: it is due to me, via the detour of the 'it is due to (a) me.""

He finds the "desire for appropriation" in two interpretations of Van
Gogh's paintings of shoes: Heidegger's "The Origin of the Work of Art"
(Lectures: 1935-36) attributes the shoes to an anonymous female peasant;
Schapiro (1968) to an urban man, namely Van Gogh himself. Derrida reads both
of these interpretations as the shortest detour back to the authority of each
interpreter. In other words, to say of Van Gogh's painting, "He is depicting a
peasant woman's shoes" becomes "I suy they are a peasant woman's shoes." By
careful phrasing 1 can align this with the "masculine" honour I discredited in the
previous chapter as a system of mastery inspired by jealousy and competition:
Heidegger and Schapiro crt~rihtrtethe shoes to someone other than themselves
only to pay frihute to themselves. In other words, they affirm their own identity by

On the supposed opposition between biography and autobiogaphy. see Philippe Lejeune: "two
of the conditions [of autobiography] are ail or nothine, and they are of course that oppose
autobiography (but at the same time other types of personal literature) to biography and the
personal novel: these are [the author (whose name refers to a real person) and the nanntor are
identical] and [the narrator and the principal character are identical]." Philippe Lejeune, "The
Autobiographical Pact," 011A~rtobiography,trans. John Paul Eakin (Minneapolis: Univzrsity of
Minnesota, 1995) 4-5.
R
Denida, 7 % ~Trtrll~it1 Paititit~g,trans. Geoff Bennin~qonR: lan McLeod (Chicago: Chicago
University Press, 1987) 260.
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stripping Van Gogh's paintings of their literary (or, more accurately, artistic)
honour.

I have encountered many examples of literary honour. One example was
found in the way Woolf treats the lighthouse in To the Li,gl?ikozrse.When asked by
Roger Fry to say what she meant by the lighthouse, Woolf was reticent to attribute
any meaning to it at all, and suggesting that if the lighthouse's meaning belonged
to her rather than her novel, she would hate it. Another example of literary
honour, and its appreciation, this time in the visual arts, so I should again refer to
it as arristic honour, is found in Woolf s diary entry for 18 April 1918, where she
comments on a Paul Cezimne painting: "There are 6 apples in the Cezanne
picture. What can 6 apples not be? 1 began to wonder. Theres [sic] their
relationship to each other, & their colour; & their solidity."

Fry, Heidegger, and Schapiro each desire an autobiographical certainty to
art which its honour does not offer them. Blanchot even saw this desire for
autobiographical certainty surfacing in literary writers, when they resort to the
diary to restore their identity in the everyday world of repetitious orders. But it has
been suggested that this autobiographical certainty has not always been a person's
dominant relationship to reality. "Throughout most of human history," Georges
Gusdorf writes (1956), "the individual does not oppose himself to all others; he
does not feel himself to exist outside of others; and still less against others, but
very much with others in an interdependent existence that asserts its rhythms
everywhere in the c o r n r n ~ n i t ~ .the
~ ' ~literary
o
honour of Woolf S lighthouse is
more akin to the attitudes of any period other than the Modem Age. This might
explain the confision that Woolf writes of in her essay "On Not Knowing Greek"
(1 925), where she says of Sophocles' characterisation of Electra:
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[qhe perplexes us again with the insoluble question of poetry and its nature, and why, as
she speaks thus, her words put on the assurance of immortality. For they are Greek; we
cannot tell how they sounded; they ignore the obvious sources of excitement; they owe
nothing of their effect to any extravagances of expression, and certainly they throw no
light upor. the speaker's character or the writer's.

10

In the chapter on essays we discovered a similar problem with Oedipus'
answer to the Sphinx, which seemed to modem readers, as Woolf also says of
Electra's speech, to "lapse From the particular to the general"." That is to say, 1
have the feeling that the Greeks avoid autobiography. In my analysis of essays 1
approached this historical difference between pre-Modern and the Modem Age in
the temporal consciousness Benedict Anderson takes from Walter Benjamin's
conception of the subject in pre-Modern Age as perceiving events through
messianic time. Heidegger is another to notice the historical difference between
pre-Modern and Modem .subjectivity. In "The Age of the World Picture" (1 95 1 )
he looks at the culture of ancient Greece, specifically at how the word
Izypokeimenon is used to define a pcrson's relationship to their reality. 'The
word", he writes, "names that-which-lies-before, which, as ground, gathers
everything on to itself. This metaphysical meaning of the concept of subject has
first of all no special relationship to man and none at all to the I."'* Heidegger
traces the origin of the certainty of modem autobiography (which, by the way, I
just saw Derrida accusing Heidegger of doing in interpreting Van Gogh's
paintings) to two factors: Plato's determination of reality as a picture in his
concept of the word eic/o.s, and to the subsequent Latin translation of
I~jpokeirnenonas subjectuni :
9

Geoiges Gusdsrf "Conditions and Limits of Autobiography." trans. James Olney,
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A Greek man is as the one who apprehends that which is, and thiv is why in the age of the

Greeks the world cannot become picture. Yet, on the other hand, that the beinyness o f
whatever is, is defined for Plato as eidos is the presupposition, destined far in advance
and long ruling indirectly in concealment, for the world's having to becornc picture.13

Heidegger's research is ruled indirectly by Nietzsche's Rirllz of Truge4 ( 1 872),
which points to the demise of the highest form of art (tragedy) in the rise of the
idea (eidos), which comes with Plato's Socrates.
The rise of the idea may have sown the seeds of the decline of art, and the
rise of the cLmasculine"fonn of honour, but throughout the Middle Ages thought
remained only loosely connected to personal identity. This explains the modernity
of the word autobiography itself. For it is ltaken for granted that the terrn
"autobiography" has an ancient history, when in fact it first appears in eighteenth
century Germany. Ironically, it is unknown who first coined the term, although
evidence points to Johann Herder, who was involved in a seminal collection
entitled "Self-biographies of Famous ~ e n . " " The word's English etymology is
also circumstantial. "The great Oxford Dictionary", Georg Misch writes in
History of Autobiography in Antiquity (19O7), "gives as the earliest known use of

the terrn a sentence of Robert Southey in the first volume of the Quarterly Review
(1 809). in his article Southey gives a general sketch of Portuguese literature, and
in the course of it he refers to a longforgotten book by a Portuguese painter on his

own life, and describes it as a 'very amusing and unique specimen of autobiography ,,,. l5
Reading The Autobiography oj' Thornas Jeferson (1830), James Cox
(1978) reminds us that prior to "autobiography" the common name for the genre
l2 Martin Heidegger, "The Age of the World Picture," trans. William Lovit, The Qtiestiort
(kitcerttirtg Techrtolog~wrd Other Essays (New York: Harper and Row, 1977) 128.
l3 Heidegger, "The Age of the World Picture," 13 1. On eidos also see appendix 8 of "The Age of
the World Picture," 143-147.
14
Georg Misch, Hisforyof A~rfohiography
in Arttiquil): Vol I, trans. Georg Misch and E. W. Dickes
(London: Greenwood Press, 1973) 5.
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was "Memoir" or "Confession." Indeed, on its first publication after the death of
Jefferson, his autobiography was first entitled ~ e r n o i r .It' ~is only later that it has
been renamed his adobiography. Marlene Kadar (1992) also points out that
another term used in English prior to "autobiography" was "life-writing," which
vaguely named a conglomeration of texts now called bi ogaphy, autobiography,
letters, and diaries.l'

Thus it was only in the Modem Age that Plato's

eidos came to the fore,

particularly fiom the moment Descartes' (1 641) idealism takes the subject of his
Hc expressed this in the modem statement par
thoughts to be his subjecti~ity.'~

excellence: I /hink therefore l ~ m .
It is the ease with which the "subject" (of a
thought) equals the "subjectivity" (of persokal identity) that belies its Greek origin
(in the word hypokeimenczn). Heidegger calls this Modem subjectivity a "world

view." A world view promotes my belief that the world is destined to return my
idea ~f it. Thus, Woolf (1908) describes the "world view" of Sarah Berhardt's
autobiography: "All the vast unconscious forces of the world, the width of the sky
and the immensity of the sea, she crinkles together in to some effective scenery
for her solitary fiye."l"n

contrast to this, A Room of One 'S Own recalls that

Coleridge says that a great mind is androgynous, meaning, "perhaps, that the
androgynous mind is resonant and porous; that is transmits emotion without
impediment; that it is naturally creative, incandescent and
"world view"

15

1;

The

particularly found in writing dominated by the letter "I". "[Alfter

Misch, 5 .
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reading a chapter or two a shadow seemed fo lie rlcrnss the page. It was a straight
dark bar, shaped something like the letter 'Iy. One began dodging this way and
that to catch a glimpse of the laodscape behind it. Whether that was indeed a tree
or a woman walking I was not quite sure. Back one was always hailed to the letter
Conscqucntly WoolPs narrator becomes borcd:
But why was I bored? Partly because OF the dominance of the letter '1'. and the aridity,
which, like the giant beech tree, it casts within its shade. Nothing will grow there. And
partly for some more obscure reason. There seenmed to be some obstacle, some
impediment in Mr A's mind which blocked the fountain of creative energy and shored it
within narrow

My study has been replete with examples of the suly'ect's "~varld view," from

Heidegger's own idea that Van Gogh's painting is a painting of a peasant
woman's shoes to Phyllis Rose's idea of WooIf dying a Roman death and
Spitzer's idea that the author of the Portzzgtrese Lelters was a man.
I have used Heidegger to ascertain that the metaphysical framework of

autobiography in the Modern era can be traced back as far as Plato. After what I
saw happening when Heidegger, Schapiro and Fry encountered literary honour, it

comes as no surprise to discover that the autobiographical "world view7' raises its
head by criticising art. The tenth book of Plato's Republic (c. 370s B. C.) has
d i e p i s . When Plato
Socrates criticising the mimesis of poets in favour of si~?ip/e

refers to mimesis here he is usually understood to be criticising the Sophistic
teaching method that was dominant in Greece at this time. The Sophists, En'c
Havelock writes (1971), "it is argued, had sought to use the poets artificially as a
source of instruction in all useful subjects, and had pushed these claims ta
absurdity." However, Havelock continues, it is not usually noticed "that Plato's
argument [in The Republic] counts [the Sophists] not as his enemies but as his
21
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[philosophic] allies in the educational battle he is waging against the poets.''2"~n
any case, to criticise the Sophists at this point would have been contradictory
while he is himself using art to define philosophy's true relation to reality. It is the
same dependence on art I ibund in Levinas' definition of philosophy.) Rather,
Plato's criticism is reserved solely for the arts because they are "two generations
away from reality.""
Plato's "reality" is not how a magistrate would use the term. For Plato,
reality is constructed of singular eidos, which an omniscient being creates, such as
the real bed or the real table. When carpenters manufacture a plurality of beds and

tables they are one generation away from the original and ideal reality. Meanwhile
the artist creates a representation of the carpenter's beds and tables, and they are
consequent1y two generations away from reality. Plato explains that the artist's
low status in relation to reality is generally overlooked because artists can in
theory represent all things in the world, leading people (=children or stupid
adults") to assume that artists are omniscient, when in fact they know nest to
nothing about how to make a table, etc.25Together with this practical ignorance,
art also leaves the reader ethically ignorant as to whether artists agree with what

their characters say or do. In short, then, Plato wants artists to avoid these two
blind spots by expressing themselves using such sinqde diegesis as: I consider r l ~ i , ~
to be U good tuhle, and here is how it is I?ZCI& ... .

Here T might notice that Plato's argument for simple diegesis in the tenth
book of the Reptrhlic is in contradiction with itself. For, rather than a sirrzple
diegesis of himself speaking, Plato constructs the Republic as a dialogue between

his teacher, Socrates, and the latter's brothers, Glaucon and Adeimantus, amongst
Woolf, A Room ofone 'S O ~ V90.
J,
Eric A. Havelock, "Plato on Poetry," Aestheficsu~dProhlernsof lGi~xafioi~,
ed. Ralph A. Smith
(Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 197 1) 11- 12.
2J Plato, 597e.
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others. However, my perception of a contradiction is merely a misunderstanding.
Earlier I find Socrates encouraging good men to use simple diegesis when
reporting on degenerate characters, but there is no harm in "representing
[mimetically] a good man who is acting reliably and in full possession of his
senses".'"nd

there is no doubt that Plato believes the honourable epithet of "a

good man" applies equally to Socrates and to his brothers2' Poets, however, are
not so particular about who is represented, fi-equently giving so-called bad
characters excessive representation. This leads Piato to argue that poets should be
expelled from his utopian republic. "[Tlhe only poems we can admit into our
community are hymns to the gods and eulogies of virtuous men.""
Plato's disaffection for mimesis arises in part, then, because by avoiding
defining exactiy what or who they identify with, poets distract affections from
their rightful destination: virtuous men. Virtuous men are those who mean what
they say and say what they m a n . A modem adherent of this Platonic sense of
propriety is found in Yhilippe Lejeune (1973). His early definition of
autobiography resembles a pre-nuptial agreement, what he calls the
"autobiographical pact" between the autobiographer and the reader. The reader, he
argues, has the right to understand that the character being constructed in the
narrative is the same as the proper name of the author on the title page. "The
autobiographical pact", he writes, "comes in very diverse forms; but all of them
demmstrate their intention to honor hisher sigrautrrre. The reader might be able to
---

P

Plato C98c.
Plato, 396.
Philippe Lacoue-Labarthe seems to miss this proviso when he writes: "[. . .]Plato does not
respect the law lhat he decrees, not only because an other, Socrates (who speaks in his name, in the
first person) represents him and speaks in "his" name, not even simply because this entire
pedagogical prdgram, in which the question of mimesis and of fiction is debated, is itself presented
as a myth, but because i ~ ;reality Plato - and this is the height of the paradox - does not speak one
discotme il.se!f" Lacoue-Labarthe, "The Echo of the Subject,"
vord of thcp~i~iloscy)hicai
Memesis, Philosophy, Polilics, tram. Barbara Harlow (Cambridge: Narvard
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quibble over resemblance. but never over identity."29 Autobiographies. or at least
what Lejeune calls "classical autobiographies," avoid the h-agedy of misidentifi~ation.~'
I can sense a challenge to this Platonic idealism and to classical

autobiographies when in his autobiography, ficce Honzo (1 908), Nietzsche affirms
the tragedy (fate) of his life: "The good fortune of my existence," Nietzsche
writcs, "its uniqueness perhaps, lies in its fatality: 1 am, to express it in the form of
a riddle, already dead as my father, while as my mother, I am still living and

becoming old.''3' In this riddle. father and mother are affirmed; past and future;
death and life.
Before reconsidering the relationship between this double affirmation and
our conception of literary honour, and before considering the importance of this
double atfirmation in Nietzsche's philosophy, let me consider its expression in
Blanchof's Lcr Folie dzl jow {translated as The Ahllness oJ'lhe D(1y) and Derrida's
reading of its relation to genre theory. At the heart of Derrida's "The Law of
Genre," I come upon this paragraph:
As first word and surely most inlpossible word of Lu h i i e J I J . / O I"S'
J ~ presents
,
itself as
self (tnoi), me, a man. Cirammatical law leaves no doubt about this subject. The first
sentence, phrased in French in the masculine (["I am neither learned nor igcorant"]) says,
with regard to knowledge, nothing but a double negation (neither ...nor). 'I'hus, no glint
of self-presentation. But the double nega:ion gives passage to a double affirmation (yes,
yes) that enters into alignment or alliance with itself. Forging an alliance or marriage

*"hi1ippe Lejeune, "Tbe Autobiographical Pact," 14. Gary Morson gives a similar definition in
7?teBuzrirdaries of (;eiu-es(Evanston: Northwestern University Press, 1981) 47.
Tragedies are particularly anathema to Plato. for they cloud the nli~ldand the public arena with
emotions, which make it harder for persons to grasp reality. He does allow. however, that there
might be a rational argument for including the art of mimesis into his utopia. It is well known that
Aristotle took up this challenge in his Pmtics by appreciating how tragedies redirect the
s ectator's emotions.
3PQuated by Derrida, "Otobiographies: The Teaching nf Nictlsche and the Politics of the Prop -.
Name," 15.
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bond ("hymen") with itself, this boundless double affirmtition utters a measureless,
excessive, imrnenseys: both to life and to death[.]32

If I get an inkling of Nietzsche in this double affirmation, then it is further
enhmced by the quotation Derrida subsequently takes from L a I'blie dujour:
Men would like to escape death, bizarre species that they are. And some cry out, "die.
die," because they would like to escape life. "What a life! I'll kill myself, 1'11 surrender!"
This is pitiful and strange; it is in error. But !have encountered beings who never told life
to be quiet or death to go away - ~isrtailywomen, beautiful creatures. As for men, terror
besieges them.. ..[italics

For Blanchot's narrator, women usually say both yes to life and yes to death. The
"usuaily" in this argument interests Derrida. It points out that those beautiful
beings who live the double affirmative are not always women. And this is
confinned by the fact that the narrator aligns himself with those beings. The
narrator's masculinity is put in question by this alliance with the "usual"
femininity of the double aRrmation. Moreover, because in French the word
"genre" denotes both iiterary classificatioris and genders, Derrida finds this
"usually" in La Folk du jaw upsetting the so-called law of genre, particularly the
genre La Folie dujour aligns iiself with, the r k ~ i t . ~ '
"As soon as the word 'genre' is sounded," Derrida ur;ites, "as soon as it is

heard, as soon as one attempts to conceive it, a limit is drawn. And when a limit is
established, norms and interdictions are not far behind: 'Do,' 'Do not' says

'genre,' the figure, the voice, or h e law of genre."35 Extreme examples of the
"Do" and the "Do not" are given by Heather Dubraw and Andrk Gide,
respectively. "The structuralists,'' Dubrow writes in Certre, "have suggested that
52
33

3d

Demda, '"The Law of Genre," 222.
Derrida, "The Law of Genre," 223.
Avital Ronnell (the translator of "The Law of Genre") writes: "With the word rkit,l have had to

enter mother area of linguistic turbulence, for English does not contain a term that would
correspond exactly to the French, although ' story,' 'narration' and 'account' all cupture the basic
drift of the word. In keeping with the text, its acute sense of nilance and unfolding, I have decided
to retain the re'cil until the time came to cross over to 'account."' "The Law of Genre," 23 1.
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one of the most illuminating ways to analyze plots is to enumerate some of the
events that cannot happen in them; the same point might be made about andyzing
genres.'J6 By contrast, Edouard, a novelist in Gide's Yhc Counte@eiters (1925),
says:
I should like to strip the novel of every element that does not specifically belong to the
novel. Just as photography in the past fieed painting from its concern for a sort of
accuracy, so the phonograph will eventually no doubt rid thc novel of the kind of
dialogue which is drawn from the life and which realists take so much pride in. Outward
events, accidents, traumatisms, belong to the cinema. The novel should leave them to it.
Even the description of the characters does not seem to me properly to belong to the

gerrre. No; this does not seem to me the business of the pure novel (and in art, as in
everything else, purity is the only thing 1 care a b ~ u t ) . " ~

'1'0 translate these two examples, then, the first says that lcan define the genre of

the novel when 1 ask, YVhat cannot happen in a novel?", whereas the second asks,
"What can only happen in a novel?"
The law of genre, as is customary for laws, offers me control over my
reality. It asserts mastery, as l saw Woolf doing with Nelly Boxall as her symbol
of the everyday. And in copying the marks that set a text ott'as being such-andsuch a genre, olre is abiding by the law of genre that demands that I not mix
genres or genders. It demands an end, or, rather, a certain border that defines
where a story begins snd ends. Classically, the border is drawn between nature
@tysis) and it: opposites, which Derrida lists as t,dzne, nornos, tlzesis, spirit,

society, freedom, history, etc. For instance, in the last chapter T saw this
opposition in the biographical interpretations of the author of the Portuguese
Letters being expressed using gender.

Derrida, "The Law of Genre," 203.
Dubrow, Genre (London: met hue;^, 1982) 32.
37 Andr6 Gide, The Coirntefleirer,~,
tram. Dorothy Bussy (Hannondswoith: Penguin, 1966) 70-71.
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Patriarchy has zcsudly defined women as spontaneous, or closer to nature
than men, who are supposedly fechniccdfy deliberate. The belief is that men are in

cont-rol of their creations, whereas women's creations are of' lesser value because
they have been a product of their circumstances or their emotions. Peggy Kamuf
(1980) recalls Freud's interpretation of this difference in his A/loses and

Monof/tei.v~n
( 1939):
The turning point ti-on1 the mother to the father Itlie triumph of patriarchy over
matriarchy] points ... to a victory of intcllectuaiity over sensuality - thnt is, an advance in
civilization, since maternity is proved by the et-idence of the senses while paternity is an
hypothesis, based on an inference and a promise.'8

b'reud calls this move from the sensuoud to the intellectual a bbmomentousstep".
The gendered character of' this step is clearer i f 1 return once again to the case
history of t'he Rat Man (1909), where Freud writes:
As Lichtenberg says, 'An astronomer knows whether the moon is inhabited or not with
about as much certainty as h~ knows who was his father, but riot with so much certainty
as he knows who was his mother'. A great advance was made in civilization when men
decided to put their inferences upon a level with the testimony of their senses and to make
the step tiom matriarchy to patriarchy.39

Actually, in practice, the 4enses" become secondary to what Freud calls
"inferences" (and Plato calls ideas). Freud acknowledges that this so-called
"advance" in civilisation is a masculine desire to reduce anxiety about their own
legitimacy and the legitimacy of their otkpring. For while both male and female
participation in the conception of a foetus is a case of hit or miss, it is obvious that
preLmancy leaves less doubt about the identity of the child's mother. For male
legitimacy, then, patriarchy demands that feminine testimony be superseded. This
step is clear in cultures that demand legitimate children bear their father's
surname. I could even approach this legality as the origin of the Seventh Article,
"Writing Like a Woman,"
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wit'h men avoiding doubts about the legitimacy of their offspring by perhaps
choosing to remain ~gnorantot'the~rpartner's comlngs and gomgs. In other words,
men advance beyond the sensual by not questioning womenk response to other
men's "advances".
In "The Law of Genre" Derrida calls the undoing of this advance tile /uw

of the law of genre. Very succinctly, thts law says that the "re-mark of belonging
does not belong."l'"he

double affirmation, for instance, that re-marks Blanchot's

narrator as feminine, does not beiong to him. Nor, for that matter, does it belong
to women. As soon as something is brought to light - is engendered - il belongs
witlrout helonging because once it is out in the open it can

In

theory be copied by

anyone - male or female. And, similarly, as a critique of the patronymic I
mentioned in the last paragraph, which Lejeune bases his theory of autobiography,
'I could quote Derrida writing on proper names in Oj' Grum,nu:ology (1367):

"When within consciot~sness,the name 1s c d e d proper, it is already classified and
:rated in bezng numed. it is already no more than a so-cuiied proper
!

So, once something is brought into the light of day, the madness of the
begins. 'l'hus, Oerrida plays on Blanchot's confusion to the ear (in

French) between day (jour) and law (jure) in La Folk dujour.j2
I have already witnessed this madness in the desire to pin down ambiguity.

For several instances of this madness there are the interpretations of the
Portugzre,ve 1 ~ ~ t e rand
. v the readings of Woolf S suicide letters. It comes as a

surprise, then, to tind H. Porter Abbott underestimating the power of nlirnesis
39
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41
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trans. Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins
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as De-Facement," T9te Rl~eloricofl(omor1licinm(New York: Columbia University Press, 1 984)
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when he tries to separate autobiography from fiction. The difference, he writes, is
that a "fictional narrative ends with the last event in the story" whereas an
"autobiographical narrative (autobiography) ends with the writing of the narrative
itself. In efliect, an autobiography is its own con~lusion.'~'~
To demonstrate this.
Abbott sees this end present everywhere in an autobiography such as Frederick
Douglass' ~Vurrutive($the Lijk offiederick Do~rgkuss,an Americun Sluve ( 1 874).
He writes of Douglass' autobiography: "The exactitude and lean, declarative
strength of [his opening] sentences is a proclamation of the control and selfassurance which is [indicative ofl the present Frederick Douglass" who has
escaped slavery and been educated?
I can counter Abbott's argument b j facing him up against Jean

S1.arobinskiYs"The Style of Autobiogaphy" (1971) where he writes: "'pseudomemoirs' and 'pseudo-biographies' esploit the possibilities of narrating purely
imaginary tales in the first person.

[...l [l'lhe

1 of such a text cannot be

distinguished from the I of a 'sincere' autobiograpical n a m t i ~ e . ' " As
~ Starobinski
points out, this is not only because a fictional autobiography can copy an authentic
autobiography to a I (and a capital l), but also because autobiographies frequently
adopt the narrative methods of fiction. There is a fluid exchange between fiction
and autobiography, as I attempted to demonstrate with the novel and the essay in
the essay chapter.
However, there is further evidence in I,u Fdie du jour to suggest why
Abbott's distinction between autobiography and fiction cann )t be sustained.
Blanchot's narrator achieves what I have found Woolf cai ing the essay's
"triumph of style" or the androgyny of a great literary mind, which puts into
43 Abbott, "Autobiography, Autography, Fiction: Groundwork for a Taxonomy of Textual
Categories," 598.
4.4
Abbott, 602.
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question Abbott's theory of autobiography by offering an narrative that avoids
both coming to a conclusion or presenting a last event. While the representatives
of the law only want to hear the story of his eye accident, which brought him to
them, the narrator gives them his life in its entirety, until they no longer see him.
"I was shrinking into them, 1 was held entirely in their view and when, finally, 1

no longer had anything but my perfect nullity present and no longer had anything
to see, they, too, ceased to see me.""~hus,

when the presence of the

autobiographer is everywhere, it is nowhere. For example, he is both learned und
ignorant. As a consequence, they lose sight of him, because he does not limit his
story to this or ihut as, for instance, ~ o o l does
f in her diary by using Nelly Boxall
as the limit of her everyday, or as Frederick Douglass does by asserting his
learning (literacy) over his ignorance. To recap, the narrator of
positions himself as both /his and

fhaf

/,U

Folie dtl jour

side of all accepted borders. For instance,

the borders between masculinity and femininity, between learning and ignorance.

Quite logically, he acts as if everything that he has experienced has informed his
identity. As 1 hinted earlier, this double affirmation, this literary honour, which
abides by the law of the law of genre, can be understood using Nietzsche's
philosophy, specifically what he calls the Eternal Return.
There are innumerable ways of reading Nietzsche's Eternal Return. I will
be considering interpretations from a group of Nietzsche readers which Allan
Bloon~has called the "Nietzscheanized left" because they soften Nietzsche's

in Nieksche: Life as Literature (1985) Alexander Nehamas
callousne~s.~~

4s
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connects the Will to Power with the Eternal

et urn."

(Again. there are

innumerable ways of understanding what Nietzsche meant by the Will to Power.)

He understands Nietzsche's Will to Power as saying that everything is connected.
This is to say, as structuralist linguistics discovered in the early twentieth-century,
meaning cannot inhere in things themselves. Very simply, "man," for instance,
acquires meaning through its dflerence from "woman," "boy," etc., and vice
versa. In this sense, Nietzsche's affirmation (in Ecce Honto) of his life and death,
mother and father, is an expression of the Will to Power. For if Nietzsche were to
deny the existence of even one event in his story, he would be denying meaning to
ail the rest. Nehamas takes this to mean that Nietzsche says that to want any part
of our lives to be different is to want everything to be different - it is to want, in
other words, to be someone else.
To extend my understanding of the Eternal Return I will take Gilles
Deleuze's influential reading in h'ielzsche und IJhilosophy ( 1 962). The difference
between Nehamas' reading of Nietzsche and Deleuze's can be abbreviated:
Nehamas sees the Eternal Return as affirming that nothing could he drftrenr in
one's life, whereas Deleum sees the Eternal Return affirming everything as
difference. 'This is quite distinct From the yes of the Eternal Ketur;l Neharnas reads

as affirming everything in one's life. Yet Nebamas does not say yes to everything
in Nietzsche. He particularly avoids the fact hat Nietzsche, for instance, said no
to the human, all too human, attributes of bad conscience and ressmtirnenf.("Bad
conscience" is when I accuse myself of all my inadequacies: "1 am guilty."
"Ressentinzent" is where I accuse others of my predicament: "They are guilty.")

"[Tlhe yes", Deleuze writes, "which does not know how to say no (the yes of the
ass) is a caricature of affirmation. This is precisely because it says yes to
Alexander Nehamas, Niefzsche: Lve m LiI~~ratwe
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University
Press, 1985).
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everything which is no, because it puts up with nihilism it continues to serve the
9,

power of denying

.49 How, then, does the Eternal Return say no?

This seems a strange question when I have spent the last two paragraphs
confirming that the Eternal Return is the epitome of afirmation.

111

eff'ect, 1 am

now asking how yes says no. While I have encountered a practical answer to this
riddle in Woolf s feminism, particularly in our analysis of Three Gtrineus when
she says yes to patriarchy's jealousy and competition in order for women to
advance to a stage where they have the freedom to say no to those same methods
of advancement, I can now approach the riddle anew by considering the no of Lu
Folie duj w r with which I opened this chapter: "A story [ricit]'?No stories, never

again." At face value this seems to be a simple negation, or what Abbott might
refer to as a last event. The narrator says no to telling his story to the
representatives of the law. Furthermore, I have already noted that this no is the
last Line of the story, so it sounds like a resolution. And yet I am looking at this
line out of context. Derrida steps back to the preceding paragraph where
Blanchot's narrator recounts that the doctors had asked him to tell them exactly
what happened: "A story? 1 began: 1 am neither learned nor ignorant.'"' This line,
then, has the same question as the last line in the text, "A story?", bc! it also
repeats the so-called opening line of La h l i e drr jour: "I am neither learned nor
ignorant." What does this repetition signify? For Derrida it dissolves all the
customary borders which constitute a traditional text. 'The 'account' [recit]", he
writes, "which he claims is beginning at the end, and by requisition, is ];one other
than the one that has begun from the beginning of La FoZie ilujour and in which,
therefore, he gets around to saying that he begins, etc."'' The borders of the story

49

Gilles Delewe, Niemche and PhiInwphy, tram Hugh Tomlinmn (New York: Columbia
University Press, 1983) 185.
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dissolve, not because there are none, but because the story is continually
beginning. "For if 'I' or 'he' [in Lu Folk drr jowl continued to tell what he has
told, he would end up endlessiy returning to this point and beginning again to
begin, that is to say, to begin with an end that precsdes the beginning."s2
In Derrida's terms Blanchot's text deconstructs the possibility of the
narrative demanded by the law of genre.53This is why I began this chapter, indeed
this thesis; feeling that Blanchot's unnamed narrator is trying to escape
autobiography. In fact, he is not trying to escape autobiography to achieve
mastery of his material, such as Abbott, Renza and Bud attempt, but rather he is
trying to sayno to a classical autobiography by saying yes to the life of writing:

The genre expectation of all classical autobiographies is that 1 will get to know the
writer. I will get to know the writer's place in the world, their relationship to me. 1
want them to explain how they work, just as Plato wants all writers to do this \&h
.sinp/e diegesis. But, rather than a simple diegesis, which a proponent of classical

autobiographies such as Lejeune would see being promised by the proper name of
the writer, Lu Folk t?'lr j o u r narrative instead folds in on itself to affirm its own
life, a life that lives beyond the life of the writer, or any other limit. Likewise, in
The Space of'Literuture, Blanchot talks of how KaRta was enchanted by the step

into literature being achieved by substituting "he" (or "she") wherever "I"
occurred." Elsewhere ("The Narrative Voice (The 'he', the neutral)"), he goes on
to talk of the writer's narrative voice in language redolent of the Eternal Return.
He speaks of narrative as a circle constituted by its relationship to life.
"v]arrative would be a circle neutralizing life, which does not mean without any

Demda, "The Law of Genre," 2 17.
In fact deconstruction is Derrida's own form of double affirmation. The no of deconstruction is
created by the texts he reads, not by himself. He afirms the logic of a text's argument until the
end, until, that is, it reveals that its arguments are not ss definitive or pure as it itself demands,
until, that is, it says no to its own arguments.
54
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relation to it, but that its relation to life would be neutral.

1... Like a speech that

does not illuminate and does not obsc~re.'"~
This is also Derrida's reading of
'dietache's Ecce Honro, which I have used as an epigraph for this chapter. He
sees Nietzsche's autobiogmphy rejecting classical autobiographies by turning in

on itself,
Coincidentally, at this point, lke Lu F'oiie dzi

>lrr,

my narrative is

returning to itselc that is, I am repeating the work I have done on Woolf S
signature in the essay chaptcr:
As Woolf symbolises Mr. Ramsay's second version of the everyday with the unperceived

and unattainable letter K. can I do the same with Virginia Woolf? In an autobiographical

piece called "A Sketch of the Past" she contrasts the ordinary everyday with tlie itqpired
everyday. Or, in her terms, !!\c mcvnet~tsc f l non-heh~gand the motnent.s of heittg." The

nlotnert/s of ttott-beirtg make up a larger portion of our lives; they are, she says, "the
cotton wool1' of daily life. On the other hand, a wonmt of being is rarer: "I was looking
at a plant with a spread of leaves; and it seemed suddenly plain that the flower itself was
part of the earth; that a ring enclosed what was the flower; and that was the real flower;
part earth; part flower."" It i s in the instantaxous connection of all the parts of the

flower, rather than an exclusively logical connection, that :he tnotnetrt c# beitrg is
constituted. In other words, it becomes in Woolf S terms a work of art. "From this'., she
says:
I reach what L might call a philosophy; at any rate it is a constant idca oC mine; that
behind the cotton wool is hiddcn n pnttcrn; that wc

- 1 mean

all h m a n beings

- arc

C O M C C ~with
~

this; that tllc whalc world is a work of art; that WC iirc parts of thc work of

LW.Hander or G

Bccthovcn quatct is thc truth about this vast mass that we call thc world.

But tl~creis no Shakcspciuc, thcre is no Bccthovcn; ccitainly and emphutically thcre is no
l

God;we nre the w o r k [emphasis addcd]; WC are the music; \VC MC the thing itsclf. And I
sec this whcn f have a shock.

''
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Taking Woolf at her word when she says, "we are the words," I see the pattern behind the
cotton ~ v o of
d everyday life symbolised by the letterJ. ki.'hidesin front of and behind the

flora and f h n a offk,,rter nnd ~Yc~o&

Here 1 can i~oticeWoolf S montenf ofbcing, her philosophy of art, saying
no to the ordinary everyday by saying yes to all of the everyday. It says no ta a
limited connection of elements of reality, such as I find in a classical
autobiography's dependence on the "I," by saying yes to the life of her writing,
which exists beyond her death: "Only after the writer is dead", Woolf writes in
"Craftmanship" (1 937), "do his words to some exten1 become disinfected, purified

of the accidcntsof the living ~ b d ~ .The
" ~ ' "accidents of the living body" are the
everyday accidents, which "suggest the writer; his character, his appearance, his
life, his family, his house - even the, cat on the hearthrug. Why words do this, how
they do it, how to prevent them from doing it nobody knows. They do it without
the writer's will; often against his will."d I have highlighted "to some extent" in
Woolf s sentence, for it emphasises that it is still unlikely or unprovable that 1 can

possess Woolf s writing. The double possessive in this last sentence - '>~ossess
Woolfv. writing" - points towards the impossibility of ownership. How can 1own

something for someone else like, for example, Schapiro or Heidegger attempt do
for Van Gogh? The mark of ownership is a mark of belonging that could never
belong to me or to Woolf Even those whc live after her death cannot claim (to
finish with) her words. The only end 1 can ofier at this moment is endlessness. For
to end I must possess her words by returning their meaning to her once she is
dead. And yet this is the impossibli: task that a classical autobiography sets itself
Under the distant tcltelage of Plato's idealism, which can be aligned with Freud's
step of patriarchy, a classical autobiography promises an end.
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Woolf s feminism, no less than her literature, is founded on noticing the
inappropriateness of this step. For it is in fact n "step no/ beyond," to use a phrase

from Blanchot (1973)."' 1 first saw the "step not beyond" in James Rmsay's
thoughts upon finally reaching the lighthouse: "So that was the lighthouse was it?
No, the other [seen from the shore] was also the lighthouse. For nothing was
simply one thing."62 While it is the goal of literature to express this "step nut
beyond," it cannot be admitted as such. When Fry asks Woolf to tell him what the

lighthouse means, she pulls the wool over his eyes by saying that it wasn't
intended simply to mean one thing. She is pulling the wool over his eyes for,
parm'oxicuh'y, the lighthouse does have an overriding meaning in Woolf s novel,
and that is the denial that it or anything else can mean simply one thing, one goal.
As I saw with Poe's "The Purloined Letter," the more a text applies this
1itew-y honour, the more tempting it then becomes for others $0make it their o w l
by claiming mastery over it. This is a fate fmiliar to the texts of "Virginia
Woolf." Her proper name has been taken as signing all manner of argument:
"Like the Bible," Rachel Bowlby writes, "Woolf S texts provide ample support for
almost any position: she is taken to hold the key to the meaning of life and the
proper nature of woman; she is the object of both veneration and vehement hatred;
and like the Bible too, she is sometimes merely treated as 'literature."""
I cannot be certain, but let me c.-.!i -; -e that Bowlby's use of quotation

marks around the word literature is to desigate the status others have given
literature, not herself. As I have seen, the low status of literature dates back at
least as far as Plato's expulsion of the poets f ~ o mhis utopian republic. It is a status
bascd on its supposed lack of seriousness, its irresponsibility, in shirt, its
Blanchot, ?'lyeS ~ e Not
y Bryo,~d,trms. [of L e p mt-delu [ 1973)] Igcette Nelson (A!bany:
S W , 1992).
62 Woolf, Tb ?he Lighthouse, 20 1 .
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supposed distance from reality. Bowlby presumes that I will understand this use of
the word literature. She expects her readers to know her language. In mother
encounter with a Blanchot tex-t.,Denida finds this presumption to be a condition of
autobiography, In Demeure (1998) he calls it the "implications of the 'we .U
,YY

When I give testimony, i am not only bearing witness for myself, I am also
testifjling that there is another who can understand me at least to some degree. In
other words, the letter ("I") always has a destination (addressee). This thesis, for
instance, has calied upon the name of "Virginia Woolf," and although there is
perhaps no possibility of a definitive identity being assigned to that proper name
(like the lighthouse, she is both this and tim), we nevertheless understand each
other, we agree in general what or who that name refers to. It is eazy, then, to
recognise the "implications of the 'we"' as describing the work of classical
autobiographies, and also the work of genres; for genres are based on a mutual
understanding. For example, I know when writers are using the novel rather than a
sonnet to tell a story.
Just as the law of genre has the law of the law of genre for its shadow, so
the "implications of the 'we"' has its own shadow, for Derrida detects that the
very possibility of a testimony is founded upon the impossibility of fully

understanding the testimony of another. This is in accord with what I originally
found in her diary, where in the interests of her literary freedom Woolf excuses
herself from defining herself as either this or that. Likewise, for there to be
testimony, in the broadest autobiographical sense of the term, the
autobiographer's identity must ultimately remain secret. Like the lighthouse,
:~.hich James Ramsay realises he will never be able to reduce to just one
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lighthouse, a testimony must not be zi'rher this or f h t , but be both this and lhar'.
That is to say, it must be paradoxically bath comprehmsible and
incomprehensible at the same time. For autobiographies to remain the testin~ony
of their lives, writers must avoid calling a spade a spade, as Plato would have
them do with simple diegesis. Derrida writes:
I can only testify, in the strict sense o f the word, from the ir.stunt when no o n e can, in my
place, testiQ to what I do. What I testify to k, at that very instant, my secret; it remains

reserved for me. I rnrlst be able to keep secsetprmisely w h ~ it le.~fi;.jt
to; it is the condition
of testimony in a strict ~ e n s e . ~ '

To take just one example of this incomprehension, there is the
incomprehcnsrsn of the sentence iiorn La Folic drdjozr I have quoted many times
already: "I am neither learned nor ibworant." As Derrida remarked, there is no
self-representation in this statement I am leA with nothing to grwp the narrator's
character. Car, rather, this statement has too much self-representation. It is as
Philippe Lacoiie-Labarthe and Jean-Luc Nancy say of dialoguz (and the
fragment): it 'kcioes no\ properly constitute a genre.

7 4 5

cc

That the dialogue i s not a

genre", they continrrc, "means first of all [... j not that the dialogce is someho.,~
isadequate with respec! to p n m , but rat5er that it is by definitior. capable of
gathering all genres within itself Dialogue is il~e'non-genre'

01

h e 'genre' of the

mixture of genres.'"7
In l)crneure, Derrida reiids another sim
entitled L 'irfsranfdc mu nzor:, which has been translated as The insfun/ of./@
D e d (1994). Whai is ultimately indecipherab!c in illis sim-y is the sa-called death

advertised in the title, .;;hicli the pr~tagmistexperiences without in fact dying. It
is a de'lth without death. This Dc~io~xdcian
experience is even perhaps the same
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one alluded to in La Folk dtr jour: "Shortly afterwards, the madness of the world
broke out. I was made to stand against the wall like many others. Why? For no
reason. The guns did not go OK 1 said to myself, God, what are you doing? At that
point !stopped being insane. The world hesitated then regained its
The strange logic of death without death, which Derrida abbreviates as "X
14th0ui X," is becoming familiar to me. I have encountered it in one form or
another in each chapter I have devoted to the genres of essay, diary, and letters.
And anly recently it returned again with Derrida's Iuw of the law of genre ot'feting
a reason for this logic as the mark that re-marks a text as belonging (to a genre)
withour belorzging.

Even more recently, I have re-defined the lighthouse as the

secret without secret.
I have been led to suspect that literary fiction is connected, even perhaps

dependent on, the problems of genre and autobiography. The distance that Plato
dislikes between poets and the world of their poem is similar, if not the same, as
that which must exist between autobiographers and their autobiographies. This
distance is simply represented in the re!ationship between Y" and "We." Gail
Griffin brilliantly analyses this distance in "Braving the Mirror: Virginia Woolf as
Autobiographeryy(1981).'~The knot she untangles is how Woolf could start " A
Sketch of the Past" by complaining of autobiographers who do not introduce
themselves before they detail what happened to them, and yet she herself
seemingl:~goes on to do the same thing. Woolf writes: "Here I come to one of the
memoir writer's difficulties - one of the reasons why, though I read so many, so

many are failures. They leave out the psrson to whom things happened. The
reason is that it is difficult to describe any human being. So they say: 'This is what
-Blanchct, The Mrrdttm of Ihe D q 6
Gail Griffin, "Braving the Mirror: Virginiri Woolf as Autobiographer." Biography 4 (1981):
108-118.
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happened,' but they do not say what the person was like to whom it happened."7"
As Griffin notes, this is the same complaint she levelled at Arnold Benriett and the

Edwardian novelists twenty years earlier. It is also how Kristin Ross explains the
first version of the everyday she finds in Blanchot. The second version of the
everyday is inaugurated by the attempt to describe who I am. Although Woolf
begins to describe who she is, this is short-lived. Instead, Griffin finds her,
"floating behind accounts of impressions and of the people who figured largely in

her life."71
Griff?n locates this tendency in the Victorian response to the Romantics.
"To the Victorian mind," Griffin writes, "the untrammeled, assertive Romantic
ego was both amgant and dangerous. [...l The literature of the Victorian foresees
the evoliition of Romantic 'uniqueness. into modern alienation and responds by
molding and tempering individuality through integration in the larger social
organism."72 Griffin gives John Ruskin and John Stuart Mill as examples of
Victorian autobiographers who acknowiedge the debt their identity owes to
"external figures, forces, and circ~mstances."~%heconnects this wi31 Woolf s
momenrs of being where, for instance, the flower is defined by the soil it is

embedded in, the light that shines on it, etc. "Consider", Woolf writes in "A
Sketch of the Past," "what immense forces society brings to play upon each of us,
how that society changes from decade to decade; and also from class to class;
well, if we cannot analyse these invisible presences, we know very little of the
subject of the memoir; and again how futile life-writing becomes. I see myself as
a fish in a stream; deflected; held in place, but cannot describe the stream."7J This
leads Griffin to connect the methodology of "A Sketch of the Past" with the
70
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narrative of iite Wnve,~,"Like [the character ofl Bernard [in The Wuves]," Griffin
writes, "wooif must teil the group story to teil her own. ~rcordirrgiy,the voice in
much of tine memoirs is very iike the voice in The Fuves, not am '1' but a 'we' that
inciudcs the four offspring of juiian jackson's second mamage [to iesiie
~te~henl."''In a letter written on 27 October 193 1, Woolf said of 7'he ?.Vavcs:
"'l he six characters were supposed to be one.

I'm gemng old myself - 1 shall be

fify next year; and I come to feei more and more how di%cult it is to coiiect
myseif into one Virginia; even though the speciai Virginia in wnose body i iive
for the moment is violently susceptible to all sorts of separate feelings."'b Her

signature or i emerges by submerging into the stream of the we - the people who

'nave pariicipaied in her i i k

-.
I he diRerence between the autobiographicai method in ''A Sketch of the
Past" and generic autobrcgraphy is siight but importarit. Where I found Heidegger.
for instance, writing the :\utobiography of Van tioghJs shoes with his o - m
autobiographicai concerns, notabiy his nosiaigia for the pm-Modern way of life by
interpreting Van Gogin depicting the shoes as beionging to a peasant woman (just

as Wooif has a nostalgia for the Victorian cookj, in contrast, in ' - A Sketch of the
past," Woolf is conscious of how her writing (biography) of others is itself an
autobiography.
in "The Origin of fir: work of Art," Heidegger considers anistic genius

ciarifjing the consciousness of its age. But he dismisses the suggestion that the
origin of the artwork is autobiographical." Instead of autobiography, Heidegger
approaches the artwork using art and equipmentality. As I have seen, approaching
an with equipment is itself an nid piece of equipment. Heidegger, however,
Woolf "A Sketch of the Past." SO.
GtSin, l 1 l .
76 WOOIF,i71eLetters of Kirgi~riaWool/:Vol. II'.
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hanciies the equipment in his own particular way. Where Plato believes art
conceals the equrpmentalrty ot equrpment, Heldegger sees the artwork
unconceaiing equiprnentaiity. T'ne equipmentaiity of tsois is hidden i?om me untii
hey breaicdown, or they are mispiaced, iike Liiy Briscoe's inverted tabie In a tree.

~ n d basicaiiy,
,
th, is what art does to equipment. Art makes me aware of how I
rely on equipment, and the rehab~lityof equrpment.
in "The Law of Genre," just as in Demezwe, Derrida expands the
reiationship between ourseives and the representation of our experiences beyond
the generic, whether that be gender, race, class, nationaiity, zontemporaneousness,

-,.

etc. Instead, it is a question of the relationship between idmtity and textutality.'"

For Derricia there is a question of ownership when someone writes (or impiiesj
that '-This is my story." Derrida approaches this probiern thr~ughthe textuai death
of the author as a dealh wzflrou~death. He finds this in Bianchotis ?he lnsfunfof
My Deatlz when rts narrator says of hrs mlssrng manuscrrpt: "All that remarns

IS

the feeiing of iig'mness that is death Lseii or, to put it more preciseiy, the instant of
my death henceforth always in abeyance."" Blanchofs narrator realises that his

death itseif wiii, by definition, never be experienced by his iiving seif. ~ u t ,
nevertheless, thrs realrsat~onbecomes the proxy experrence of death. Meaning,
cieatii's experience can only ever be tne reaiisation rim deatin is never experienced.
Likewise, James Ramsay reaiises that the iighthouse can cniy be experienced
through the realisation that it is never experienced in its totaiity.
So the key to understanding the law of the law of genres, whrch can be

expressed as "X without X,. is rnat any given system is missing an auinoritative
end. '~eaning,any iimit (that is, iawj imposed upon a narrative is a iike a
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cuckoo's egg, not rightly belonging to that narrative. For if a trait can be
comprehended, ~tis rmmed~ately,in theory, a law because ~tcan be transferred to
another narrative, and consequentiy it can b e h g to that narrative as weli. When
a
.
.

this law of comprehension, this law of genre, this "implication of the 'we,'.' is
avoided, as Wooif does with the literary honour of the lighthouse, then the
concept of temparai complet~onis undermined, upsetting the expenence of t ~ m e
itseif It is an end without end. Thus, the absence of time is experienced wnen
autobiographers avoid imposing an external limit, such as " ~ e i i yBoxail" offered
for WoolSs diary, and instead appreciate their experience of experience, or even,
their experlence without expenenee, as it is understood by both James Kamsay
and Blanchot's narrator of The lnstunt o f k @l>~~rh."
-- wooif praised T'hoinas De Quincey as <he master of this tbrm of

autobiography. "His enemy," she writes in "'lrnpassioned Prose"' j l Y.ib'), "the
hard tact, became cloud-hke and supple under h ~ shands. t i e has no obllgatmn to

recite 'the oid hack[~eyedroil-caii, cnronoiogicaiiy arranged, of inevitabie facts in
a man's life.' it was his object to record impressions, to render states o t mind
without particuiarising the features of the precise person who had experienced
them.'gi Paradoxically, when writers do not claim the particular as their own (as
Wooif and james Ramsay do not do witn tine iighthousej it becomes heirs in
anofher way. Like the rapture of the ideaiiseci chiiciish consciousness i described

in the previous chapter, -Wooif and James kamsay beiong to the iighthouse as

-

" Karl W e i n t r a ~ ~calls
h i t the difference hetween momnir and antnhin~raphy
And when the
- .

autobiographical impulse to represent an inner experience is taken to its extreme it becomes what
both Weintnub and Michel Beaujour call a "literary self-portrait." Weintraub writes: "When the
lude predominates to uncover the nature, the very structure of the personaiity, the author is easi!..
driven toward a form of self-portraiture rether than autobiography."Karl Weintraub,
"Autobiography and ~lstoncalConsc~ousness,"
Critical Inpiry 1 (June 1975): 823, 828. See
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much as it belongs to them. They are unable to escape their experiences because
there IS an absence of a one-way ownersh~p.
The one-way ownership of experiences is exady the failure Woolf finds
in autobiographies, which Griffin notes she corrected by using the biography of
others as her autobiography. Without the Modern subject's one-way ownership of
tts experiences there IS an absence of t~me,which Shan Benstock (1988) not~ces
in 'wooif

"A Sketch of

Fast."

'"oojFc

, memories,'' she writes in

'-~uthorizingtiie ~ ~ t ~ b i ~ g r a p i i i "do
~ a l , iiot
' ; announce their sequence; their
timing aiways contradicts the Iogicai sequence of conscious thought and action,
escaping the dating of calendars and clocks.'7s2 Benstock analyses several
exampies of this iiterary time in "A Sketch of tile Fast." The most teiiing exampie
is when -W-ooiirecsiis her first memory. She says her first memory is of sitting on
her mother's lap during a train or bus ride. l'his memory then leads her to another
early memory, "of Iyng half asleep, half awake, in bet1 tn the tlursery at St. Ives.

-

Tt is of healing the waves breaking, one, WO, one, two". nut rat'her tnan choose
which memory came first (the memory of sitting on her mothcfs lap or hearing
the waves break), she says that the second memory of the waves "also seems to be
m

~ l yfirst memory.""" Thus, Benstock argues that the classical autobiography
.,-

becomes suspect. "k~very exercise in memory recaii that

' W O O ~tries
~

in t'lese

autobbgraphicai efforts demonstrates fhe futii~tyand faiiure of iik writing. [Tjhe
'two strong memories' that initiate 'A sketch of the Past,' Wooif comments, 'I am
hardly aware of myself, but only of the sensation. L #m only tire container of the
feeling of ecstasy, of the feeling of rapture."'4

a Shmi Tjenstock, "Authari~ingthe Arntnhiogaphical," 7he Private ,%[E T h e o ~m
l d Practice qf
W O ~ ~ IAutobiographical
J's
Wrilings. ed. Shari Benstock (Chapel Hill: Universitv of North
Carolina Press, 1988) 13.
Woolf, "A Sketch of the Pasr, ' 64.
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Much earlier - in the essay chapter - 1 recobmised the absence of time ns
being descnbed by two writers as a nteunwhile. Emmanuel Levinars speaks of the
~tcunwhrieof the artistic image, and Benedict Anderson writes of both the literary

and sociahmeunwhie uihish a~riveswith the iarge city and nation-state during the
Modern Age. With my definition of non-ciassicai (or generic) autobiography in
mind, it comes as no surprise to discover James Olney ( I Y W ) , while commenting

on tne rise of theoreticai writings on autobiography, imagining a meanwizrie
between theoreticians of autobiograp-hy themselves, particuiariy between himself
and Georges G u s d o ~
It is my assmprion that many critics o t the autobiographicai mode have had experiences

very much llke niy own - that is to szy, they worked out Ideas about autobiography arid
then found thernseives both anticipated a d caniirn~edin Gusdorf (or -Misch or Diitheyj,
but there is one more Izter detail m this complev oS anticipation, confirmation, and
interreiationsiiip tinat i wouid iike to mention. in i97J Gusciorx"puhiisnea a serond, iong
essay 1...j in which not oniy the ideas and the generai argument Dut evel; specific detaiis,
@Self,
examples, and tunx of phrase are identical to those that 1 deployed in Me!a~?lmrs

but i know for a certainty that Professor h s d o r f was entirely unaware of my book in

1975 - as unaware as I was of his essay in 1969."
1 his heightened

scme of rneunwhiie is perhaps indicative ofthe beginning

~f the end of the -Modem Age, a trimsition which is currently referred to as
globalisahon. l-iavlng spent the last four hundred years systemrrt~callycataloguing
the world, Modern humanity is beginning to run ouc oi'borders to cross, nature to

-

conquer. perhaps t'his :r. what Hegel sensed in the nineleenth century which he
called the end of history. But just when humanity thought things were going to get
simpler, ~t comes face to face wth the p~oblemof definmg itself. As Heldegger
alerted me earlier, the problem is that the bridge connectmg the

subject
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and the catalogued world was built on uncertain ground. he Modern subject
increasingly presumes that these

IS

a one-way street between itself and the

ownership of the world. Examples of this presumption are in the methodology of
Abbott, Renza and Burt's approach to analysing autobiography at the opening of
this chapter. And in the letlers chapter 1 defined the "masculine" honour of Lacan,
Spitzt:, et al, as finding all of their experiences confirming their identity. But the
relationship of the self to its world is in fact a two-way street. This two-way street
can in theory go on Forever connecting all things. T'nis is what frightened Plato
about art. He curtailed the enormity of its meanwhile by setting a limit with the
help of generic examples or, rather, ideals, such as the table. In 'Ib the Lighthouse,
Wooif subverts this law of genre by presenting the conflicting ideals tables are
used for, from the philosopher's table to the kitchen table, thus giving the
perimeter of her novel the elasticity of an essay, and highlightmg the perspectival
nature of existence. This use (along with the other modernist writers) of the
stream of consciousness ailowed her to reach the apotheosis of the meanwizrie.
The rneunwhile that is shared by autobiography and literary fiction can be
understood as an opening. When l begin a piece of literature 1 sense an immense
opening before me. It is created by the feeling that literature can write about
anything whatsoever, and possibly also connect everything together in untoid
ways. Great literatwe can sistain this freedom of expression throughout its
narrative. Hut all writing cannot do without a limit. ' h a t is, it needs generic laws.
In the case of' this thesis, l set myself a limlt by saying I was writing about
autobiography, literature and genre. In writing that is the antithesis of literature,
such as scientific wri?ing, the closure of this opening is the goal from the
beginning. Autobiography, however, like literature, is dependent on remaining
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autobiography, one's life story is always open-ended, for one is still alive. Also,
autobiographers are prhaps reluctant to pin themselves down. Even if I have been
a domestic servant all my life, I might not consider this activity to reveal my true
personality. But most of all, it is open becaue of the uncertainty of the two-way
street of one's experience.
In the essay chapter, two tables were raised tbr discussion, Serkeley's

table and Man's tabie. Berkeley has it that his table's identity is informed by him
experiencing it, whereas Mam finds the table's experience informing his identity.
In both cases the tabie is a one-way street. 1 have come to the conclusion that it is

not a case of choosing which one of these arguments is correct, rather that both of
these arguments are correct. i "write" my experiences, and my experiences
"write" me. There is a dialogue between myself and the world, not a monologue.xb
As a peroration to this chapter I will illustrate how autobiography and
literary fiction are travelling companions along this two-way street by comparing
two passages, one from The bVuves, the other from Woolf S autobiography "A
Sketch of the Past". The first is attributed to the character Rhoda, the ~tx~ond
to
Virginia Woolf herself. My interpretation of these puddles will not be the final
word on what they mean or even how they mean something at all.
1 came to a puddle. 1 could not cross it. Identity failed me. We are nothing, 1 said, and fell.
1 was biowtl iike a feather. I was wafted down tunnels. Then very gingeriy, I pushed my

foot across. 1 laid my hand against a brick wail. 1 returned very painfully, drawing myself
back into my body over the grey, cadaverous space of the puddle."
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There \v=, me moment o f the puddle in the path; when for no reason I could discover,
everything sudden!y t e a m e unreal; 1 was suspended; 1 could not step acros(i the puddle; I
tried to touch something.. .the whole world became unreal.'"

'l'here are many ways to approach these two passages, but an obvious way

to begin is with a thematic comparison. It is easy enough to uecopise that both
passages involve a person stopped in their tracks by a puddle. I will assume that
both Khoda and Virginia could physically cross the puddle without any trouble.
With this assumption l would need to ask why the encounter with a puddle leads
to the character of Rhoda in The Wuves losing her identity, and the young Virginia
Woolf to f h d the whole world unreal. Tt would be a mistake to immediately
assume that both puddles sibmify something other than themselves. That is to say,
1 cannot dismiss the possibility that each puddle before Khoda and Virginia does

in fact si~mi-fla puddle fbr them.
h'ow is a puddle significant as a puddle? Tt is helpful to remember that the

puddle from ;'A Sketch of the Past" is given as an example of a moment of being.
As I have learnt from Woolf, everything in her immediate experience becomes
connectec! during the shock of her nzoments of being, and this was also how I
defined literary honour. Literary honour does not impose a hierarchy of one thing
over another, as happens in the everyday understanding of honouring something
or someone as better than this thing or better than that person. 'l'he literary, like a
rnonzenf oj'being, honours everything on the same level, fbr t~::simple reason that
everything I S connected.
This literariness compels the common-place statement by English teachers
to their students that nothmg in a literary work is without significance, everything
contributes to the experience of the work. Is this also how Rhonda and Virginia
approach their puddles? If so, why would it lead Rhoda arid Virginia to the loss of
X8
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identity, or to find the world unreal? To understand what Woolf means by
"unreal" I could return to the work 1 have done in the essay chapter on Woolf s
discussion of the unreality of Edwardian writers privileging objects over character
or, alternatively, I could return to the discussion of the diary chapter that discerned
that reality was merely the accepted and promised order of things. To take the
latter: the diarist discerned the unreul as literature's breakdown of the promised
order, such as Monday promising that Tuesday will follow it. Lejeune defines
classic autobiography with this promise. He finds autobiography to be saying,
hew l am sigfiing my n c i z us a promise thaf whul f b h w s rejers fo it. 'I'his is like

Plato putting the ideal table as the promised reality referred to by the carpenters'
tabies, when in hct the carpenters' tabies are jaisoj the promwe

'

the ideal table.

Likewise, dean-Marie Schaeffer criticises genre ciassification when it defines texts
with: A is a novei, 'lAhisorder, she arcues, "presupposes that we can know what
the text is with the help of the notion 'novel,' whereas in the vast majority of
cases, and in spite of all we can say on the subject of the horizon of expectation, it
is the opposite that takes place. We h a w more about the text than we know about
the genre, even if we are theorists of the genre. In fact our knowledge goes from
texts to genres much more than from genres to text?
It might be in this double promise, therefore, that the worid becomes
~mreulfor Virginia when she encounters the puddie. She realises that meaning is a

two-way street. 'l'ha puddle is informed by her perception of it, and her perception
is informed by the puddle. The lighthouse is not merely the lighthouse seen from
dose up but also from the shore; and the woman who is obiiged by the Seventh
Article to ask a question of her male dinnzr companions must also be questioned
if one is to attempt to answer her properly. Unlike Mr. Kamsay's inertia betbre
- -.-.- -Cchaeffer, " L l t e r q Genres md Teaual Genericify." trans. Alice Ois, The Fvtvre of
Literary Theory, d.Ralph Cohen (New York: Routledge, 1989) 176.
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one element of reality ("stuck at Q"), or Woolf S political inertia before the
"servant question," the young Virginia is stuck before her puddle because she

finds i t to be a condensation or every element of reality. Her unred sterns from
the fact that this is not the accepted generic way of viewing the wcrld, rather it is a

stroke of genius, where she is both questioned by and questioning her reality.
l wiil conclude by saying that when Woolf writes her fiction she is
,,

ofTering me ques~ions:"Here is z. lighhouse, how do 1 experience i'i?
How do men
or women or children experience it, or give it meaning by experiencing it?" That
is to say, she is asking how 1 use different genres of context to give the lighthouse
meaning. To honour this question properly I shouid repiy with a question about

how the relationships between different genres give meaning to the same object in
the world and to each other, like the genres of the distant gaze and the close ipze
ISr James. When 1 compare genres in this way I am practicing the iiterary, 1 am
even perhaps engaged in writing a literary autobiography.

1 S8

CONCLUSION
I will conclude by saying that the literary has perhaps always been in

partnership with the pneric. The literary has relied on the generic to define itself
as other, and the generic has relied on the literary to extend its boundaries. The
litemry seeks new experiences by being open to the experience of all experiences,
whereas the generic wants to contain this flood by defining the order and the way
I experience things.

'

My definition of the generic, then, is very simple; it might even be a
generic definition of genres. It says that the generic is when 1 stop questioni~gmy
reality. In order to stop, or to go forward with something else, I say, "Yes, this is
my understanding of the lighthouse before me," or in an effort to define literature

I say, "I believe this theory of genre to be true." This is not unusual; especially not
in genre theory. For example, in The Architex[, Gerard Genette finds most modem
p n r e theorists have relied on a generic reading of Aristotle's Puelics and Plato's
Republic, because it is has been falsely concluded that these ancients distributed

poetics into the so-called three major genres of lyric, epic, and dramatic.'

All genm are in some sense a genre of conclusions, even if they are not
labelled as such, like this piece of writing. This definition of the generic is central
to understanding how autobiographies are witten. IT) the last chapter I myself
concluded that a generic autobiography is where experiences are expressed using
the generic language of supposedly unambiguous examples. I perceived the
limitation of such autobiographies in the essay as the Seventh Article, and in the
diary as the promise of language. Denida argument about the nature of testimony
led me to suspect that such "autobiographies" are not worthy of the name, because

l

G @ m dGenette, The Architext: An It~&odtxtio~t,
tram Jane E. Lewin (Berkeley: University of
Califqrnia Press, 1992).

the recorded experiences would no lonpr belong to their writer. They would be
generic experiences, belonging to everyone who read them.
Consequently, am I to conclude, then, that an autobiography to be worthy
of the name must be what I have defined as a litetmy autobiography? If it is so,

then autobiographies are those texts whose experiential perspective remains a
secret to the reader, perhaps even the writer. I have explained that this secrecy can
be approached as the double aflirmaiion, which does r.ot take sides in the generic

way of saying this is good, that is bud. Tile different readings of Woolf S "suicide
letters" are witness to the confusion of the double afirmation. But, paradoxically,
despite the secrecy of literary autobiographies I am still able to define what a
literary autobiography does, so it remains a genre, albeit a strange one. It is the
genre of the non-genre. It is the genre that questiox genres. It is the genre that
says no to genres by saying yes to all genres.
This is not an abstract concern. It has its concrete examples in
postmodernist art, architecture, etc., and globalisation, which are slowly infusing
every avenue of the everyday. The question that remains is whether this
postmodern culture is a transitional phase which the Modern subject will
overcome, using it to expand its grasp of experience and then go on in the same
manner it has done for at least several centuries, or, more interestingly, if it is
rather the transformation of the Modem subject into something other than itself.
Michel Foucault suggests the possibility of the latter in The Order of 771irig.v
(1966): "As the archaeology of our thought easily shows, man is an invention of

recent date. And one perhaps nearing its endw2
It is obvious, but rarely touched upon, to find genres similar to
personalities. "Like different personalities," Heather Dubrow writes, "different

--

-

'Michel Foucault, The Llrder of Ihii~gs:ANArchaeoIo.ofthe Hnmmt Sciertce.~[trims, not
named) (New York: Vintage Books, 1933) 387.
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genres are distinguished From one another by which characteristics predominate:
almost all poetic forms have predilections for certain prosodic patterns, just as
almost all human beings have some urge to aggression, but the extent to which
tendencies are realised and their role in the total pattern of the psyche or the form

in question varies."' If literary autobiography bears resemblance to a personality,
it might be the character of Pinocchio. The power of the parable of Pinocchio is
the fact that in his wish to be a real boy, he is more human than r e d boys, who
unduly take their humanity for granted. Perhaps, likewise, the foundation of
literary autobiography's dissatisfaction with genres is not a desire to dispense with
the human, but rather a desire to be humane.

~ u b r o wGenre,
,
7.
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